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Preface

FROM INFANLY, WE. SI RIVE. TO MAINTAIN a sense of significance, purpose.
and value in our lives. Poets, philosophers, psychologists, and theo

lugians alike haw recognized this fundam,,ntal humanaspiration Profes
siunals in early childhood education, too, have long accepted our prime
responsibility tu promote aildren's inner sense of significance and

value. Unlike more objective educational or therapeutic goals, concern

about self-esteem turns attention tu children's own sense of significance
and value. Hence, the goal is nut merely to get children to read or act
better, but tu get them to experience themselr cs as valuable and compe

tent individuals.
The strength of the idea of self-esteem, however, is rivaled only by it

weakness. True, the concept touchcs the essence of the human spirit But

it is disc) open to serious miscoih.r.ption and trivialization Happy grains.
empty praise. smiley-face stkkers, "participant" ribbons, and all manner

ot drivel are lavished upun children under the guise of building their
self-esteem. In a culture plagued by self preoccupation and narissism. it

is hard to know whether pleas fur improved self esteem Ire a solution or

part of the problem.
Most disturbing, perhaps, is the idea that self esteem is a cure al: One

preschool child was referm!d tu a clinic fe: language delay, acting out.
unsuppurtive parents, and puur peer relations. The clinicians' treatment
plan: Improve the child's low self-esteem. Are we to suppose that this

child s sense of self 4. mild be transformed without dealing with the corn

plex and depressing realities uf his lifer All too many interventions aimed

at improving self-esteem have been similarly vague and ineffective
(Strein, 1988).

Low self-esteem can be viewed as the root of all sort: of social ills
Mcoholism, drug abuse, crime, teenage pregnancy, school failure, and
unemployment. The state of California even has established a commis

sion on self-tsteem in urder tu alleviate society's ills. While concluding
that self-esteem is the likelkst candidate fur a social vaccine" (Cantor
ma Task Force, 1990, p.41. its comprehensive analysis shows that there is

xi



no single, simple cure To begin with, diey found it essential to distin-
guish self-esteem from highly indicidualishc narussam by defining it to
include not only a sense of self-worth and importance, but also "the
character to be accountable for myself and to act responsibly toward
othei-s" (p. 1) This definition points to the breadth and complexity of the
problem Beyond estecm in the narrow selise, we are talking about the
development of character, alues, self-control, and morality! (You think a
cure for cancer is difficult?)

Using a broader framework for understanding self-esteem, this mono-
graph pulls together a knowledge base of recent child development re-
search and practice Going beyond traditional, global measures of self-
esteem, new measures offer a more differentiated and ini !grated picture
of self development. For the first time, objective science is proving the
importance and early development of the subjective self, thereby en-
hancing long-held beliefs of early childhood professionals. These find-
ings are confidence-building! But we also must caution about the need for
humility Self-development is a ,umplex phenomenon that should not
be treated lightly Far be it that e think we have all the answers. Yet, we
can chart some clear directions. Guides for teak.hers, administrators,
and professors who are seeking ti. better understand and promote self-
development.
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Part 1
Beyond self-esteem:
How young children
develop a sense of

value
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Introduction
What is self-esteem?

SELF-ESTEEM IS NOT A WELL-DEFINED CONCEPT. it iS, rather, an intuitive
notion that has stimulated and variously guide,' research and prac

tice. As Harter (1983) explains, "In most treatments of the topic, self-
esteem is never clearly defined, but merely taken as a given. Presumably,

there IS some common referent of which we are all intuitively al are" (p
320). This is nut to say that our intuitions are incorrect. They have often
served us well, just as they haN,e sometimes led us astray. The task is not
to dismiss these intuitions, but to clarify and build upon them

Intuitions and beyond
Intuitions

The concept of self-esteem includes three basic intuitions.

1. How people think and feel about themselves is important.
2. Positive self-concepts and feefings provide the confidence, energy,

and optimism to master life's tasks.
3. Self-esteem is promoted by positive self-experiences.

As Rutter (1987) points out, each of these intuitions has proved to be on

the right track:
1. A growing body uf literature attests to the importance of rople's

concepts and feelings about themselves.
2. The available evidence suggests that it is protective to have a well

established feeling of une own worth as a person together with a
confidence arid conviction that une can cope wall life's challenges

3. The limited evidence suggests that two types of e, periences are most
influential, secure and harmonious love relationships, and successful
accomplishment uf tasks important to the individual. (p. 327)

3



Beyond intuition
Although sending us in the right direction, the conLept of self-esteem

suffers in being so general. All the many concepts and thoughts people
have about themselves are boiled down to a single positive or negative
characterization. Hence. too often self-esteem comes to be viewed as a
single, fixed entity, rather than a many-sided, dynamic process.

This monograph goes beyond this single-entity notion of self-esteem
in several respects.

Beyond global conceptions. Self-esteem is a covet term for many
different concepts and feelings about the self. We call conceive of many
different parts of ourselves. Our bodies, minds, sucial standing, even our
clothes and ancestors which we identify as ours (James, 1890). In turn,
our feelings, positive oi negat've, about these different parts may be of
very different kinds We may feJ positiv e about ourselves in being confi-
dent and proud, loved and accep*ed, powerful and col rolled, or good
and helpful.

Theorist., have commonly distinguished four different dimensions of
self-esZeenv acceptance, power and control, moral wuith, and competence.
Instead of summarizing across these different dimensions, as was done
with traditional measures of self-esteem, it is important to consider how
differ-nt aspects of self feeling may be separa:e or related (see Harter,
1983).

Beyond dichotomy. Self esteem is often treated (4s if it is either posi-
tive or negative, good or bad. Positive self-esteem is associated with all
the good things in life, whereas negative self-esteem is associated with all
the bad Hence, children with positive self-esteem are assumed to be
confident, achieving, autonomous, and friendly, whereas children with
low celf-esteem are presumed to be unsure, incompetent, dependent, and
retiring These are stereotypes. In reality most children and adults fall
somewhere in between these polarities. We all have islands of personal
strength and vulnerability.

Dichotomous thinking is also evident in tLe idea that good feelings
about the self are always healthy, whereas bad self-feelings are to be
avoided But good feelings about the self can be self-deceptive and nar-
cissistic (excessive pride) just as bad feelii.5s can be constructive and
energizing (healthy guilt). Moreover, the most adaptive self-concepts
probably arrive from coping experiences in which negative sta- es are
transformed into positive ones (Rutter, 1987, Tronick, 1989). Beyond
trying to get children to "feel good" about themselves, it is important to
consider how children develop an honest, adaptable, balanced sense
of self.

4/BEYOND SELF.FSTEEM



Beyond an isolated entity. It is misleading to think of self-esteem as
an isolated thing that you get. This is the ...,loculation theory, as self-

esteem is like a drug that can be given in a single booster shot. Instead,
self-esteem must be viewed as a life long developmental process. How
children feel and think about themselves is integrally tied to their physi-
cal, social, moral, emotional, cognitive, and personality development

The new wave of research
and practice

SA-esteem is back in. The last time it was in was in the 1950s and 5Ct
with the parents of the Me generation and movements tcwaid :pen
schooling and affectiv e education. It went out with back to basics and the
materialistic narcissism of the 70s and 80s. But now, in the 90s, self-
esteem has again come center stage. In fact, during the time this mono-
graph was being prepared, two nh.jo.- scholarly books w,re publiched on
the subject (Mecca, Smelser, & Vasconellos, 1989, Sternberg & Kolligan,
1990), and we have seen a sudden surge of interest in developing pro-
grams to promote self-esteem. This new wave of interest seems promis
mg. Its success, howevet, will require that we team from the pitfalls af the
past.

Lrikson (1950) got things off to a good start in the 50s. Based on ziinical
insight and brilliant intuitions, Erikson considered self esteem as a dy
namic motivational component of the I go, developing within a psy -ho-
social context. Each phase of his developa.ental model marked a new
interrelated dimension of self-evaluation. Basic trust ha.; to do with feel-
ings of ucceptunte. uutunorny with feelings of power, initiative and guilt
with feelings of mond worth, and mdustr), with feelings of competence

Unfortunately, the subtleties of psychodynan.ic tl.inking about self
esteem were lost both to the general public and to the science of the day.
The cone ept was seized upon and quickly became dominant, to t he ex-
clusion of other equally important qualities of the self, such as chat acter,
self-control, and seif-understanding. Slogans such as "I like you just the
way you are- and 'Criticize the behavior not the ..hild" became comnon
sense to a generation of parents who sought to protect their children
from the anxiettes of social responsibility, while propelling them into
material and social pleasures (not a surprising reaction given tr.- over-
whelming anxieties and social changes surrounding World War II)

Licking sophisticated theories and precise measures, scientists devel
oped measures of global self-esteem, such as the Coopersmith and Picrs
Harris inventories (Wylie, 1979). Spawning hundreds of studies, these
efforts further contributed to the naive idea that self esteem is a single
i.,olatable entity t Harter, 1983). Moreover, the measures proved to be too

INTRODUCTION/5



erstract to be of use with young children, leaving the origins and early
deveiopment of self-esteem explored only retrospectively.

Programmatic efforts to enhance self-esteem suffered from a similar
fate Although some programs were decent, many were misguided and all
were inadequately evaluated. Overall, !acking clearly articulated theo-
ries, practices, and assess,nents, these efforts proved to be disappointing
(Strein, 1988; Scheirer & Kraut, 1979).

By the 1980s it was clear that research, theory, and practice needed to
go beyond self-esteem as it had previously been considered. As Rosen-
berg (1979) lamented, "we will never understand self-esteem unless we
go beyond self-esteem" (p. 288).

The last decade has seen a tremendous change in the breadth and
quality of research on the self, in part spearheaded by Harter's (1983)
challenge to consider self-esteem within the broader self-system. Most of
this research has gone beyond self-esteem to measure various related
notions such as self-regulation, self-effectance, self-schemas, and inter-
nal working models.

Although it shares many of Erikson's original assumptions, it is encour-
aging that the current wave of interest in self-esteem can be built
on a broader and more set. ,,re foundation of research. This founda-
tion is buttressed by the following general advances in the field of
child development.

New measures. Such measures have enabled researchers for the first
time to examine the very beginnings of a sense of self in infancy, as well
as the self-concepts of young children. These measures provide a wel-
come window on children's private world of thoughts and emotions.
New ;erspectives. Combined with new measures, research in child
development has led to major changes in how we view children and
their development One particularly important theme is that children
are active participants in their own development. Although this theme
is familiar to most professionals, it is particularly important to apply it
in the study of self-esteem.

Children are active participants in the development of their sense of
self How children iiew their selves is not simply a mirror of how others
view them Infants come into the wocld with their own individual charac-
teristics The self that is experienced v. ill depend upon how these char-
acteristics transact with those of the cai egiving environment.

Campbell (1990) details how Jamie, an active infant who cried a lot and
was difficult to soothe, grew into a wild, aggressive 3-year-old who was
oxpelled from preschool. Jamie's temperament was already placing him
at risk for feeling uncontrollable, bad, and rejected, which only fueled
subsequent ongoing behavioral problems. Difficult or anxious children
generally find it harder to become engaged in positive self-experiences.

6/BEYOND SELF-ESTEEM
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Figure I. Interactions between self and environment.

The active self

Self
conceptions

How the self interprets
self-related events in terms of
beli2is, concepts. expectancies.
and attitudes about the self.

r-

Experience

Behavioral characteristics
How the self acts in terms of
temperament, ability,
self-regulation. and self-control.

Action

The responsive
environment

Self-related
events

What happens to the
self; how others
respond to, interact
with, and interpret
the self's actions.

Children are not only active behaviorally, but al3o cognitively. Chil-
dren have their own ways of viewing themselves. For example, young
children's self-evaluations are often extreme and unrealistic. They may
assume that by some minor infraction they caused a death or divorce, or
hold grandiose ideas about their potential powers and abilities. As chil-
dren get older, they get much more reanstic in their self-evaluations
(Stipek & Mac Iver, 1989).

These two components of children their actual self and their con-
cepts of this self are completely intertwined in children's developing
personalities (Eder & Mangelsdorf, in press). The child's actual self
including physical, psychological, emotional, temperamental, and social

characteristics influences her behavior and how others respond to
her, which in turn influences how the child conceives of herself. Self-
conceptions qi turn combine with other self characteristics to influence
future behavior, and so it continues (see Figure 1).

Any evaluation or intervention regarding self-esteem requires that
both the actual self and the perceived self be taken into account For
example, a child with low self-esteem might be suffering with serious
behavioral problems that interfere with positive self-experiences In this

case, the primary task is surely to build real skills, not to artificially boost
self-esteem. In fact, the child's low self-esteem could be very functional

as an honest and healthy motivator for change. In other cases, however.

INTRODUCTION/7
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self-conceptions may be out of line with reathy and/or dysfunctional.
Misconceptions Rica as children's guilt about their parents' divorce, or
overgeneralizations about their own bad qualities, are examples.

In practice, each child's self-understanding develops in collaboration
with others. What, after all, is a child's real self? As adults, we have our
views of the child's real self; the child, too, has views. Sometimes the
child knows better than we do; other times we know better than the child.
The goal, however, is to collaborate with the child in the devek ment of
a self that is both valued and true.

Values
Of course, tIlis monograph is Aot just about research. It is equally about

values Self-esteem is fundamentally a matter of how individuals value
themselves and others. We espouse values that we believe are most
suited for raising children in a modern, democratic, pluralistic, post-
industrial society. To this end, we espouse the universal importance of

promoting responsive, caring, cooperative, empathetic human rela-
tionships

providing opportunities and support for individual self-development,
including the development of universally valued skills (basic educa-
tion) as well as individual talents and interests
respecting, celebrating, and learning from cultural, ethnic, and individ-
ual diversity

We also believe that tremendous resources are needed social, psy-
chological, spiritual, and material to ensure that children develop the
skills and character needed to function constructively in the modern
world. Self-esteem is a modern problem (Cushman, 1990). In simpler
times, it was relatively easy to raise children to fill a limited set of tradi-
tional cultural roles with a narrow range of skills and values. It is much
harder for us all, children and adults alike, to construct and maintain
valued idPinit;es in the complex, changing, pluralistic world in which we
live If nothing else, the topic of self-esteem focuses needed attention on
this difficult, universal, modern problem.

How does self-esteem
develop?

It should already be cle r that understanding ourselves is a lifelong
process Self-esteem is ped and reshaped as we ink 'act with each
other and our environment...di ofus from infants through the elderly

8/BEY0ND SELF-ESTEEM



are active participants in the development of our own self-esteem and
that of others whose lives we touch.

When the research, clinical insights, and theories &bout human devel-
opment are dissected and then blended, we begin to see a clearer picture
of how self-esteem develops. From infancy through adulthood, the criti-
cal components of self-esteem ebb and wane, again and again, forming
the threads of our human fabric (Mahler, Pine, & Bergman, 175; Spitz,
1965; Stern, 1985).

The issues of acceptance, power and control, moral virtue, and com-
petence (Harter, 1983) are lifelong issues, but have their roots in the
early years. Infants and toddlers are developing and consolidating an
initial sense of self. Preschoolers are further expanding, testing, and
,.,aivating this self. School-age children are measuring the self against
new standards.

During these years, one issue may briefly assume greater sc.iience

e.g., power and control in toddlerhood, competence in school-age ci.:1-

dren), but all are of great importance throughout development.
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ampter 1
Infants and toddlers: Developing
and consolitiating a sense of self

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SENSE OF SELF BEUNS IN INFANCY in the context of
human relationships. Thus we bcgin this Look on self-esteem by

describing how infants and toddlers develop arid consolidate an initial
sense of self.

Infancy was UnCe viewed as a state of "booming, buzzing confusion"
(James, 1890) in which infants very gradually come to differentiate
themselves from others (Mahler, Pine, & Bergman, 1975). More recent
research reveals that from birth infants begin to actively oil ize experi-
ence in an effort to make sense of the world as it relates to them (Stern,
1985).

In either scenario self emerging frum union with another, or self as
an organizer the evidence puints toward the bedrock of self-esteem. a
partnership between the child and une ur more loving adults. Self-esteem
is the product uf transactions between the active self and the responsive
environment. It is a web between generations. We shall review how the
process uf understanding and valuing self unfolds in Part 1, and then in
Part II elaborate upun implications uf the research and theory for care-
givi ng.

Pregnancy
Parents reactions tu pregnancy range from elation to distress.

Through those first 9 months, eents are already beginning to shape the
partnership between child and adults. During pregnancy, mothers tend
tu confirm their femininity, begin tu fantasize about the chiid within, and
perhaps intensify identifications with the:a own mother Fathers may
have conscious and unconscious fantasies, too, about their own mascu
Iinity being affirmed, Limb nuity between generations, relationships with

11



parents, potential rival:y for affection, or identification with the child-to-
he (Jessner, Weigert, & Foy, 1970).

Mothers may anticipate their child as a companion, burden, playmate,
possession, beloved or hated sibling. These fantasies may intensify if the
mother is single Depending on the relationship with the child's fataer,
the child may represent unity, rescue, love, a rival, an intruder, or possi-
bly a destroyer of thelr relationship (Braze !ton &Cramer, 19.3; Jessner
et aL, 1970; Murphy, Mintzer, & Lipsett, 1989).

Parent expectations and feelings are already beginning to shape their
response to their child, as they prepare the nursery, seleu names, or
even attempt to deny the pregnancy (Freud, 1989b). These attitudes are
the early roots of the critical partnership between adult and child, the
child's sense of feeling lovable and powerful, and therefore the child's
assessment of self.

Birth
Arrival of the baby is quite a shock, even for those who are fully

prepared and eager for the event. Fantasies of the ideal infant are re-
placed with the real child (Braze Ron & Cramer, 1990). A hoped-for girl
may be yet another boy. The anticipated round-faced cherub may be a
wrinkly squawker.

Parents sometimes report that they changed the child's name in the
delivery room "He just didn't look like an Eric.' "In the delivery room,
we knew she was Molly They may he startled hy their newborn's pene-
trating gaze (Bowlhy, 1969, Klaus & Kennel!, 1976) "He seemed to know
us right away Even the baby's temperament or physical characteristics
may be sources of comment. "Isn't he a sweet pea?" "She's built like a
gymnast."

If a baby is born with any medical condition or disability, the parents
may first have to mourn the loss of the fantasied child before they can get
on with the task of parenting the real baby (Drotar, Baskiewicz, Irvin,
Kennel!, & Klaus. 1975; Freud, A., 1965, Mintzer, Als, Tronick, & Brazel-
ton. 1984; Murphy, Mintzer, & Lipsett, 1989, Solnit & Stark, 1961). Brazel-
ton (1989) acknowledges the difficulty these parents face. He concludes:

In addition to the physiological and neurologkal problems at-risk new-
borns have to cope with, they generate, by their distorted behavior, defi-
cient parenting pattPrns which in turn exaLerbatean already compromised
start on life. (p. 419 )

His concern is supported by evidence such as this:
Brain-injured babies who appear normal can provoke responses of
anger and rejection from their parents, even before the official diagno-
si: (Prechtl & Beintema, 1984).
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A high incidence of physieal abuse is reported for children who were
premae (Klein & Stern, 1971).
A cyclical, negative interaction process often develops between par
ents aod at-risk newborns (Als, Tronick, Adamson, & BrazeIton, 1976)

Of course, many parents of at-risk children quickly learn to read their
babies and respond in appropriate ways to facilitate their children's
development. Professional suhfort may be crucial to parents whose ex
pectations of their offspring ha t. c: been shattered by reality.

First-time parents, regardless of the status of their infants, find them-
selves challenged and at times overwhelmed with the demands of their
newborn. Even before the Jew family leaves the hospital, then, events
and personalities have begun to shape the child's self esteem as ex
pressed through love.

Infancy
Babies bring with them reflexes, t-mnperament and other constitutional

givens, and a readiness to relate to other human beings. They are con-
fronted with two tasks, both of whieh are imbedded in issues of attach-

ment and affective development:

1. Regulate themselves with others. Babies begin to establish "islands
of consistency- as adults soothe, hold, feed, and otherwise nurture
them.

2. Interact with others. Playful encounters first occur around caregiving
functions (diapering. dressing, playing "This Little Piggy") and later
through play with toys (Brazelton &Als, 1979). Pattcms of self-control
and relationships begin to form with those first diaper changes and

middle-of-the-night feedings.

As infants grow, researchers and parents alike have noticed that in
tants seem tu make developmental shifts or even quantum leaps in their
development between 2 tu 3 months, 3 to 6 months, 9 to 12 months,anii 15

to lb months kStern, 1989). Note that there are overlaps in terms of timing
of these stages by var ,us theorists. These ages are ushered in with new
physical or eognitive aecomplishments (see Table 1). Overarching all
these ehanges, however, are the issues of attaehment and individuation
ot self as exhibited through affeetive de elopment and self regulation

Birth to 3 months
Infants begin life as aetive partieipants. In fact, they possess built in

regulating Lapauties that we can observe as they change states from
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Table 1. Developmental accomplishments in the first 3 years.

Months Mahler
1 Normal Autism

(0- 2 months)
Child has inborn
regulatory capaci-
ties with a built-in
stimulus hairier that
lowers as parents
meet needs predict-
ably

Symtiosis
(2-4 months)
Infant experiences
self and mother as
dual unity, a nmtual
need-fulfilling sys
tem Through pre-
dictable care. child
increasingly invests
m external world

Ph)siological motor
and state regulation
Brazeiton & Als.

1979)
Orientation
Play dialogue
Re-ginning-of-rib,

Sander
Greenspan and

Greenspan Stern

Attaelusteat
Amory bowl5y/

Ainsworth Erikson
Other

Milestones
I. Initial Regula- I. Self Regulation

tion and interest In
(1-3 months) the World
Parent helps (0-3 months)
establish regula,
lion of the in-
fant's basic
functions
through care-
taking proce.
dures Recipro
cal effects of
infant on
mother and
mother on in-
fant begin

II. Falling in Love
(2- 7 months)

Emerent Self Preattachment Trust vs. Mistrust Plage
(0-2 mo.....$) (I) 3 months) (oral stage) Sensorimotor Period
Child has Inborn Through the experi.
spihregulatory ca. eace of predictable
pacities to regutate caregiving, the child
Interaction with develops a sense of
others trustworthiness of

...elf and others, the
basis for the infant's
earliest sense of
identity

Core Self
(2-6 months)
infants have a sense
that they and
mother are quite
separate physically,
are different agents.
have distinctive al-
Itctive experiences
and have separate
histories. Various ex.
periences that con-
tribute to sense of
core self are
I Self agency
2 Self coherence
3 peg aRectivity
4 Sell history

(memory)
Attachment fn the
Making
(3-6 months)

so.a
First ego orgsaizer.
Specific mtsningful
smile to primary
caregiver(s)



Subphase of separation 1-, Individuation
4 I. Differentiation II. Reciprocal EX. III. Developing In.

(4 -9 months) cjiange. tentional Com.
"Pleasure in (4 -6 months) munication
being the Reciprocity (3-10 months)
cause inten. continuing with
tin lity and infant becom.
directedness in ing more active.
environmental better orga.
exploration nized, and caps.
Manual. tactile, ble of coordinat.
and visual ex Mg actions with
ploration of caregiver's
mother's body.
one's own
body, and toys.
Passive Peek.A.
Boo Pushing
away from
mother's body.
Sliding off
mother's lap
Play at
mother's feet
Comparative
scant.' ig of
othenthan.
mother ("Cus-
tom's inspec-
(ion")

6

III, Initiative Sabjective Self
(7 -9 months) (7 -15 months)
Infant initiates intersubjective rela.
activities to tedness
maintain social I Sharing the focus
exchange with of attention
caregiver and 2 taring inten.
to a.-lect and lions
manipulate en- 2 Sharing affective
vironmental states
encounters Affect attunement

between child and
primary care.
givers(s).

Phase ot Clear4*.u2 Priznan, Trans!.
Mtachment Ilona Oblees
(6 months-3 'tears) (6-12 months)



Table I. Developmental accomplishments in the first 3 years. (continued)
Attachment

Greenspan and Theory Bowlby/
Months Mahler Sander Greenapan Stern Ainsworth

8

9 11. Practicing IV. Emergence of
(9-18 months) an Organized
Transitional Sense of Self
objects. Elated (9-18 months)
investment in
locomotion.
"Love affair
with the
world.- Estab-
lishing familiar-
ity with wider
world Cinto ev-
erythine).
Mother used
for "emotional
refueling" as
home base after
play, Active
Peek-A-Boo.
Beginning imita-
tive play. In-
tense practice
of body func-
tions (e.g, run-
ning and being
scooped up).

10 IV. Focalization
(10-13
months)
Active manipu-
lation of and
concentration
on caregiver to
determine ex-
tent of her
availability to
meet the
c aid s nepds



12

13
14 V. Self-Assertion

(14-20
months)
Child's new ca-
pacity to orga-
nize the world
actively, to as-
stit self, and
determine own
behavior, often
in face of paren-
tal opposition.

15 Ill. Rapprochment Verbal Self Atitoin vs.
(15-24 (15 months +) Shame and Doubt
months) Verbal relatedness, (Anal Stage)
"Watch me" New way of being Holding on and let-
"Look at me" with primary care- ting go; alternate
Disappearance- giver involves: expressions of love
reappearance L Objective view of and hate: needs firm
play. Imitation. self, and loving protec-
identification 2. Capacity for sym. tion from own "po-
play, Play bolic play. tential anarchy,"
nurturing dolls 3. Acquisition of Ian.
and soft toys guage (which in
as well as be- a sense alienates
ginning sym. child from more
bolic play subjective sell-ex-
Social periences and to-
interaction getherness of ear-
ball play lier periods.)
Temper tan-
trums. Clinging
and pushing
away. Mother
sometimes
used as exten
sion of self
Stranger anxi
ety Mastery
playtoys and
materials, Col-
lect/Raft!'

Spitz
Third ego organizer.
Mastery of the "No,"
Secondary Trawl-
Donal Object
(12-24 months)



Table I. Developmental accomplishments in the first 3 years. (continued)
Attachment

Greenspan and Theory Bow lby/
Months Mahler Sander Greenspan Stern Ainsworth Erikson

Other
Milestonea

16
18

20

22
.24 V. Consolidation

of Individual-
ity and Begin-
ning of Emo-
tional Ob ect
Constancy
(24 -36
months)
Gradual
achievement of
sell and other

VI. Recognition IV. Creating Emo:
(18-36 tional Ideas
months) (18-36
Capacity via months)
language and
other expres-
sive channels
to describe
ones own
states, inten-
tions, and
thought con-
tent.

Vii. ContlmAy
(18-.4
months)
Child learns
that although
there are delib-
erate disrup-
tions in the re-
lationships
"oetween sell
and others, the
self-representa-
tion and that of
others remain
constant

Plaget Preopera-
tional Thought



tion of percep-
tion of good
and bad self
and good and
bad others. Pur-
poseful con-
structive play.
Beginning of
fantasy, role
play and pre-
tend,

26
28

VI. Emotional
Thinking
(30-48
months)

32

5 Emotional (libi-
dlnal) Object Con.
stancy.
Consolidation of
self-representation
and the representa.
tion of others, Evi.
dence in roles chil-
dren chose to play.
Child can tolerate
absence of parents
in light of having a
consistent in'ernal.
ized image

Goal-Directed Partnership
(36 months)



deep sleep, light sleep, drowsy, quiet alert, and active alert, tu crying
(Wolff, 1966). Experts have labeled this period:

P-eattachment (Bow lby, 1969)
Normal autian and beginning symbiosis (Mahler, ne, & Bergman, 1975)
Initial regulation (Sander, 1975)
Self regulation and interest in the twrld (Greenspan & Greenspan, 1985)
Eineong self (Stern, 1985)
These labels reflect uur grow ing understanding uf infant develupment,

and highlight sume uf the hallmarks ut the earliest areas uf growth in
perceptions uf the self Keep in mind that these stages uverlap, with some
children making their quantum leaps earlier and some later (see
Table 1).

Preattachment and setrregulation. Newborns seem tu be innately
attuned tu peuple within their environment (Stern, 1985), they are espe-
ially attracted tu faces. Neunates are capable uf imitating facial gestures

such as lip protrusions mouth upening, and tungue protrusions (Melt-
zuff & Moore, 1977) as well as happy, sad, and surprised expressions
(F iela. Woodson, Grecoberg, & Cohen, 1982). Although it is unlikely that
the baby perceives the inte.. behind the faces, such early abilities dem-
or.strate that babies are highly attuned tu facial cues and emutiunal
expressions.

We have lung assumed that basic trust is important. bat unly recently
ha.e developmental psychologists examined the subt:e, moment-by-
mumerit interactions of mothers and infants (Als, 1979, drazeltun & Als,
1979, Brazelton, Kuslowski, & Main, 1974, Chapple, 1970, Sander, 1975,
Stern, 1971) They ubserved cycles uf adult's and infant's attentiun and

ith rawal that seemed tu sem e d5 precursors of regulation-with-others.
Infants' reflexise patterns become organized into increasingly complex
interactions with caregivers.

In an optimal interaction, the reuproci4 which is established in these
Lyt les of attention and recovery become the base fur affective develop-
int nt.and fuel fur [the infant s] learning about the environment. tBrazeltun,
1989, p, 420)

Young babies arc n.en know a to take initiative in controlling their eye
gaze. When ubsen ing parents and infants interacting with each uther,
Stern (1971) ine. Brazelton and Als (1979) found that babies annuunced

co-ug .1" by averting their gaze, and then looking again intu
the parent's eyes when they were ready fur mure. As caregivers feed,
diaper, soothe, and play with infants, they are nurturing and shaping
children's expectancies about self and others.

The goodness of fit between the child's characteristics and the expec-
tations and demands uf the em ironment are extrer* ely important in the
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development of constructive relationships (Belsky, Lerner, & Spanier,
1984; Thomas & Chess, 197'). In general, infants who can rely on their
caregivers for protection and (=fort are more securely attached, which

111 turn provides a so .ad base for them to explore the world further
(Ainsworth. 1972 ). We shall see how this process unfolds throughout the

early years.
W hat happens when the _hild's characteristics fail to match the family

or culture's expectations? Consider a fascinating study involving two
groups of infants with 1r regular sleep-wake cycles conducted by Thomas
and Chess (Belsky et ai., 1984, pp. 109 110). These low-regularity infants
posed a real problem for White, middle-SES families, who demanded
regular routines. Puerto Rican parents, IA ho estab!ished more fluid family
settings, took their infants low regularity in strk e. Such studies alert us
to the importance of considering cultural variaU an in childrearing

Emerging self. An emerging sense of self also e-olves from the very
early infant-mother relationship (Bowlby, 1969, Erikson, 1950; Ste. r,

1985; Sullivan, 1953).
Infants' earliest experielKes with others set the stage for their nercep

tion of being d self worthy of care. Cuddling w hile feeding tenderly com-
mumco s love and value to a baby, propping a bottle on a cold pillow
shouts, 'You're not worth my time!"

Babies are also learning that they can trust (or can't count on) those
who care for them. Infants w hose cries are responc!ed to fairly quickly in
the first 3 months of life tend nut to cry nearly as much la.er in their first
year (Bell & Ainsworth. 1972). What does that tell us about letting babies
cry it out? Nut only trust, but children's early sense of efficacy may be
endangered.

Sell-esteem, then has its taproot in the experience of efficacy. It is not built
merely on what others do or what the environment provides. From the very
start it is based on what (nie can make the environment provide, even if it is
only through inure vigorous sucking or more loudly sustained cries In the
infant s actuality the feeling of efficacy is regulated by the success or failure
ol his efforts, for he has no knowledge of what else may be affecting the
environment s response. From thth point onward self esteem is closely tied
to feelings of efficacy and, as it develops, to the more general cumulative
sense of competence. (White, 1963, p. 134 )

Feelings of love. self-worth, trust. competency. and even power begin

to form long before the child has the tipacity to express them in words.

2 to 6 months
Between the ages of 2 and 3 months, the first quantum leap in chil-

dren s development takes plaLe Stern, 1985). This chang is discernable
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The partnership h. tirein Ha child wul unu or more luring adults is the
bedrock of self-esteem.
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in encephalographic recordings k Mc. Eichhorn, & Hogarty, 1977) A
smile, directed speufically and se,eL'uvely to the primary caregiver, ap
pears, often as early as une munol it. adl developing babies. When baby
smiles, the response is univers,.; "i ;ow precious!" We smile back at the
appealing child. Thus begins 6elightful, reciprocal interchange in
which parents and other !civil egivers echo and mirror the child's
facial expressions and sounds ; Emde, 1983).

Once again, various labels ha,e been given to this perd uf develop
ment:

Reciprocal exchange, reLir. Lity with infant becoming more active,
better urgnnized, and capaba. uf coordinating actions with caregiver's
actions (Sander, 1975)
Attachment in the making (Bowlby, 1969)

Symbiusis,in whiLh parent and Lhild are seen as intertwined in a mutu
ally need-fulfilhng system and from whkh the baby begins to "hatch"
(Mahler et al., 1975)
Cure self that emerges through mutual regulation with a "self regulat
ing other- that enables the infant to demunstrate senses uf agency,
coherence, history, and affectivity (Stern, 1985)
Falling in love (Greenspan & Greenspan, 1985 )

lmpliut in these desuiptions is the yiew that parent and child are build
mg an intense relationship as the child's Lapacities 'Jr relationships
mesh with the adult's caregiving potential.

The quality lf interchanges tone of voice, nature of touch
Lonstitute the "holding environn.mt" (Winnicutt, 1965) that conveys to
infants a sense uf value and powe,. Without positive feedback from coos
and smiles ("Aren't yuu wunderwl!" "Listen to yuu sing!") babies be:-
come fearful, apathetic, disorganized, and distraught.

Moving illustrations of the dattened affect of twu babies whose
mothers were depressed, unaadable, and neglectful are described in
Fraiberg, Adelson, and Shapiro (1975). Greg, the infant of a 16-year-old,
who was at risk fur physkal abuse, was described at 31/2 months as "a
solemn baby whu never once in that hour looked at his mother" (p. 403)
Mary, another baby whose mother's history presented her from being
able tu care for her baby adequately, was described in this way.

At 51/2 months she bore ,111 the stigmata of the child who has spent the better
part of her life in a crib with little more than obligatory care. She was
adequately nuurisued and physically cared fur, but the back of her head
VMS bald. She showed little interest in her surrour.dings. she was listless.
too quiet. She seemed to have only cl tenuous connection with her mother
She rarely smiled. She did not spontaneously approach her mother
through eye contact or gestures of reach. There were few spontaneous
vocalizations. (p. 391)
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The "still face" experiments of Tronick, Cohn, and Shea (1984) also
illustrate the importance of feedback. When ordinarily attentive mothers
were told to stop their usual interactions with their normally developing
babies and to assume a still face, the babies became disorganized and
upset They were unable to recover quickly from the event, which was so
discrepant with their experience.

However, Tronick (1989) points out that nut all parent-child interac-
tions can be perfectly coordinated and that, in fact, there are many
disruptions. or interaLtibe errurs (engendering negative affect), that lead
to interactive repairs (engendering positive affect). In normal interac-
tions, infants "have a representation of the interaction as reparable and
of themselves as effective in making (hat repair" (p. 116). On the other
hand, in abnormal interactions, "With the reiteration and accumulation
of failure and non r paration, the infant develops a representation of
himself or herself as ineffective, and of the caregiver as unreliable"
(p 117 ).

Brazelton and Als (1979j dcribe fuur stages of intel action between
parent and child Physiological motor, state regulation, orientation, play

alogue, beginning of object play. These interactions culminate at 4
months in object play, which they believe is the first true test of attach-
ment Nt this point. infants begin to move beyond themselves and to
explore the world around them. People and objects are fascinating, and
the infant's newly developed ability to grasp allows muc h greater control
over how the infant explores.

5 to 9 months
.ring this period, infants come into their own intentional partners

in truly interpersonal relationships, as these descriptions indicate:
Hatching leading to differentiation, in which tlie child moves into the
first subphase of the separation individuation process (Mahler et al.,
1975 )

Reciprocal exchange (I to 6 months) continues and moves to initiation
(7 to 9 months) where the infant initiates activities to maintain the
social exchange with the caregiver, (Ind selects and manipulates envi-
ronmental encounters (Sander, 1975)

Developing intentional conunanication, a period from 3 to 10 months
( Greenspan & Greenspan. 1985)

Among the changes that mark this period uf development is the auton-
omous sit ( Resch, 1979) that coincides with eye-hand-mouth coordina-
tion The baby can now sit alone in any direction and drink in the per-
sonal and impersonal wo. 'ds with "a certain new look of alertness"
( Mahler et al., 1975, p. 54). Children at this age are 'ar more active,
intentional, and outer directed, races of other babies especially intrigue
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them (Lewis and Rosenblum, 1975). They use their hands anri mouths to
explore people. toys, household objects, and whatever else is within
reach, from dog tails to cups of coffee.

This mother-infant-toys triad is viewed by Stern as a research window
through which we can observe the child's developing self and others
representations. Among the factors that have been observed are.

The provision uf tu.ls. Watson and Ramey (1972) found that infants as
young as 2 months show positive affect dnd tr,y to maintain the stimula
tion when presented with responsive toys.
Maternal belundur used in introducing games (e.g., tactile, gross body
movement, limb movement, visual stimulation, and combinations cf
these). Crawley et al. (1978 ) concluded, "the data imply that mothers
choose games that will tap infant sensurimotor capacities as well as
stimulate positive affect responses" (p. 35).
1,1, nen and with whom 11w infant unitate.s, terminate.s, add thu controls the
involvement (Brazelton & Als. 1979, Lamb, 1977 Power & Parke, hki3,
Smith & Daglish, 1977, Stern, 1974, Weinraub & Frankel, 1977)
1,1, hut happen.s when the emdrumnent i bleak. lacking human and inani
mate stimulation (Brown & Helper, 1976, Freud, 1989a, Provence &
Lipton, 1962; Spitz, 1946)

From 3 to 8 months, infants take major leaps in self knowledge as they
begin to respond with pleasure to their reflections in mirrors or on
videotape (Lewis & Brooks-Gunn, 1979, Papoukk & Papoukk, 1979)

They also have memories, as revealed in an experimei,.. by Nachman
and Stern (1983). Babies from 6 to munths were introduced ' hand
puppets that made them lt.h by mo% 'ng, speaking, and playing Peek A
Boo. A week later, the sight of the puppets alone caused the babies to
smile (Stern, 1985, p. 93 ).

issue. of not only love dnd trust but also power and competence are
hrrnly entrenched in the child's self repertoire, long before the first

birthday.

8 to 15 months
Attachment and mobility dre the hallmarks of this last quarter of chil

dren's first year and the beginning of the next. Again, the labels that
describe this period dre indicative of the changes that are taking place

6-munths URA often termed separation anxiety, indicates the child's
strung investment in the primary caregiver (Spitz, 1965) This may
appear much earlier in highly sociable, sensitive babies.
Focalization. in which the infant "determines the clvailabirty of mother
on his specific initiative" (Sander, 1975. p. 136)
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Produ mg. first raw ling and then walking. enabling the child to enter d
"love affair with the world" (Mahler et al., 1975)
Wake stooling. rich Alec tiv e interchanges between infant and an-
other (Emde. 198:3)

Emergence o. ; an organized bens( of .self, a global view that stresses the
mutual love affair between parent and tliild (Greenspan & Greenspan,
1985 )

Sulycitit,e self, from 7 to 15 months, that consists of intersubjectwo
("What is going on in my mind may be similar enough to what isgoing
on in your mind that we ca.- nehow commuaicate this [without
words] and thereby experience intersubjectivity) (Stern. 1985, pp.
121 125) and mteraffectuit ("Tile infant sJmehow makes a match
between the feeling state as experienced within and as seen "on- or -in
another") (Stern, 19854. 132)

Attachment. Researc hers Inn c been quite ingenious in creating ways
to Waserve dev elopment and relationships in children whose language
skills are limited. The Strange Situation (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, &
Wall, 1978) is an attempt to demonstrate the level of security of attach-
ment (av oidant, secure, ambivalent, or disorganized). The child's re-
sponse to the mother's brief absence. and the child's reactions to a
stranger. are measured in this model.

Viol thff experiments are used to demonstrate interaffectivay
( Emde, 1989 ) Parents are asked to eat t with expressions of fear or joy,
interest or anger when their child reaches the deep side of a table coy-

w ith Plexiglas None of the infants crossed t.) the deep side from the
shal1ow side if the infant saw a fearful face. Other social referencing
experiments also demonstrate the infant's strong affective responses to
adults t Emde. 1989, Sorce, Emde, Campos. & Kinnert, 1985).

How parents react emotionally influences how the child responds
emotionally to ev ents. A ifld who falls down may first look toward the
parent If tne parent appears anxious, the child will dutifully cry. II the
parent responds calmly , the child will brush off the knees and keep going.

Stern (1985 ) reports experiments in which infants follow the direction
of a parent's pointing fingei or eye gaze (is ev idence that the infant has the
capacity to respond to another's point of view.

Emde (198:3) describes rich communications between parent and
which take the form of

tilfek tut Nigniding, which is Inologitally based. h.ghly organized. and un-
dergoes development Tim infant's signals of distress, smiling, interest.
surprise, fear, anger. sadm ss. and disgust are used for caregiving and are
exthanged between pareut and inhuit. In early infancy. such signal: pre
dominantly flow from info.et to parent. but in later infancy k beginning nt 7 to
9 months ) they ink reasingly flow from parent to infant ^ We end of the
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hrst year. the Infant and another person can communicate about a third
event hy means of affective signaling. (p. 179) [italics added)

Self-awareness. By their first birthdays, .ants are able in a number
01 ways to demonstrate the dawning awareness of self. Lewis and Brooks-

Gunn (1979 ) note that between 8 and 12 months most infants can asso-
ciate certain stable categorical features with the self. "Where's your
nose asks Dad as he bathes baby. And baby puts a finger on the nose

Thus, the child 'can begin constructing the self as a permanent object
with enduring qualities" (Damon & Hart, 1982, p.848). This is consistent
wit.] Piagetian theory that object permanence begins to develop toward

the end of the first year.
Precursors of empathy are also emerging during this period, especially

it empathy has been nurtured by caregivers who display a wide range of
tender, loving emotions (Barnett, King, Howard, & Dino, 1980; Hoffman.

1984; Strayer, 1983). At this age, an infant may respond to a playmate's
soft whimper upon awakening by rushing to the crib and gently patting

the child.
Imitative play is yet another way in which infants demonstrate a begin-

ning awareness of others ds apart from themselves. The beginnings of
this play include self-pretend acts (pretending to drink from an empty
cup ). imitation of others (pushing a telephone book in imitation of a
parent s vacuuming ;, and modeling of emotional responses (hugging and
making soothing sounds to a teddy bear). This type of play emerges at
about 12 months.

By the end of their first year, infants are quite adept at developing
action plans and expectancies tu guide them in their relations with peo-
ple. They know which of their behaviors will command immediate atten-
tion (spilling a cup of juice) and how beloved parents will greet them
when returning frum a lung day at work (a giant hug and kiss, followed by

-Hey. we missed you all day ). Rituals, such as greetings and bedtimes,
are established and children expect them to be followed carefully

Stern s proposals about RIGs (Representation of Interactions which
have become Generalized ) and Bowlby's working models enable us to
better understand how infants are coining to represent self and others
Stern (1985 ) bases his conceptualization of RIGs on the work of re-
searchers such as strauss 1979), who demonstrated that very young
infants can abstract and generalize from specific experiences

In describing Strauss's research, Stern noted the infants were shown
drawings of laces that differed in terms of placement of eyes or ears or
nose shapes. ,n selec ting it single drawing that in essence represented
the entire ser ;Ps, they chose -41 pict ure that averaged all the facial feature

sizes and placements previously seen, but this 'averaged face' was not
part ot the series and had nut been shown before. The conclusion is that
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infants have the capadty to aggregate experienLes and distill kabstract
out an averaged prototype" (Stern. 1985. p. 98). Nelson and Gruendel
1o7o proposed that children as young as two Lan construct the general

sequen«- of what happens at an event sudi as ci birthday party (arrival.
play. cake. presents). they call these Generalized Event Structures.

'4ern (1()85 ) proposes that episodes of interactions between infant and
.aregiver involve actions. sensations, and affects, and that "these epi-

sodes are also averaged and represented preverbally" (p. 97).
Itlt (411 then constitute a bask unit for the representation of thecore self.
sconehow. the different invariants of self-experience are integrated; The
self who acts, the self who feels, and the self who has unique perceptions
about the self's own body and actions all get assembled. Similarly, the
mother who plays. the one who soothes. and the Ones that are perceived
when the infant is happy and distressed n11 g, disentangled and sorted.
"Islands of consistency" somehow form and ralesce. And it is the dy-
namic nature of episodic memory using RIGS as a bask memory unit that
makes it happen t p 981

flowlby popularized Craik's (1943) term internal working model to de-
scribe represent,itions of self and others. Bretherton (1985 ) defines it:

'Through continued transformation with the w orld of person and object, the
child constructs increasingly t omplex internal working models of that
world of the significant persons in it. indudmg the self (Bow)by.
No 1982h. 1973. 19801 (I) 11 i

Ns babies begin to develop inner mental strut tures of meann gful in-
teractions with others, the earliest self appears to be the self-in-action. '1
can push the ball." -1 grab Daddy's beard." Thisc harac terizes the sensor-
moiftirpervid( Piaget. 1954 ) that ends roughly in the middle of the second
year Einde I 19831 refers to the sense of self prior to 15 months as the
rrepresentullothllsetrbuilt around an "affec tive «ire" that provides conti-
nuity and organization.

Later. the ability to reflect upon and talk about the self as an entity is
the result of developing self representations that become inner con-
structs elaborated during the lwriod of symbolk func honing and capable
of symbolic transformations as defined b Piaget ( 1954 ) (Stern 1985.
footnote. p

Alternate developmental
pathways
Culture

The (levelopmental si." wiwes described here and in the following
chapters must be weighed in terms of their relevance to our pluralistic
world. Damon 1489 ) states.
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How a child thinks about and uses an intellectual ability depends on cul-
tural models of competence. while how a child feels about and acts toward
person_ to whom he is attached depends on cultural models of interper-
sonal relations Cultural models of competence and interpersonal relations
are like languages. variables across human populations, creating diver-
gent pathways for behavioral and psy chological development of the child.
(p. 57)

An example from the attachment research may illustrate this. Secure
attachment as defined through American and British populations has
been proposed as a requirement for positive emotional development
( Ainsworth, 1972: Bowlby. 1969). Yet studies show that in northern Ger-
many, a majority of infants (Grossman. Grossman. Spangler. Suess. &
Unzner, 1985) exhibit patterns of avoidant attachment, and in Japan
anxious attachment is commonplace (11..yake. Chen. & Campos. 1985).
Although it is unclear whether these variations are due to methodologi-
cal problems or to childrearing differences, they sound a warning con-
cerning the universality of developmental processes.

Undoubtedly, there are many pathways to healthy self-esteem that
depend in part on the particular goals and values of the child's culture. As
Damon ( 1989) puts it. "in any given society at a particular time there is an
optimal parenting investment strategy fur bearing and raising children
under the local conditions in which parents tan realistically expect to
find themselves" (p. 64).

Although we need to appreciate and better understand these local
conditions, we need to equally recognize the larger conditions and values
that are important for raising children in a modern, democratic, pluralis-
tic, post-industrial society ( see the Introduction ). Throughout this book
we need to combine a ,ppreciation of pluralism with a sense of univer-
salism, concerning the larger common goals. In this regard. we believe
that all individuals need a great deal of responsive, supportive adult
investment throughout childhood (and even into adulthood) to enable
them to construct valued identities in the complex, changing. diverse yet
increasingly interactive world in which we live.

Conditions of disability
As indicated earlier, newborns with disabilities enter the world with

a variety of conditions that influence their interactions with both the
physical and interpersonal environrct-Iit. Table 2 summarizes the
findings of relevant studies concerning disabilities such as mental
retardation, hearing impairment. visual impairment. and physical and
motor impairments.

The unresponsiveness, the lack of predictable smiling, the inconsisten-
cies in communication, and the flattened affect of some children with
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Table 2. Some effects ot specific conditions of disability on the
interactional skills of children.

Handicap Reported Findings Relevant Studies

Mental
Retardation

Reduced responsivity to
others

Decreased vocalization
Lack of smiling or delayed

smiling
More solitary play
Fewer initiations to others
More likely to resist or not

respond to cuddling

Cicchetti & Sroufe (1976);
Cunningham. Reuter.
Blackwell, & Deck (1981);
Kennedy (1973); Mar-
shall. Hogrenes. & Gold-
stein (1973): Stone &
Chesney (1978)

Hearing
Impairment

Impaired communication
Inconsistent responses to

communicative attempts
Fewer social initiations

Ferris (1980); Greenberg &
Marvin (1979); Schle-
singer & Meadow (1972 );
Wedell-Monnig & Lumley
(1980)

Visual Irregular smiling
Impairment Smiling in response to audi-

tory cues o:gly
Child must "maintain con-

tact- by tactile and audi-
tory (rather than visual)
cues

Als. Tronick, & Brazelton
(1980); Fraiberg (1974.
1975); Kastein, Spauld-
ing. & Scharf (1980);
Scott, Jan, & Freeman
(1977)

Physical and Motor Limp or physically unre-
Impairments r, pfonsive

Difficulty in relaxing
Decreased ability to laugh

or smile
Smile may look like a grim-

ace
Impaired communication

skills
Impaired locon 'ion skills

prevent child from inde-
pendently seeking out
parent

Featherstone (1980); Gal-
lagher, Jens, & O'Donnell
(1984); Jens & Johnson
(1982); McCubbin,
Nevin, Larsen. Comeau.
Patterson, Cauble, &
Striker (1981); Mordock
(1979); Prechtl (1963);
Roskies (1972)

From Teaclung Infants and Presaunders 11 tth li(induops p 118) by D B Bailey and M

Wolerv. 1951A olumbus.t Merrill t opy right k 1981 by Mac millan PublishingCompany

Reprinted by Permission

impairments place extra demands on caregivers who wish to promote
interpersonal relationships. This was cltarly evident when Curry ob-

served a ventilaP.r-dependent 5-year-old who had been in a hospital
respiratory unit since birth. The excellent care she received from doc-

tors, nurses, occupational and physical therapists, and child life special-
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ists is reflected in the fact that she is still alive. Howevei, the lack of
continuous caregiving from an invested parent ;0 obv:ous in her extreme
developmental delays and in her apparent attachment to the television
set which has been on all day every day for years. One of thr goals of the
child life workers has been to try to get her to focus on thew, rather than
continually turning to the TV set.

Toddlerhood
15 to 24 months

The final quantum leap of ir fancy propels the child into toddlerhood.
Three developmental milestones mark the early period, from 15 to 18
months:

1. Cognitively, children's symbolic knowledge of the world expands
greatly, primarily through language and play.

2. Motorically, they become eteady walkers who can determine how
much distance they will put between themselves and others.

3. Affective ly, they strive for independence while still feeling the pull
back to dependence.

Theorists apply varying labels to the period of self-development from
15 to 24 months:

Autonow rs shame and doubt (Erikson, 1950)
Mastery of the No (Spitz, 1965)
Self-asserhun (Sander, 1975)
Rapproachement (Mahler et al.. 1975 )
Verbal self ( Stern. 1985)
Emergence of an organized sense .+elf(Greenspaa &Greenspan, 1985)

Cognitive and mcfor development. These toddlers are beginning to
portray themselves and others in simple episodes of pretend play, as if
the distance between self and others is dear enough to begin to experi-
ment ; Rubin. Fein, & Vandenberg, 1983). Understanding of what is real
and what is make believe is still developing, though. Children from 15 to
30 months "were sometimes confused by their mother's interventions
when she joined in their play, even though her support usually led to
more complicated play- ( DeLoache & Plaetzer, 1985 in Harris, 1989,
p. 60).

Their lan,luage includes references to themselves and others: I, me,
mine you Jumping, dumping, and sorting are favorite activities, as they
test their motc,r and cognitive competencies.
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Affective development, New levels of action and understanding take
pia( e, the stage hay ing been set as children increasingly have organized
their relationships with others during their first year. Trust has been
established, and becomes evident in both their relationships and how
thcy learn through play -Confidence at the mother's physical and psy-
hological av ailability appears to lay the groundwork for autonomous

exploration and problem solv ing coupled with the expectation that help
will be forthcoming when needed" (Bretherton, 1985, p. 21).

Feelings of love and trust are exhibited in children's sense of compe-
tence and control Children who were rated earlier as securely attached,
during this period exhibited inure positive approaches to frec play and
simple assigned tasks (Arend, Cove, & Sroufe, 1979, Bretherton, 1985;

Main, 1973) When compared to poorly attached infants, these children
had longer attention vans. They appeared confident about solving
raoblems and were wiliing to ask for help if needed.

On the other hand. 2 y ear olds who were ambivalently attached at 12
and, or 18 months cre -frustrated, whining, and negativistic" (Brether-
ton, 1985, p. 20) and Nere not able to take advantage of adult help even
%%hot they needed it. Such children are already becoming powerless to
control themselves a their worid, or even to rely on the security others
can offer.

Selrawareness. The cognitive, motor, and affective developments
described hen dr, intertwined wi(h a major advance in children's self-
awareness. w hk h is well documented in both the psychoanalytic and
des elopmental psy i. hology literatures. A new reflective self-awareness
begins to be exhibited through language clad concepts. Children at this
a;.,e can rewgnize themselves in el mirror, identify themselves from
others in pictures, and categorize themselves by age and sex.

Kagan's study' (1981) points out four signs of self-awareness that ap-
pear during the months prior to the second birthday. "An increase in
direc tiv es to adults. mastery smiles, self descriptive utterances, and dis-
tres6 following the model's behav ior- ( p. 71). Children frequently be-
came distressed after an experimenter modeled a Jifficult symbolic act,
many of the children responded with crying, chaging, stopping their
play , and wanting to leav e "The distress to the model implies that the
hild has some awareness of his ability, or lack of ability, to meet the

standards represented by the model's action" (p. 53).

Erikson (1950) alerted us to the emotional crisis potential of chis

pc riod wh its strong elements of self-evaluations. His description of
doldren's ambivalent struggles with independence are 'urther elabo-
raced upon by Mahler and colleagues k1975), who continue to focus on
self issues

Mahler des( ribes thc seeming omnipotence of toddlers which is so
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easily shattered by their cognitie awareness of separation and feelings
of their vulnerability and smallness. Power struggles erupt as toddlers
strain to be in control. But sometimes the impossible demands toddlers
make may force the adult tu take charge. A toddler at a family picnic is the

hrst tu be offered d plate of hamburgers, then has a temper tantrum when
she can't have all of them.

At the loss uf a power struggle. toddlers feel temporarily helpless and
deflated. Vvmning puts them back on top of the world. These swings in
feelin,s about themselves are inevitable in toddlerhood.

For example, Kagan (1981) obsened that 18-month-olds anticipated
failure. They got upset when presented with a difficult task that was
beyond their ability thus demonstrating a concrete sense of their
own competence and inadequacy. Adults must therefore be prepared
to assist children as they regulate their self-esteem so that these feel-
ings of allness, nothingness, goodness,badness do not continue to
bedevil children.

The push toward independence and all of its heady delights, and the
pull back to the comfort of dependency, is wrenching for toddlers, their
parents and other caregivers as well. Some mothers report thc "third leg
syndrome.' in which once free-ranging toddlers become attached to
mom s leg, refusing tu make forays into the expanding world tha: were so
commonplace just a few days before.

At the same time the toddler begins to demand ownership ("Mine!"),
sel(-control (-Du it myself!" ), and tu oppose unwanted suggestions

( ). Spitz (19i, underlines this third organizer of the ego of this
period by speaking of it as the "Mastery of the No."

Although children bewme inure asserthe duridg toddlerhood, it is
important to recognize that extreme negativity (thc terrible twos) is
neither a normal nur healthy dex,elopmental pattern. Contrary to the
view that children become increasingly negative, evidence shows that
toddlers in fact become increasingly self-controlled and less primitive in
their non-compliance (Vaughn, Kopp, & Krakow, 1984). Developing coin-
phance and self-control was also related to developmental maturity, par
ticularly language development.

Extreme negativity in tuddlerhoud appears to be another unfortunate
consequence of pour early attachment. In comparison, toddlers with
sec ure attachments have been found tu be mure adaptable, cooperative.
compliant, and likely to hax internalized controls (Londerville & Main
1981; Matas, Arend. & Sroufe, 1978).

Tnroughout this period, the adult continues to play a key role in shap-
ing the child s view uf self. Consider the implicit messages and conse-
quences of labeling children with epithets such as mean, selfish, stub-
born, bad, or bull-headed. Or reinforcing only in&pendent or dependent
behavior. Or pushing the child away ("You're a big girl now!"). These
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adult perceptions of child poritive or negative contribute greatly to

children's own self-awareness (Mahler et aL, 1975) Specific recommen-

dations 'or facilitating children's development through these sensitive
and difficult periods are found in Chapter 4.

2- to 3-year-olds
A number of important developmental achievements intersect during

later toddlerhood. Children increasingly shift to symbolic thinking and
language during the period from 18 months to 3 years. The remarkable

and rapid acquisition of language is accompanied by a consolidation of

gains in social, physical, cognit;ve, and emotional development Changes

in language, dramatic play, and social relations result Issues of power

and autonomy continue in the forefront.
During this time, toddlers consolidate their reflective self-awareness

The growth of this period is characterized by these descriptions.

On the way to libidinal object constancy (Mahler et al., 1975)

Recognition (the ability to use laaguage to describe self, intent, and

ideas ) and continuay(rt. presentations of self and others remain contin-

uous, even with disruptions) (Sander, 1975)

Verbal self, in which one's feelings about oneself and others remain
relatively constant (Stern, 1985)
Creating emotional ideas (Greenspan & Greenspan, 1985)

Constancy and sthbility are expressed as children recognize that al-
though tneir feelings may fluctuate, that they, and the people they love,

remain the same. "Sometimes I lo Mom my, and sometimes I'm mad at

her, but she's still my Mommy."
Woodcock's (1941) classic study of 2-year-olds notes the process

rather than product approach they use in their language, play, motor, and

social developm .nt. "It is as though he were impelled to make his own

life coherent through finding common threads in the multiplicity of expe-

rience" (p. 16 ).

Consolidating developmental gains. For some children, the autono-

mous struggles intensify well past the second birthday For others, the

urge to define oneself through opposition lessens. Individual differeaces

are clearer at this age than ever before, making it more difficult to gener-

ahze about toddler behaviors from research results. For example, in
research on social development in 2-year-olds, some authors have found

that peer social play increases (Asher& Gottman, 1981; Eckerman, What-

ley. & Kutz, 1975; Lewis & Rosenblum, 1975), but others have not been

able to document this increase (Bronson, 1975).
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Children's play is the perfect window through which to view their
growing self-awareness. Woodcock (1941) noted the child's "consider-
able preoccupation with the topic of himself especially himself as an
actor- (p 188) Two-year-olds, especially those in groups, seem to go
through a stage of commenting on their own actions. "I'm painting." "I'm
climbing on the stepst- Conversations between children are peppered
with references to "one's self, one's name, one s properties" (p. 189).

Names are the anchor of self. Woodcock (1941) observed 2-year-olds
playing a "changed identity game" in which children exchanged names
and roles with one another. However,

there seems to be a stage in which there is objection to being called by
another child's name The too-immature child ignores it, the mature 3-
vear-old usually aecepts it as a good game and takes it up, often to repeat it
to lengths wearisome to adults Between these two stages seems to lie a
period presumably of establishing "Marcia" in one's self, "me," as one and
the same, during whk h period no liberties may be taken with them.(i) 131)

A typical example illustrates how children at this stage respond, even
to familiar nicknames Lathesha, age 2,/2, had just awakened, and her dad
greeted her "Good morning, Sunshine!" She responded anxiously. "I'm
not Sunshine; I'm Lathesha!"

Much of toddler pretend play centers around parental agures and
familiar tasks in the home, such as meal preparation and bedtime (Curry
& Bergen, 1987 , Yet Woodcock (1941) noted that. "In fact, outside of
occasional remarks to 'Mommy' or 'Daddy' he does not often address
others by name in his play even in functional tern," (p. 230).

Many pairs of 2-year-olds play in much the same reciprocal ways as do
older preschoolers During the second and thirr years, self-referenced
play decreascs (feeding oneself out of a presend cup), while doll-
referenced play (feeding a doll from the cup) increases (Rubin, Fein, &
Vandenberg. 1983) These play behaviors suggest that the child is view-
ing the sell and others as active agents and experiencers, Similarly, Fein
( '14 ) notes that the child progresses from the self in pretend activities
to neri(' role transformation. Children begin with a single perspective
( mother cooking) and then move to a generic role with complementarity
and double perspective taking (mother soothing hurt baby). This aware-
ness of others outside the caregiving circle will flower in the pre-
,..chool years as awareness and evaluations of self and others become
more differentiated.

Consolidating a sense of self. Perhaps the most revealing current
research on 2-year-olds is Dunn's ( I988a). She studied 55 families and
children (ages 12 to 36 months) in their homes. These naturalistic obser-
vations. like Woodcock's, yield a rich description of the capacities of
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2-year-olds that is often missing ii. experimental research Dunn speaks
of "the child's developing sense of self in terms of her seiise of efficacy
and control" (p. 176), and concludes by noting that:

In short, children s curiosity about others' behavior, their interest in ap-
proval, disapprrwal, compliance, and transgression. and their continuing

concern with sell, together with the frequent attributions, eva!uations, and
comparisons of family discourse, combine to set the stage for the develop-
ment of a sense of how others evaluate them. (p. 179)

Harris (1989 ) reports that very young children have an "imaginative
understanding- and appreciation of the mental and emotional states of
others. He supports his views with evidence that very young children

have:
1. Self-awareness of their own mental states.

2. The capacity for pretense.
3. The ability to dii-inguish the make-believe from the real world

4. Understanding of the desires, beliefs, and emotions of others (pp
54 - 55)

Stern s concept of the verbal self meshes with these findings. He notes

the importance of being all thentk with children. Adult verbal commerts
and requests should be perceived by children as understanding and
extending the children's thoughts and feelings rather than negating or

manipulating them.
Although implications of this research and theory are covered in

greater depth in Chapter .1, a few examples are in order herz t highlight

the importance of the adult role in helping children solidify their sense of

self. Lhildren usually demonstrate exuberance about the purchase of a
new pair of shoes, are upset by visits to the doctor or dentist, and react
with jumping and clapping at the announcement of at;rt day party If the
parent reacts by indicating that these intensf.. reactionc are inappropri-
ate, the children will learn to subdue other intense reactions in order to
please the parent. The danger, says Stern (.!985), is that children will
present a "false sense" to maintain adult closeness anl approval

A similar danger lies in wait if adults are too intrusive or interprat
feelings or motivations to the child that are really the adult's Comment
ing, "Oh, my, that block IS too heavy for you!" when the child is really
testing muscle power in lifting, ignores the meaning of the event for the

child. statements such as, "You just love to share with your little brother"
miss the point when the child has just snatched a toy away from the baby

Already, then, we can see that with the consolidation of the sense of
self children come to feel confident that they are loved and have some
control over their lives. Vi.e can see how contrasting parenting and teach-

ing styles can lead to different developmental outcomes for children We
move, then, into the next stages of development of self-esteem and
beyond.
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Chapter 2
Preschoolers: Testing and

evaluating the self

WITH THE CONSOLIVATION OF THE SENSE OF SELF, preschoolers begin to
test and evaluate that self. Now we can more clearly sf.e the aspects

of self-evaluations that Harter has proposed acceptance, power and

control, moral wurth, and competence that serve as organizers for
both this chapter and the next.

Preschool .hildren have already developed a variety of physical, emo-

tional. and cognitive skills that wit.; continue to expand and deepen
throughout their lives. With good foundations, preschoolers should feel
relatively assured that they are 1.1vable and accepted, and they have
begun to exercise some power over themselves and their environment

At th e. same time, children may be more unfident about some aspects
of themselves and less secure about others. They may feel accepted by
their family, but be less certain about their acceptance among friends Or
they may feel powerful in their dlay group, but less so athome when they

must contend with older sibhngs. Chiidren's attitudes about one dimen

sion LA their development may wellaffect other dimensions. For example,

a child may compensate fur feeling unloved by seeking extraordinary
power and control.

Children's unique personalities and experiences affect their self-
understanding, which becomes ever more complex during preschool
years. It could be said that children are developing implicit "theories"
about themselves beliefs about how they usually act, what their prefer

ences are and so forth.
The self-concept is a self-theory. It is a theory that the individual has
unwittingly construLted dbuut himself ds an experiencing, functioning indi
vidual, and it is part of a broader theory which he holds with respect to his
.mtire range of significant experience. (Epstein, 1973, p. 407)

The skills and LonfidenLe that toddlers have developed in their con
structive efforts to exeruse self-Lontrol are now employed to meet new
challenges. Prest_houlers are variously striving to be acceptedby friends,
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helpful to their teachers, powerful in their play, and competent in their
climbing and jumping_ Of course, parents, teachers, and increasingly,
peers play a central role in both presenting new challenges and providing
the support to meet them.

v begin by looking at how children's feelings of acceptance
by a Jlts and other children develop. Then we shall consider the other
three dimensions of self evaluation, puwer and con ,rol, moral worth, and
competence, as they blossom during the preschoc 3 years. We are guided
in this chapter by children's on self -report:, attachment research, and
play observations.

Acceptance
Although acceptance is a dominant theme of the infant and toddler

years, it remains at the forefront throughout life. All of us participate in
the process of building, maintaining, and breaking relationships. Pre-
schoolers. whose expanding world includes family, friends, and perhaps
teachers, are no exception.

Parents and teachers influence
children's self-esteem

Adults continue to play a pivotal rule in determining huw children feel
about themselves and others. Therefore, we must be aware of a effects
of various parenting and related teaching styles un the deve pment of
children's self esteem We shall see how self-perceptions play a continu-
ing role in adult as well as child development, and huw this in turn affects
self-esteem in future generations.

Parenting styles. Coopersmith (1967) identified three adult factors
that specifically enhance self-esteem in children

Total or nearly total acceptance of children by their parents
Clearly defined and enforced limits
Respect and latitude for individual action within thuse limits

Research, undertaken in a variety of home, preschool, and 1Aboratory
settings, supports Coopersmith's work (e.g., Baumrind, 1971, 1979;
Becker. 1964; Hoffman, 1970. Maccoby & Martin, 1983). Children seem to
thrive and grow best through int action with authoritative rather than
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permissive or authoritarian parents ( Baumrind, 1971. 1979 ). First, we
must be clear about the differences in these thr..e styles.

AuthoritatTe "Firm. loving, and understanding -- set limits, but they also
encourage independence" (Clarke-Stewart & Friedman, 1987. p. 362).

Pernusswe "Avoid laying down rules. asserting authority, or imposing
restrictions. They tolerate their children's impulses --- hildren are ex-
pected to regulate their own behavior and make decisions un their own-
(p. 361 -362).

Authonta. tan "Firm. punit:.-e. unaffectionate, unsympathetic. detached,
and sparing in their praisP" (p. 361).

How are children influenced by each of these styles?
"Children whose parents are authoritatwe are must likely to be

friendly. coopera' ive, competent. intellectually zssertive self-reliant, in-
dependent. happy. and socially responsible" (Clarke-Stewart & Fried-
man, 1987, p. 363).

Children raised perinissiiiet are likely to be "dependent and unhappy.
They are more likely than children w ith authoritativeparents ta be outgo-
ing and sociable and to strive intellectually, hut these children tend to be
immature and aggressive and to lack persistence and self-rehance"
(p. 363 ).

Children with authoritarian parents "tend to be suspicious and with-
drawn. unfriendly and discontented, well-contrulled, tearful, depel lent,
and submissive. slow to explore and less likely to strive intellectually
(p. 363).

Parents whose children have high sell-esteem are clearly concerned
about and attentive toward their children. They structure children s
worlds along lines they believe to be proper and appropriate. And they
permit relatively great freedom With these structures. Acceptance, limits
and respect are also key qualities fur preschool teachers (Ayers, 1989).

The attitudes ef parents and teachers toward caregiving depends, in
part, on how they experienced their own parents. Main's work un parents
of children with varying kinds ut attachments (Main, 1985, Main, Kaplan,
& Cassidy. 1985) lends insights on this issue.

The Adult Attachment Interview was given to pare,.is whose children
had been rated in Ainsworth Strange Situation at 12 and 18 months of age.
To summarize briefly, parents who were rated as secure valued 3nd
reflectea positively on their own attachment relationships. had an objec-
tive, non idealized view of their parents and past experiences, and most
frequently had secure infants. Parents who were rated as insecure in
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terms uf their own attachment fell into one of three main patterns (Main

et aL, 1985):

i. Those who tended to hode msecure-avoidant infants -dismissed at
tachment relationships ds being uf little concern, value, or influence"

(p. 91).
2. Those who were mos, frequently parents of insecure ambivalent in-

fants, seemed preoccupied with dependency on their own parents
and still actively struggled to please them" (p. 91).

3. Those most frequently parents of insecure disorganized;disoriented
infants, hdd experienced the death of an attachment figure before
matunty and seemed not yet to have completed the mourning pro-

cess" (p. 91).

Teachers childhoods. Teachers' perceptions of themselves as chil-
dren and their capacities to work with children of different ages have
been explored by Rosen (1968. 1972. 1975). She compared teachers'
autobiographical accounts with ealuations based on observations con-

ducted by their supervisors.
In one study kRosen. 1968), first-year teachers were divided into cate-

gories of those who were better-liked and those who were less-liked by
their pupth,, ranging from kindergarten to the sixth grade, with most in
the hrst three grades. When the ealuations were compared with teacher
autobiographies. Rosen concluded. 'Thus, while the better liked teach-

ers expressed enthusiasm fur thei: childhood and a sense of self-esteem
about their early lives, the less-liked teachers focused on their past lack

of mastery of their world and their uncertain sense of self-worth"
p..302 ). Further, the better-liked teachers "conveyed a sense of compe-

tence and psychological movement forward in life" (p. 308).
Later. Rosen (1972 ) studied the relativeeffectiveness of student teach

ers with children in three groups from ages 2 through 11. The dominant
autobiographical theme for those judged as most effectivewith the youn

gest children was a duse and supportive family life in which they had
bee; given a strung sense uf !old e and personal security and much gratifi-

cation in genera; k p.415). They had not been rebellious during child-
hood, underplayed the academic aspects of school experience"
( p, 416), and conveyed a sense of their psychological proximity to their
childhood" (p. 417 ).

The dominant theme of those most effective with the 5 to 8 year-olds
emphdsized an early push toward mastery or a pn-cocious assumption

of more grown-up roles" ( p. -117). Regarding their early experience. "In
general, this group either did not focus on past family relationships or
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described becoming critkal and rejecting of their parents' values"
(Rosen. 1972. p..119).

The window of children's attachnwnt enables us to take a closer look at
how this process evolccs.

Attachment. By the age of 3. according to Mahler and colleagues
(1975 ). children have achieved self- and other-constancy. They can
maintain internal images of important others and of themselves. These
images remain constant, despite shifting feeling states. Of course. these
representations will become ecen more elaborated and consolidated
during the next few years.

Parenting styles, as we have just seen, play directly into children's
working models of themselves and others:

For example. a child who experiences and hence represents
Attachment figures as primarilr rej (log. is likely to Eorm a complementary
internal working model of the self es unworthy or unacceptable.Similarly
-hild who experiences a parent figure as emotionally available and support-
ive is likely to construct a working model of the self as competent and
lovable E3retherton. Ridgeway. & Cassidy. in press)

Levels of attachment. Levels of attachment in toddlerhood can pre-
dict later preschool behaviors and relationships. Children who were
se, nrely attached as toddlers attracteu more positive responses from
unfamiliar peers when the!, w,..re 3( Jacobson & Willie. 1986), certainly an
important factor for children who encounter new group members in
preschool

Children who were deemed to be acoidantly attached as toddlers, on
t he ot her hand. called forth less positice responses when they met new-
comers ks pr, schoolers. theN were hostile, restrained, and socially iso-
lated ( Srmffe. 1983

1mbivalent resistant toddlers became more antagonistic as pre-
schoolers and elicited resistant responses from newcomers kJacobson &

illie. 1986 ) Sroufe ( 1983) fourd this group of children to be more
impulsive. tease. fearful. and helpless.

Researchers have demonstrated that it is possible to study children s
internal working molels as young as age 3 (Bretherton et al., in press).
They presented oven ended stories, with themes of spilled juice, hurt
knee bedroom monster, departure. and reunion, to children, along with
miniature figures. and asked the children to show and tell what happens
next Children were able to understand the major issue in each story and
to enact appropriate and different story resolutions.

specific implications of these findings will be explored in Chaptei
but we can readily see the influence adults have on children's sense of
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acceptance and their attachment to beloved ,others. We shall now turn to
how children influence each other's feelings of acceptance.

Children influence each other
Friends are increasingly signific.-.nt in motivating children to modify

their behaviors in order to participate in mutually rewarding social inter-
actions Children's friendships have been studied since the 1930s
(Bridges, 1931, Buhler, 1935, Isaacs, 1933). More recently, social psychol-
ogy researchers have shed new understanding on the importance chil-
dren 11:-.e ;or one another (Asher & Gottman, 1981, Corsaro, 1985, Lewis
& Rosenblum, 1975; Rubin, 1980).

Factors that affect early friendships. Although the roots of social
interactions begin in infancy, Mueller and Vaadell (1979 propose that
parent:child relationships and peer relation aips follow separate level-
opmental lines.

Ns we noted in Chapter 1, even infants you than 7 months of age are
especially attracted to images of other young babies (Lewis & Rosen-
blum, 1975) This attraction to peers escalates through early childhood.
Two infants at a family wedding may spot each ot'.er from across the
room, and then maintain visual contact as they try to squirm away from
their parents' arms Friendships between toddlers are common when
children play together in programs and M home.

Very early friendships seem to be based, in part, (n f, miliarity over
time (Rubin, 1980) and mothers' liking fur one another kJacobson, 1971).
"The most central basis for toddlers' friendships, however is probably
the existence of similarity between their developmental levels, tempera-
ments, and behavioral styles" (Rubin, 1980, p. 25). Physical availability
in the neighborhood, home, and preschool is a factor in preschool
friendships (Selman & Jaquette, 1977).

Nlthough early friendships are often transitory, close friendships do
exist and endure In carefully observing such friendships, Guttman and
Parkhurst (1980) found that young friends were highly sensitive and
responsive to each other, particularly in the context of fantasy play.
Young fri.-ids, more so than older friends, sought to maintain a "climate
of agreement" by clarifying communication, sharing viewpoints, and re-
sponding to requests In some cases, such efforts were aimed directly at
cupporting self esteem, against feelings of self-doubt, as the following
example of the play of El ic and Naomi, two 4-year-old best friends,
clearly illustrates:

N. No, it's time for our birthday. We better dean up quickly.
E. Well I'd rather play with my skeleton. Hold on there everyone. Snap-

pers. I am the skeleton.
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E. Pin the skeleton. Ooh, hee . Hugh, ha, ha. You're hiding.
N. Hey, in the top drawer, there's the . .

E. I am, the skeleton, whoa.
N. Theres the feet [clattering].
E. (Screams] A skeleton, Everyone a skeleton.
N. Pm your friend. The dinosaur.
E. Oh, hi dinosaur. You know, no one likes me.
N. But I like you. 1%n your friend.
E. But none of my other friends like me. They don't like my new suit. They

don't like my skeleton suit. It's really just me. They think I'm a dumb
dumb.

N. I know what. He's a good skeleton.
E. I am not a dumb-dumb, and that's so.
N. Fin not calling you a dumb-dumb. Pm calling y1 a friendly skeleton

(Gottman & Parkhurst, 1980, p. 245)

Si miiarity, colaplementarity , and sharing priN, ate information are some
of the factors that lead to early fnendships, according to Rubin (1980) He

warns, however,

Our observations make clear that there is no single basis for children's
friendships. The fnendships of preschool children like those of older
children and adults have many funLtions. Friends can be security givers,
standards against whom une cad mere oneself, partners in activities
that van not be engaged in alone, guides to unfamiliar places, and appren
tiLes who vunfirm one's ow n developing sense of competence and exper
tise. (p. 69)

Of course, the ups and downs of friendship are a normal part of experi
ence, as are the corresponuing ups and downs of self-feeling. Being
novices at friendship, 3-year-olds often express concerri that "nobody
likes me.- Children soon learn that recognition one day typically means
little the next (Damon, 1988). Unlike children who experience normal
ups and downs, children who rarely expel ience rejection (i.e., overpro-
tected children) are more vulnerable to rejection, whereas children whc
persistently experienLe rejedion are at risk for numerous psychosocial
problems (see Chapter 3).

Values of friendships. Children's ability (or inability) to make
friends may reflect their self-esteem, but friendship may also be a means
to enhance and refine feelings about oneself. Many upper middle-SES
parents today have one ih1d, or at most two children, upon whom are
heaped the hopes, expectations, and indulgences formerly spread across
more siblings. Zigler and Long (1986) refer to such children as gourmet
bubies, but even in the 1950s Sullivan 193) underlined the essential

need tor peer interaLtioris to help suLh children become better and more
realistically adjusted to everyday life outside the family. Witness 3-year
old David with his close friend, Tony:
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(David and Tony are sitting together at the drawing table).
David "Do you like my drawing?"
7bny "No."
David "You have to like it."
Tony "I don't have to like it if I don't want to,"
David "Why?"
Tony "I don't like it, that's why." (Rubin. 1980. p. 8)

Children such as Da\ id sufler from a too- inflated self-esteem that may
I:ad to the wide fluctuations in seff feelings exhibited by narcissistic
adults (Kohut, 1971) These kinds of early down-to-earth experiences
with peers are essential tu sa. e such children frum social maladjustment
as they grow up (Rubin. 1980. p. 7).

Children who are neglected, described as the wildflowe4 children by
Zigler and Long (1986). also have problems in the regulation of sell-
esteem They. too, have social difficulties and are often the ones other
children dislike and scapegoat. Such children are hardly likely to get
positive feedback from their peers without some adult intervention in
appropriate social strategies.

The ability to communicate may also aflec t whether childien are liked
by others Children w ho are liked talk directly to others, pay attention to
everyone involx ed. respond contingently tu and acknowledge the initia-
tions of others, and pan ide alter natN e solutions k Hazen & Black. 1989 ).
Similarly, Rubin (1980) described Hartup and colleagues' findings 1967)
that popular children "were the ones who must uften paid attention to
other children, praised them, showed affection, and willingly acceded to
their requests," (Rubin. 1980. p. 52). Ricky, at the age uf 3, exemplifies
this type of child:

He is an engaging, scppurti\c buy who goes uut uf his way to involve others
in his activities When Caleb comes uut to the big rotating swing. which
already has lour ch!ldren on board. Maly immediately shouts tu him, Nou
can get on it!"
"It's crowded." Caleb shouts back.
In Ricky's view Uf things, however, there is always ruum for one more.
"Naneone else wa .ts to get on." he informs his JIlow riders. Then he takes
charge of slowing down the swing and shows Caleb where hecan climb on.
Ricky is a skillful social facilitator, and others like nim for it, (p. 52)

Children have a strong need for acceptance and friendship. Indeed,
conflicts in preschool frequently rekoke around who can play and who
cannot Most of these conflicts are temporary and tunctional, designed
for example to protect ongoing play (rom disruption tCorsaro. 1985). But
children can and do ewluate others and themselves in terms of whu is
liked and disliked (Hartup, Glazer. &Charlesworth, 1967, Hazen & Black.
1989, Schwartzman, 1978. Sluckin &Smith, 1977). These value judgments
may have a profound influence on children's self-understanding. "Even
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for a 5 year old, questions of 'Why doesn't he like me?' and its common
sequel 'What's wrong with me?' are likely to arise- (Rubin, 1980, p. 79).

Through the window of dramatic play, we find yet another way to view
children's self- and other-representations.

Self revealed through dramatic play. Three year-olds' pretending
skills are becoming refined and stabilized, but make-beheve playcan still
be shak:' (Slade. 1986) At times the lints bctween real and make-beheve
are still fuzzy.

Three year old Johnnie found a Halloween tiger costume in the dress-up
corner He donned it and began to growl menacingly. When the other
children ran from this pretend play, he blanched and said nervously. 'Take
this off me I can't play anymore." (Curry & Arnaud, 1974. p. 276)

Emotional equilibrium is sometimes difficult to maintain in the face of
strong feelings.

Gould (1972) pros ides a fascinating perspective on how children re-
veal self representations in the way they approach play and what roles
they choose (nurturer, aggressor, or victim). Themes also suggest what
topics are most on children's minds.

In portraying the r iew of self and significant others, 3-year-olds, if all has
gone well in early childhood caring experiences. engage in nurturing
themes of caregiving dyads. Father or mother/baby. nurse ur doctor/pa-
tient. big sister little sister, animal, parent, animal, baby. In general most
3 year olds prefe, the more powerful role of caregiver, as if they are still too
close to babyhcod to perpetuate that status ,n pretend play. Themes of
separation. loss, and return are enacted tnrough roles such as runaway
baby. or puppy. concerns about the body are depicted in beginning medical
play (Curry & Bergen, 1987, pp. 117 - 118 )

According to Gould, if young chi. ken liave been poorly nurtured, they
often cannot engage in pretend play fur une ur inure of these reasons.

They become flooded with aggressive imagery
They may be unable to cognitively distinguish real from pretend
They cannot take distance from themselves (they become the role,
rather than pretend to be the role)

By the age of 4, dramatic play comes into its own. Must children have
been engaging in it fur 2 or more years, and can now integrate and
synthesize a wider diversity of experiences into their play. The dichoto-
mies of good and bad are played over and over, especially in super-hero
or TV based scenarios. (Perhaps this tei:s Us something about adult
development in this area as well!)

Differences between dramatic play in 3 and 4-year-old children are
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beautifully documented in Paley's books (1986, 1988). She writes about
4-year-old Barney, who arrives one morningwearing his dad's Boy Scout
shirt and announcing he's going to build a Boy Scout ship

"C'mon, Christopher. Nou can be Batman on my ship," Barney says, "Start

building with me."
"I'll do it, Barn." Frederick offers. "Let me be the guard."
Christopher is mobilized to attention. "No, Frederick! No! He asked me first

Batman is the guard, didn't you say that, Barn?"
"Two people is okay for guards," Barney adjudicates.

"Then you hafta be a guard, Barn, not Frederick."
Christopher. That's not the way it hasta be. I'm the guy that controls

the ship. I shoot the cannons because it was my idea first "

When Barney was three, he did not know "the way it hasta be He and his

friends often sounded like this when they played:

Barney "Emergency! Emergency!"

Molhe "Fasten the seatbelt! Down the bumper!"
1 umbbng out of the airplane made of blocks, they would run into the
hallway and shout "Emergency!" down the stairs. A moment later the pro
cedure was repeated, this time Mollie yelling "Emergencr and Barney
taking the "Fasten the seat belt" lines. (Paley, 1988, pp. 13-14)

Mis preoccupation with aggression and power is one of the hallmarks

of 4-year-olds, especially boys (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974: Pitcher &
Schultz, 1984 Paley's contemporary year-long recordings overflow with
children s preoccupation with these rules, as do Isaacs' (1933) records of

nearly bu years ago. Perhaps 4-year-olds have a firmer sense of who they

are, and can now begin to play out the people they would like to become
Like superman, these children see themselves as accepted, powerful,

moral and competent!
By the age uf 4, children's pretend play reveals that they clearly iden-

tify with the nurturer, the aggressor, or the victim (Gould, 1972). Cogni-
tively, children can nuw play out roles with others and demonstrate
perspective switching (Fein, 1984). Most make believe play at this age
involves triads. mother/father/child, doctor/patient/nurse, villain/vic-
tim/hero. The roles these characters play are also broadened Parents
are not only nurturers, but also go on dates. Super heroes and glamorous
females have great appeal. Table 3 highlights the dichotomy between
children whose play indicates a primary identification with a nurturer
versus those who identify with aggressors or victims.

The play of 5-year-olds continues to reflect their self concerns. Play
roles expand to include the wider -.Grid of industry (firefighter, police
officer, astronaut, boss, preacher, . en transplant surgeons!) and fantasy
(kings, queens, and the ubiquitous super-heroes and TV characters)
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Table 3. Dichotomy between preschool childrenwhose play indicates
a primary identification with a nurturer versus those who identify
with aggressors or victims

Primary Identi cation Primary Identification
With Nurtnrant Provider With Aggressor or Victim

1 The child can engage in fantasy. 1. Child has difficulty engaging in fan-
(Pretends to he rather than is the tasy.
role.)

2. The child can distance himself, 2. Child expresses self directly. Repre-
herself from being the direct sents the role, rather than pre-
agent of aggressive fantasy. tending to be the role.

3. Hislier self representation is '3. Roles are unstable and shifting.
stable

4. Self representation is aligned scith '4. Self-representation continually
the provider, aligned with aggressor or victim.

5. Children can maintain a steady 5. Chilu shows fluctuating certainty
stance of pretending and can dis uncertain about distinction be-
tinguish between real and pre- tween real and pretend.
tend.

6 Fantasy productions integrate the
knowledge of the real world with
his/her feelings about that world.

7. Child has a sense of entitlement.
Feels self and others are basi-
cally good.

8 Fantask-s are not predominantly
aggressive.

9. Child has the wish to please others
Out of love, not fear.

6. Child cannot integrate knowledge
of real world with feelings about
the real world, gets flooded by
feelings.

7. Child engages in global self-
condemnation feels self and
others are basically bad.

8. Fantasies dominated by aggressive
themes.

9. Child behaves in order to avoid
punishment.

Noe that many very aggressive super heroes have provider aspects ( e.g.. I m He-Man and
I rescue people from Skeleton)

'These descriptions have great relevance to selhesteem issues

Development of the individual self
Now that we are more aware of how adults and children affect the

development of self esteem, we can view the process as it unfolds within
the young child through self u iderstanding ci.id the themes of power and
control, moral worth, and efficacy and competence.

Young children's ability to evaluate themselves. Until recently, the
prevailing view was that young thildren were cognitively unable to dem-
onstrate a grasp of an overall concept of self-esteemor its components. In
describing the results of her pictured version of the perceived compe-
tence scale, Harter (1983) reported, -Not only do young children not
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possess a concept of general self worth, but they do not make a distinc
bon between cognitive and physical skills. One is either competent or
incompetent across these activities" (p. 331).

However. Eder and Mangelsdorf (in prcss) document that children as
young as '.;Iree-and-a-half already have common underlying constructs
tor orgai izing information about themselves" (p. 18) such as, 'When I
get angry. I feel like being quiet', or 'When I get angry. I feel like hitting
someone', I really like myself versus 'Sometimes I feel like I just don't
like myself (p. 61 ).

During this period, it is also important to help children develrp a
realistic picture of themselves. Self feelings should be authentic (Stern.
1985 ) and lead to an ego that is resilient rather than overly ,sefensive
(Block & Block. 1980). Children who are unable to feel bad about
themselves genuinely ashamed or guilty. for example are surely as
disturbed as those who at': ov erwhelmed with such feelings. Self esteem
should derive from truly valued actions and standards. self should be
positively identified with the larger social good.

Growth in social understanding. Preschool children are also devel
opmg more sophisticated social understandings. For examr'e, 3 year
olds have an increased awareness of themselves and others as both
passive and active agents of self and others behaviorally (mother, father.
puppy, baby, as well as categories including age, gender and race)
(Fischer, Hand, Watson, Van Parys, & Tucker, 1984 ).

hildren are particularly attuned to each other's interests and foibles.
Paiey s (198o, 1988, faithful recordings of the fantasy life of preschoolers
bring to life the intensity with which children interact. That children do
watch, listen to, and recognize what others are into is nicely recorded in

this segment:

One day at snack time Mollie asked Barney if he has his D. "I didn't tell a
story today, he answers, Th- D exists only in stories, but in Mollie's mind
it is part of his school persona.
-We all know Barney s D. I say. What about Stuart? Does he put some
thing special in his stories?"
"He's a train!"
"And Mollie?"
"A ghost and a wolf
"Margaret is a kitty."
"So is Carrie. And William is a bunny
"Christopher's arrelephant,"
"I'm the Hulk." Frederick says proudly.
"Erik is good guys and bad guys." Christt ier says. "And He-Man
fhe snack table Is purposeful (.nd accurate, for it is natural to picture one
another in play roles. (Paley. 1986. pp. 63 -64)
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Children are also keenly aware of status. Corsa() (1985) observed the
types of communication children use while playing.

Overall. the data suggest the children have clear conceptions of status as
power lii all the role play episodes. there were no violations of status
expectations That is. the baby never told thc mother what to do. the kitties
never chased their master frdin the house, workers never gave orders to
t he boss. ( p 971

Preschoolers do. however, have the flexibility to reverse roles (e.g..
patient becomes doctor) and thus are able to practit e. both superordt-
nate and subordinate roles, as they switch perspectives. They are also
aware of their own, and others', status. Recall Gould's (1972) findings
that children tend to select the role of ntirturer. aggressor, or victim.
Similarly. Schwartzman's field atbdy (1978) revealed that:

The roles the children adopt. or are assigned, frequently reflect the author-
ity structure of the play groups and the hierarchy of -hildren outside
the play sphere (e.g., those who frequently played "Motherf.' and "Fa-
thers" were often the most popular and desired "frieo, s" in the
classroom ) In house play. the role of pet . . , was generally ass, *lied by
(me of the more unpopular children in the group. ( p. 2:39)

Danger lur!:s in this awareness of status and power. Subtly. or not so
subtly, sexism and racism can creep into daily life of the classroom,
either at the behest of children or uninformed teachers. Boys may be
accorded as competent block builders, for example. and thus be permit-
ted to monopolize the block area. Or a minority child might be unwit-
tingly directed toward the role of baby or pet.

Nrmed with these unde tandings of self and others, and the cogni-
tivelanguage abilities to label emotional attributes, preschool children
can demonstrate and begin to evaluate how they perceive themselves
and others Their perceptions are limited in part because young pre-
schoolers still tend to view behavior in dkhotomies (good or bad, nice or
mean ). perhaps because that is how behavior is so often labeled by
adults They apparently are unable to understand that there might be
reasons for mean behavior, and that these reasonscan influence interac-
tions (Fischer et al . 1984). A :3 year old would not be expected to reflect
"If I'm nice to Ana, maybe she won't be mean."

l'sually between the ages of I and 5 children begin to understand that
Ow same person can be nice one time and mean another, but they still do
not fully understand how ()Ile individual's nice or mean behavior can
influc Ice another's (Fischer et al.. 1984 ).
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Power and control
We have seen how hifants and toddlers begin t. xert wntrul over their

environment and themselves. Lsues of power and control remain at the
forefront during the preschool years, demonstrated by two ecological
studies of preschool social life (lsaaa. 1933, Corsaro, 1985).

Eder ( 1'189), '')o, supplies strong support for power as a central aspect
of preschooler': views of 1emselves and others. Self-control, general
cell" acceptance. and rejet_tion appear to b..: the most sahent psychological
attributes that three and a half y ear olds use to describe themselves. At
the end of the pre ..hool years, five-and-a-half-year-olds focus on sof-
control and self acLeptantc. av hieved nuw thrucgh achteuement and WO-
anon

Sex-role development
Dramatic changes take place in children's sex role development be-

tween the ages of 'l and 5. These changes are most evident in the doll-play
area Three year old domestic play looks very similar for both sexes,
although traditional roles are generally acted out. At 4, many boys rebel
and define themselves as super heroes, many girls manage the home.
However, while the text of the play may vary fur buys and girls (Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles Barbies ) the issues of power and control are there
for both sexes with girls insisting on the must powerful roles, too
(mother. bride, school principal, fire chief ).

5. Paley (1984 ) notes that "The doll corner, in fact, is entering its
final phase, in which girls and boys try to end lingering c(atfusion about
the roles they play" ( p. ft She continees tu describe how children's
concepts of their sex rok s spill over into all areas of the kinder-
garten classroom:

You hop to get your milk if you are a boy and skip , de paper shelf if
you are a girl Boys clap out the rhythm of '.ertaii, oungs, girls sing louder.
Boys draw furniture inside four stor.v haunted houses, girls put flowers in
the doorways (If cottages Bo get tired uf drawn. t,1 pictures and begin to
poke and shove, girls continue to draw, . , The children watch one an-
other and synchronize their movements. It is the must exciting game in
town. though nct everyone knows that game is being played. it). Xl)

Many excellent teachers, like Paley, struggle heroically to quell the
same sex play by deliberately providing and reinforcing activities that
involve both boys -ind girls in a wide variety of cooking, construction,
carpentry, sewing, and gardening projects. Other mure tradity mai teach-
ers may just go with the flow and unwittingly reinforce gender stereo-
types with pictures on the wall (sdgar and spice girls, active boys),
perpetuating play areas that lead to segregation by gender (a quiet house-
keeping corner with all the work pr )ps of hume versus a vibrant block
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corner with wheel toys and wild animals), and even separate special
activities ( the girls make popcorn indoors while the boys hel,- ,:orkers
mend the fence outdoors).

Although children may persist in pursuingsame-sex play despite these
interventi Paley. 1984. Serbin. Tronick. & Sternglanz. 1977), parents
and teachers are encouraged to continue to keep children's options open
so that boys and Orls feel comfortable engaging in the tasks that most
interest them (C aan Sparks and the A.B.C. Task Force, 1989). Only
then can authentic self development and understanding be realized.

These observations on children'c increasing sense of power are inter-
twined with another critical component ofself-esteem in preschool chil-
dren's development: moral worth.

Moral worth
The gradual shift in emphasis in de-,,elopmental themes has been well

desrribed by Erikson (1950), the psychusocial stage of initiative is at its
height in 1 year olds Preschoolers view themselves as powerful, com-
petent actors and doers feelings that can be positive and enhanced by
appropriate play and social experiences, many of which will be outlined
in Chapter 5 of this volume These developmentally appropriate experi-
ences enable children to feel virtuous about their behavior.

The negative component of this stage is guilt. Although guilt generally
serves an adaptive function as children take appropriate responsibility
for their behavior, inappropriate or overwhelming responsibility and
guilt is maladaptive.

The labels attached to aggression usually spill over into other chil-
dren's perceptions of the aggressors. as I (Curry ) witnessed in a Head
slart classroom Circle time lasted 45 minutes. by the end of which about
five boys began to tussle. punch, and puke. The remainder of the children
had simply tuned out The teacher grew increasingly angry at the
bumptious boys and kept uttering threats uf the time-out chair. Later, as I
sat near a gi. I who was drawing. I heard her exclaim, -He's bad!" When I
asked who was bad, she righteously recited the names of the restless
boys from group time To have the reputation of being badat 4, especially
when one is behaving in an age-appropriate way, can be an ominous
foreshadowing of a negative self-image. One shudders to think of the
children who are labelled in this way, or e en more noxiously as hyperac-
tire or having an allennan deficil disorder (ADD) because of their natu-
rally high activity level.

To demonstrate how such labels ignore the true worth of individuals,
let us return to that Head Start classroom as these same boys and I sat
together at lunch. John asked me, "Why are you here?"

I responded, "To watch how you play."
Both John and Nick pointed outa fairly new fire engine nuzzle and said.
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-We'll show you how we put that together.- Half an hour later, they went

to the puzzle area, pulled out five huge floor puzzles, chose the empty

library cor,ner, and set to work showing me how good they were at putting

together these intriguing puzzles. The boys called to me occasionally as

their work progressed and grinned proudly when the teacher took _.

picture of them and their work.
These observations poignantly demonstrate how the environment es-

tablished by adults shapes children's behavior and our perceptions of

their actions. These boys. labeled bud by teacher and classmates during

an inappropriate adult-directed experience, were quite ccmpetent to
attend to a developmentally appropriate self-initiated task

Harris ( 1989 ) notes children's sensitivities to issues of right and

wrong. and stresses that children need to understand the emotional
reactions of other children as well as their own. Damon (1988) states,

As the child s cognitive perspeLtive broadens. it enlarges the .Aveep of the

child s emotional response to observations of others' moral behavior By
early childhood there is a beginning awareness of justice and injustice as
regards distribution of tos and other resources in the play group Soon
thereafter develops a sense of obhgatory rules and other forms of social

propriety. (pp 2; -28)

The research of Smetana (1981, 1984, 1985) demonstrates that pre-

school children, when told about a child committing several transgres-

s:ons. were able to judge that moral transgressions (e.g., hitting or stea-

ling ) were more set-km than conventional transgressions (e g , school
rules about putting toys away ). Even abused and neglected children
(Smetana, Kelly, 6: Twentyman. 1984 ) were able to judge that the conven-

tional transgressions were less serious than moral transgressions How-

ever. preschool teat hers responded to both moral and conventional
violations. and interestingly were somewhat more likel to respond to
conventional violations! (Smetana, 1984 ).

Harris ( 1989 ) states:

In summary, if we focus not on adult reactions but in the way, that the
victims react. young Lhildren dre offered a clear indication that moral
transgressions are more serious than violations of convention Even if
adults make no tear differentiation for the wrongdoer between a moral

breech and a conventional breach, other children certainly do (p 45)

A fasci naang study by Siegel and Storcy (1985) notes the importance of

preschool experienk e on children's perceptions of moral kersus conven-

tional transgressions. Four-year-olds who had been in school for nine
months judged moral transgressions ds serious as did children who were

only in school for three. The latter, however, took the conventional trans-

gressions much more seriously than did the veteran preschoolers
Thus, teachers need to examine c arefully their rule making. especially

in the beginning of tit hool when children are taking to &lean so many

new expectations.
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Table 4. Contrasts in content of high and low self-esteem.*
10

9

8

7

Number 6
of items
from Q-Sort
Criterion 5
Definition

4

3

2

1

Level of
self-esteem:

Dimensions:

High self-esteem
behaviors:

r-
--1Leads others

spontaneously 1

1

Ease in transitions,
1

parents to school

Low self-esteem
behaviors:

I
Curious,

questions

Key to Self-Esteem Content

Primaiy defining features: In boldface
within bars

Secondary manifestations: In italics,
within bars cutlined by broken lines

explores and
I

Not curious, does not -1
explore or question I

Approaches challenging
tasks with confidence

Sets goals
independently

Moves forward on
his/her own

Asserts own point
of view when opposed

Knows what he/she
wants; trusts own kens

Initiates activities
confidently

Eager to do new
things

Sets high goals;
stretches abilities

Tolerates frustration
caused by mistakes

Approaches challenges
with confidence

Acts unLertain in
making decisions

Lacks confidence to
initiate

Gives up easily
when frustrated

Shys away from
challenges

High Low High

Initiative/Independence Preference for

Low

challenge



Handles crism
and teasing

Hits others
I aggressively

Has trouble sharing
and getting along

Overreacts to stress

fakes more or less
blame than reasonable

Has difficulty
adjusting to changes

Overreacts to criticism
and teasing

Adjust to ch:.nges
and open-endedness

Describes self
positively

Shows pride in his/her
work or accomplishments

Smiles infrequently;
face often sad

Describes self
negatively

Does not show pride in
his/her work

Makes good eye contact

High Low
Social emotional expression and coping

(Item content paraphrased)

Withdraws from
group

Hangs back frow
group; watches ooly

Avoids eye contact

High Low
Social approach/avoidance

I his chart is d visuai SUMInaly of presented selt-esteern c olden( fur preschoolers. 4. uiik.. that wds euiIirafly identified in a criterion Q sort of
senesteem reiated tienaviors pertormed by experienced preschool teachers. The division of dews uito dimensions was made largely on the basis

ot conceptual similarities, intormed somewhat by patterns ot inter-iteni correlation. Please note that these dimensions and theirlabels are interpreve
and in no wdy retie( t results oi any lac tur aiidlysis or other quantitative c riteria dividing content 11110 groups The division of itemsinto primary features

and secondary manitestauons Is empirically based, however Primary features performed better un correlations with independent measures of
sett-esteem, 11-sort and one other independent selection by presc houl teat hers as central features of self t:steein, amid internal consistency measures
such as inter-item correlations and item-scale correlations



Children's reactions to such transgressions involve feelings of p-ide,
gu'fii, and shame These emotions inevitably involve children's percep-
tions about h3w parents will react (Ha. ris, 1989). He cites Harter and
'Vhitesell's (1989) study

that children's understanding of pride and shame is indeed linked to the
recognition of the impact of an audience. The youngest children (age 4)
appreciated that r'cle was a good feeling and shame a bad feeling, but they
could not provide ery compelling examples of either. (Harris, 1989. p. 94)

Parents and teachers, however, can provide numerous examples of
pride shame, or guilt The pride the Heat.Start children silowed in their
puzzle-making described earlier was palpable. A child demonstrateE
shame by racial expressions, turning one's back, and flushing whe
chided or feels a n istake has been made,

When and how to induce such emotions becomes an important deci-
sion for parents and teachers. Too much shame or guilt can strike at
children's sense of worth, just as lack of guilt and pride can fuel narcis-
sism Genuine reflections on both acceptable and unaLceptable beha ior
provide children with a balanced evaluation.

In gen ral, children who have been well-nui tured have:

1. A wish to please. not for fear of punishment, but out of love (Gould,
1972)

2. 6, sense of entitlement anti the feeling that they and others are basi-
cally good

3. Fantasies, even those aggressive in >ntent, that have a rescuing
aspect (e.g.. Batman does protect ot ,s from the Joker)

a,sTqble I indicates, children who have had inadequate nurturing experi-
ences have the opposite character4stics and carry feelings of self-
condemnation and badness

Efficacy and competence
Preschoolers become more Involved in an increasingly complicated

so(;al world that allows them to test out their self-perceptions. This
social world is more easily negotiated by Lhildren who have been devel-
op:ng a sense of efficacy from birth.

From this point [infancy) onward self-esteem is closely tied to feelings of
efficacy and, as it develops, to the more general cumulative sense of com-
petence It is constaioly undergoing modification as the child directs his
effort toward manipulative activity -notor accomplishments, mastery
of language. and assertion of his de:, .1 respect to others. It moves up
and down as 30CM roles are tried out and ,,s identifications are attempted.
(Whitt. 19(i3. p. 134 )
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Dunn (1988a ) reminds us of Harter's view that the child's sense of
"efficacy and control is a critical dimension of self-evaluation" (p 177)
she feels that a major task for children during their third year is to learn
how to manage their social world. A child's sense of self efficacy is likely

to come, then, in large part from sok ing these problems, from having
control over such social matters" (p. 177).

Three- and four-year-olds who have opportunities to play with others
have had practice in social problem solving and feel confident about
their skills in this area. Threes demonstrate fairly subtle self-under
standing. Fours display more complex representational structures, as
exhibited by the r play that centers on power and aggression.

By the age oi 3, children's competencies are manifold. their play roles
reflect their awareness of the wider world beyond home and family (Ar
naud, 1972), their social skids are becon. ,g more refined, and their
cognitis.: capacities enable them to integrate and synthesize much more
of their experiences than they could even a year ago.

Emotionally, 5-year-olds are just beginning to explore a hew era in

terms of the self-view (see Chapter 3). Erikson (1950) speaks of the
indumn., of school-age childreh, with the concommitant danger of feeling

inferior if they cannot meet the challenges school and society place

on the n.
Most 3-year-olds are uncritical of their art projects, block construc

tions, and play scenarios. Five-year-olds, on the other hand, are much
more aware of other children and how they compare to one another The
former slap-dash, can-do attitude of younger preschool children given
way to a more cautiocs self-monitoring by the time children reach kin
dergarten age. A hen confronted with a new challenge. children who are
confident generally tackle the task eagerly. Those whose sense of com
petence has been undermined may give up, refuse to try, or resort
to bombastic boasting (' I know how") when confronted with some
new challenge.

Table 4 presents a useful sumey of the behaid'irs of children with high
and low self-esteem as established by Haltiwaager (1989) Her study
undertook to identify the classroom behaviors associated with self
esteem of preschool children, based on the judgment of experienced

preschool teachers.
This review of research oa the development of children's self esteem

and beyond contains many implications for parents and teachers, from
interaction styles o play area design. Readers eager to see how the
principles elaborated upon here can be applied to everyday living will
find direction in Chapter 5.

As the preschool years come to an end, children reach yet another
turning point in their Ii es. They begin to set new standards of self
evaluation. as we shall see in Chapter 3.
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_Chapter 3
Kindergarten and primary children:
Setting new standards for the self

BY ALL AccoUN Ts, THE. EARLN SCHOOL EARS MARK a majca turning point IL

children s lives. They are a period of dramatic change, psycho!,
catty and socially, that ends with the beginning formulation of a ny

understanding of self.
Cognitively, children are developing new ways of thinking about them
selves and others. These changes are associated with their entry into

what Piaget (1952, 1954 ) has termed the stage of concrete operations

Emotionally, children are entering the period Erikson (1950) de-
scribed in terms of mdu.sto versus Inferzortty Feelings about self are
increasingly dependent on children's success in participating in pro
ductive tasks and relationships outside the home.
Socially, children experience themselves in new settings with new
tasks, responsibilities, roles. relationsfips, and evaluations (Higgins &

Parsons, 1983 ),
Physicully, s. hildren are highly active, yet increasingly coordinated
and controlled, as they participate in games, dance, and sports

As always, self-esteem in the primary years depends on many factors

that make up the fabric of children's lives. Their world expands to include
an enormous variety of new social contexts. With increasing autonomy,
&pending on interests and opportunities, children venture into neigh
borhoods, sports, scouts, Lamps, hobbies, and lessons of all kinds.

1 he oreadth of this social world extends well beyond the scope of this
chapter and often beyond the current scope of research. Experience tells

us, however, that fur many children such outside activities play a central
role in their lives and identity. Somk Aildren live for sports, others find
important identities and competencies in music lessons or clubs. In fact,
parents and their children are sometimes far more deeply engaged in
these social groups than in school. We also know that churches and other
neighborhood organizations often have played a critical role in giving
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direction and hope to children in poverty (Heath, 1989). All children
need a variety of opportunities t explore indiv idual interests and engage
in valued pursuits.

Against tIls variety of socializing agents outside of the family, the
school stands out as the only mandatory context deemed to be of univer-
sal value No other institution has the potential fur such general impact
on children's lives and sense of self. Regardless of a child's economic,
racial, or family background, scnools potentially give all children the
opportunities to be engaged in a socially ,.nd personally valuable enter-
prise We know most about :hildren's lives in school, and can potentially
do the most to make positiv 2 changes there. Hence, we will focus primar-
oy on self issues lti they appear in the context of school, recognizing that
these issues extend to other contexts a-, well.

Ndjustment to formal schooling will depend upon how individual char-
acteristics of the child fit with the particular uemands of the school
environment L'nderstandably, children who have suffered persistently
inadequate parenting and,'or nonsupportive preschool environments
may suffer, both from negative self representations (Cassidy, 1988) and
from less adaptive patterns of behav ior. Attention span, persistence, ego
resiliem e. and social functioning in school have been linked to chil-
dren',.; earlier social experiences kfiretherton, 1985, p. 21). Whether
these deficiencies will be further aggravuted or ameliorated will depend
upon how well the school env ironment supports further development.

As with all major life transitions, the early school years mark a period
of increased 1.sk as well as opportunity (Sugarman, 1986). The new de-
mands of school challenge children's abilities to adapt. Although most
children experience only temporary difficulties in starting school, a mi-
nority of children fail to adjust and deteriorate during the first 2 years
( Dunn 1988b) Such failures may be internalized in negative attitudes
toward self lnd school. leading to a continuous cycle of maladaptive
behavior and further fai' ire. For others, the early school years may
provide an opportunity to break negative cycles and establish new, more
positive life trajectories ( Rutter, 1987 ). For some students, who suffer in
negative family environments, school may provide a new arena of rela-
tionships and success, supporting a more positive identity.

Developments in ,he primary school years are marked by one common
theme Children are coming to evaluate themselves according to new
standards In part, these standards are imposed by new demands. Teach-
ers, parents, and peers alike expect and encourage school-age children to
be more growr up, autonomous, responsible, task-directed, and self.
controlled And there are new tasks and measures of competence, partic-
ularly academic tasks and grades.

Yet, there are equally powerful changes coming from children's own
changing view of themselv es Children typically value their new identity
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as school children and quickly internalize new standards of maturity
Moreover, children are developing new abilities that enable them to
!unction and evaluate themselves in new ways. Particularly central is the
development of the ability to explicitly compare self to others Children
mcreasingly eva1uate themselves in terms of how they measure up,
bringing a new risk of inferiority, as Erikson (1950) aptly described it

hese new standards uf evaluation "re evident in each component of
self-esteem. In children's sense of self as being competent, powerful, ac-

cepted, and virtuous.

Competence
Expectations and beliefs about
academic success

A popular idea arose in the late 0605. If individuals believe they will be
successful, they will in fact be more successful. The so called Rosenthal
effect, or self-fulfilling prophecy, , was based on research purporting to
show major effects of teacher xpectations (Rosenthal &Jacobson, 1968)

and quickly became a part a, professional folklore.
As nice as 0,nis ideal is (like Peter Pan, if only we believe . . . ), more

careful reflection and research shows that expectations neither simply
nor directly predict performance, particularly in the early school years
Those first studies were criticized as flawed (Elashoff & Snow, 1971), but
subsequent research prov ides a more complicated picture Although
beliefs and expectancies are certainly important, they must be viewed
in connection with actual characteristics of children (see Figure 1

in Chapter 1 ).

Children's beliefs. Numerous studies hay e demonstrated that, for the
most part, young chiidren are exceedingly optimistic in self ratings of
their abilities and expectations for academic success (see Licht &
Kistner, 198b and Stipek & Mac Iver, 1989 for reviews). Not surprisingly,
as children are first initiated into the world of school tasks reading,
writing, and arithmetic they have little clear idea of what their compe-
tencies will prove to be.

As children get older and become more experienced, their initial opti
mism gives way to inci easing realism. The reality is that there are differ-
ences in abilities and levels of acvement. The adults' task is to help
children unch.rstand that although not everyone can be super skilled at
everything, all children can feel OK about their present abilities and
positive about their prospects for improvement.

Billy, a Native American, began school with all the enthusiasm and
optimism of a first grader. Despite living in urban poverty with an
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alcoholic mother. he was excited about being a big boy, learning how to

read and write. He did his best, despite his limited resources But within a

year lus frustration became oven+, hailing and his enthusiasm waned He
complained that 'My tea( her says I can't do good work.- Billy's teacher

destroyed his sense of competence by failing to appreciate and support

his efforts.
Children begin the school years with very global, undifferentiated

ideas of their abilities. Their concept of smart, for example, does not refer

to mtellectual ability alone. Beim; smart includes being nice, well-

behaved. and hard-uurking Other research demonstrates that children at

this age also tend to see cognitive and physical abilities as being related
to a single genel al notion of competence (Harter. 1990). In addition to

being relatively undifferentiated. children'sself evaluations are also rela

lively nonintegrated. Harter (1990) finds that children of this age are

unable to consciously evaluate their sense of self-worth as a whole
Hence, as children enter the school years they have little explicit under

standing oi their distinct talents, either alone or in combination
In some ways. the limited understanding of young childrm is an ad-

vantage. Lhildren du not begin school with preconceived notions about
any limitations in their intellec tual capacity. Instead, as Dweck and Elliot

(19831 explain it, c hildren initially view ability as an incremental process.

not as a fixed enta N oung school age children assume thay are smart
because they believe their efforts will pay off in incremental improve
ments. They are growing bigger. better, smarter, and stronger

Experimental studies have similarly shawn that young children's ex-

pectations are comparatively resistant tu evidence of failure Children in
the early school years are less likely to conclude that poor performance

on a task implies something about their ability to perform in the future

f see Stipek & Mac Iver 1989, pp. 524, 526, 528). As children get older,
however, they come to realize that effort is constrained by ability

Although the data suggest that young children are less vulnerable to
negative views of their ability, they are not immune (Licht & Kistner.

1986). some children express globally negative views of themselves;

others vacillate between extremely positive and negative self appraisals

( Harter, 1977 ). Noung children's overt, verbal optimism may overlook or
belie a more covert pessimism. evident in their lack of initiative and
persistence. as well as more specific self-assessments (Eder, 1989; Stipek

& Mac Ivo% 1989). And excessively high self ratings may be defensive
reactions against deeper feelings of inadequacy. Abused children have

been found to be more optimistic than nonabused children (Vondra,
Barnett. & Cicchetti, 1989 ), lower-SES minority children have been

found to be more optimistic than higher-SES children (Entwisle &
Hayduk, 1982 ).

Hay (1989 ) found that children whu judged themselves perfect on a
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measure of self esteom tended to be otherwise highly vu!nerable, defen-
sive and preoccupied with gaining external approval and avoiding social
rejection Among older grade school & iiildren. Connell and Ilardi (1987 )
found that children who over rated their competence (compar ...-.1. to tivtir
actual performance) were judgedb, teachers to be less sell-directed than
under-raters and were more motivated by fears of failure than by intrin-
sic desires for success.

Consider the case of Annie. studied for several years by Campbell
1TH) ) Beginning in Annie's infancy, her mother was extremely negative

and insensitive The mother perceived her daughter as being exception-
ally difficult But Annie's behavior did not live up to her mother's image.
On the contrary, in school Annie was described as being very sociable,
cooperative, attentive, and su -essful academically. In fact. Annie's
adaptive behavior was driven a tremendous need for support and
attention, reflecting a highly vulnerable sense of self.

In addition to their overt optimism. some children entering school may
bring with them covert attitudes and behaviors that interfere with actual
achievement In this light. Alexander and Entwisle (1988) found that the
best predictor of actual school performance was not children's self-
expectations, hut rather their social-emotional matunty: "Children who
have the ability to postpone gratification, to be socially responsive in
appropriate ways, to maintain control over their emotions and to be in a
positive frame of mind apparently profit more from early schooling"
p 104 ) In Erikson's terms, psychosocial immaturity may be character-

ized by a lack of mutative which may now interfere with the development
Of a sense of industry

Research on the enduring consequences of mother-child attachment
relations points to two developmental pathways that place the self
at risk Children with ambivalent, resistant relationslups may. like
Annie, exhibit an adaptive bi,t vulnerable and dependent sense of
self Children with avoidant relationships, on the other hand, suffer
from more seriously maladaptive problems. They tend to avoid and
express hostility toward others, and lack motivation for acluevement
Bretherton. 1985

aildren's developmental levels. Children entering kindergarten
and first grade exhibit a broad range of developmental levels. Some ars.
moi e able than others to function successfully within , e traditional
framework of school expectations.

However, rather than revise curriculums and behavior expectations to
address this typical variation in children's developmental levels, most
school systems have tried to find ways to make children fit the system
Bredekamp. 1987, 1990) Policies designed to give children time to get
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read! inc lude rdising kindergarten cntrant. e ages. holding chP:.!ron out

tor another year before kindergar hac ing t hildren repeat kindergar
ten. or assigning less mature c luldt en to an ext ra year before first grade in

what have been tei med developmental, traasitional. or kindergarten

eadiness programs.
(in the :mad( e, these pollt ie.% and programs appea; to be developmen

tally appropriate. But they are not efle, tie (Peck. McCaig.&Sapp, 1988 ).

and most of them place c hildren's self esteem at great risk. Shepard and
smith ( 1986 ) summarize the researt I, on w hy suc h efforts fail to meet

children's developmental needs:

hi bong tionigvst hildren who are y oungest in their first grade class have
slightly lower at hie% ement rates, but the different e is only 7 to 8 percentile
points, and thsappears by about third grade St hoots should reexamine
their relerral and retention prat ti es it the find that the majority of tar
geted students are the youngest it. eat h grade rnwarranted referral or
retention may have negative effects later on

chi entrant e.age pul Kindergarten entrant e age has aiy,-eased gradu
aily over the past years A t hild who was among the older students in
class in h45S would today be one of the youngest In most states children
have to Le five years old before I Ot tuber to start kindergarte,i Regardless
tO the entrant e age requirement. fume% et'. the youngest Ciildren are al
o a.sdt 41slight sady antage Thus, raising the entrance age is a temporary
solution to a probl-ta that is relative rather than absolute

ch, t (61,100 U ailing,: ear hi start at /lout Many parents are choosing to
keep their t hildreu out of st hoot an extra year No that when they do start
school. these t luldren wt.' be in the less at risk group of older students
I hese t Mid ren may . hnve.. cr. eventually be insufht lenity hallenged. Fur
thernuire. st hoots shoulu not cut mirage parents to keep their children
home because this polit y invariably in ses students' age differential in
kindergarten and first grade

assessing thildren N readiness fur st huts1 ManN of the tests being wed
to place and ecaluale t hildren were designed for other rtirvses. such as
helping teat her., plan mstrut tion None of the ilable tests is accui ate
enough to st reen t bath en into spet ial programs without a 50 percent
error rate

tin kaulergarton oral hrst groat rylen;lun Ih the time they complete first
grade. t hildien who !kW. repeated kindergarten do not out perform com
parison students. they fo. ho%e c. slightly more negative feelings
about schooi There is no at hies ement benefit in retaining a child in kin
dergarten or first grade and, regardless of how well the extra year is
presented to the t had. the t hffd still paNs an emotional «ist p 80

Transitional programs are now illegal in California ( Brewer. I 9911,!.
:+onie extra-year programs may be decelopmentally appropriate, but
others are not Bredekamp. 1990). Even with the best of extra year pro-
grams. all too many sc hot)l systcms put must of their young children in
boring, stressful kindergartens and first grades.
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Bredekamp (1990 I challenges us to Panic of the long-term implications
of these programs as cc ell Some hiklren ouid take as many as four years
to finish first grade At the other end of the publk school spectrum we will
find seniors who graduate c if they don't drop out first at the age of 20.

The sad fact is that even the best extra-year programs only serve as a
disguise for the real problem Inappropriate kindergarten and primary
curriculums We mu t Ni,olk together to make children's early elementary
years as supportive of their development as we know how to do.

Expectations of children w.th carious learning impairments. What
about the self perceptions of children V. ho suffer from genuine impair-
ments or limitations in academk competencies? Generally speaking
these children, like all children. decelop in reasingly more realistic and
differentiated concepts of their abilities. In the later school years, for
example, children ith spec ific learning disabilities come to differentiate
their different strengths and weaknesses, although it appears that chil-
dren with problems in reading are more likely to overgeneralize their
beliefs about themselves as readers to other areas of competence (Licht
& Kistner. 198(j ) Childron cc ith spec ific le irning disabilities also come to
evaluate themselves differently acc ording to different reference groups.
They feel less competent among their r.,nimpaired peers and more COM-
petent among other c hildren cc ith spec ilk learning disabilities (Renick &
Harter 1989) Children with mental retardation, on the other hand, come
to understand their condition as belie!, nore general, and they identify
more exclusively with other c hildren who are mentally ietarded Licht &
.(istner, 1986

Problems do not lie in the fact tha hildren onc ei e themselves as in
some ways less able. but in the meaning adults apply, and children come
to lccept. about such «mceptioas. Some c hildren and their teachers
treat ttleir limitations as a passice state that must be accepted. whereas
others treat them as an obstacle , be overcome.

In general children w ith spec iht learning disabilities have been found
to be at risk for the more passice attitude. They are less likely than their
noni iripai red peers to talk redit for their successes. They tend not to see
their difficulties as changeable (a likc.:y reflection of their experiences in
the passive, rote learning environmei ts common in spec nil education).
Such attitudes are not inc 'table, howecer Some children with specific
learning disabilities persist despite repeated failures, convinced that
their efforts will eventually pay off (Covington. 1987)

Children with mental retardation are similarly at risk. Weisz, Brom-
field. Vines. & V 'eiss ( I 9$5i found that ae label mentally retarded tends to
lead adults to focus on hildren's Ia.. k of ability, at the expense of empha-
sizing their potential for effortful hange. Although these children do
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have limitations, emphasizi. , their limitations may lead to a sense of
helplessness that further lowers their potential achievement.

Parent expectations. For the niost part. parents also have high ex
pectations for their children's abilities and success in school. These
expectations may or may not be related to children's success.

Lontrary to some stereotypes. parents of lower SES minority families
do not hold lower expectations for their children. In fact. when Steven-

son. Olen. and Uttal k 1990 inter, iew ed 1,000 mothers and their chil-
dren, they found a

greater emphasis on the Loik ern about education among minority families
man among White lani.lies.BlaLk and Hispank t.hildrer. and mothers evalu
ated the children mid their academic abilities highly. they were positive
about education and held high expectations about their children's future
prospects of education. I, p. 508)

Other research suggests that such optimism may be partkularly frag-
ile, however. Alexander and Entw isle (1988) found that grade-level
retention had d much more prominently negative effect on African
American parents" iews of their children's abilities than on White

parents' expectations.
Although we do not fully understand these effects. it may be that many

parents. especially those with fewer y ears of forma: education, have
difficulty in accurately assessing their chiklren's abilities. Both parents
and chi;dren are initial!, hopeful during the early elementary years. but
are also more readily c rushed by eidence of :allure. These parents may
also be less sensitiv e to t'ie kinds of support or scaffolding of experiences
their c hildren need to Lont.nue to achieve. Hence. their hopes may not be
supported by plans for their realization.

School and teacher influences. The del, elopmeat of ehildren's un-
erstanding of intellectual competence is nut simply a matter of cognitive

maturation. Generally speaking, children adapt their self -u rstanding
to their teachers expectancies and beim% iors (Higgins & Parsons. 1983,
Stipek & Mac Iver. 1989).

hildren begin elementary Ji houl with little understanding of aca
demi( competence in part because preschool life appropriately offers
them little opportunity to single out. test, and compare their perfor-
mance on academic tasks. Preschool teachers typically give children
positive feedback for inch% idual efforts, and rarely critidze or compa:e
children's accomplMments.

In most cases. chilcIren are gradually exposed to the r igors of formal
education during the early elementary years. Obsen,.tionalstudies indi
cate that at first teak Ik.rs partic ularly emphasize children's acquisition of
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the student rule They sodalize work habits. respect toward teachers.
and cooperation with peers and deemphasize academic performance.
Even when assigning grades. teachers' assessments in the eat ly years
may be greatly influenced by student conduct. Even written reports tu
parents often contain as many ur mure assessments of children s conduct
as they do of children's academic progress.

It is little wonder. then. that children also include soual behavior, work
habits, and effort in their definitions of being smart. When viewed
from this perspective, it is easy tu see why young children find extnnsic
motivators such as praisn or stickers indicators of teachers'
general approval so appealing, as opposed tu more objective and
specific feedback.

The later elementary years are cliaracterized by increasingly standard-
ized school tasks, objective assessment, and competitive activities that
set the stage for academk comparisons. MoreALT, the amount of posi-
tive reinforcement declines as teacher-pupil relationships become less
personalized and more (ocused on teaching and learning Otipek & Mac
lver. 1990).

These endings demonstrate that teachers are generally sensi we to the
developmental needs V young children. Teachers uf young children
emphasize the gradual socialization uf children into the mure formal
learner role, stressing the importance of the prucesshard work and
cooperative behavior ov t the prudua grades and competitive com-
parisons In this regard. many of the most serious risks uf formal school-
ing await the later school years. as children increasingly focus on their
relative abilities in increasingly competitive and impersonal envir-
onments Nonetheless, early education oftnn still leaves much to
be desired.

While we can take heart in the fat t that teachers are sensitive to devel-
opmental characteristics of young children in general. we also know that
there is much room for specific improvement. Fur example. school offi-
cials and teachers appear to place too mudi weight un age in assessing
c hildren's developmental levels, and they too readily mislabel immature
c hildren as learning disabled ( Shepard &Smith. 1986). Schools may also
underestimate the potential of children who are labeled mentay re-
tarded In other cases, we know that teacher:, push formal academics too
early and too hard.

In general. concerns about early educatiol fall into three c imps; Aca-
demic goals in early childhood are viewed as too demanding, too lax, cm
too insensitive In the first case, early childhood educuturs have been
particularly concerned about the dangei uf pushing young children into
formal academic learning. Elkind (1981) has warned of the consequences
of the hurried chfld. which among other things includes pushing children
too early into formal educ ation. Recent research has suggested that early
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formal schooling appears to offer no ad% antages Ya hile entailing risks for
increasing competitiveness. negathe attitudes toward school, and de-
creased creativity (Hirsh-Pasek & Cone. 1989).

Early academics are also known to spur children's ideas about their
cimparative academic abilities (Stipek & Daniels, 1988), with the attend-
ant risk that children will draw prematui e and erroneous conclusions
about their talents and abilities. For example, if the tasks are too abstract
or require quiet sitting. children can easib conclude that they are not
very good learners Such risks are compounded because coildren wih
recognize that they have failed to meet their teacher& expectations.

Although it is a mistake to push academics too hard and too soon,
particularly in the preschool years. our second concern is that it seems
to be equally a mistake to push academics too little and too late. In fact.
the most serious problem in the primary school years is that children are
challenged too little.

Kindergartens that L4ke a whole year to teach the alphabet, counting.
shapes, and colors with worksheeb are exceedingly boring and inappro-
priate for all children These programs are especially a waste of time for
kindergartners who can already w rite their names, recognize a few
-,rds, count. know how to use shapes, and select vibrant colors :n

creative art experiences We do not mean that young children need more
formal drill What they need is more elaborate e.gfolding of exciting,
developmentally appropriate onal diallenges, such as those
young children increasingly experience during the preschool years.

The evidence suggests that after children begin elementary .-chool.
Americans are anything but pushy when it comes to education. Steven-
s( n and Lee (1990) found that Minneapolis mothers, as compared to
mothers ia Taipei. Taiwan and Sendai. Japan, were more accepting of any
level of effort and less involved v.ith their children's academic achieve-
ments In turn, children's academk self-concepts were so unreahsucallv
positive that Stevenson and Lee ( 1990) were left wondering whether sucii
beliefs might prevent childre n from recognizing the need for hard work.

The third concern is that educatic n is too insensitive to children's
needs Research has consistently shown that the typical American ele-
mentary school classroom is remarkabb rigid and insensitive to child
characteristics, whether they be individual (Gardner, 1983), develop-
mental ( Resnick. 1989 ). or cultural ( Heath, 1989). School life is still remi-
niscent of factory life in the 19th century. Like the isolated factory worker
carrying out orders from a saperior. children are taught to follow direc-
tions and work on their own ( Graff. 1979 ). This structure not only ignores
cultaral backgrounds that Mress cooperative goals (Tharp, 1989), but
al . n neglects to teach children skills of !labor at ion and negotiation so
important in modern life k Heath, 1989 ).
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Even more disturbing, such school experiences very likely give
children the w rung ideas about themsek es as learners. Learning is
presented as a passic e dam ity in w filch teacliers supply information and
students accept it, rather than so_nething children acticely do through
their own intellectual and soual at-tIity (Greeno, 1989). In this context,
children S intrinsic motication for learning ty pically declines during the
grade school y ears , Harter, 1983,, and children may be inclined to view
their intellectual ability as a paSS1.e trait, rather than as an active prc cess
(Dweck & Elliot 1983).

In SUM, We beliece that children's sense of competence in school will
be facilitated best when they are engaged in active, meaningful, goal
directed cognitice enterpr ises. High expectancies are not enough. Educa
nonal goals must be adjusted to Indic idual differences in abilities, with
support proide& to ensure success. The objective is to ensure that chil
dren expenence genuine SULLeSS that derices from committed efforts
toward achieving highly valued goals.

It is a mistake to present learning as primarily d formaL in.personal,
paSSIe activity,. N et It is equally a nustake to dismiss academil learning
in facor of curricula with ill-defined goals. Children need to learn about
the wonders of learning and the calue of using one's head in the pursuit of
inclicidual and social goals. We need to 'engage children's minds," as
Katz and Chard (1989i SU aptly put it. In meaningful goal directed proj
ect in pursuit of explicit educat''mal goals.

Power
Roth baud. and eisz ( 1988, have described middle childhood as the

age of power; a period in w 'nal children are increasingly concerned
with theii- status as compared to others. Just as childri are coming to
measure and scale the physical world, so too are they measuring and
scaling the social one.

Although children are becoming Increasing!' comparative and com
petitive iii their social judgmentJ, It IS important to recognize that status
with others is not the only route to achieving a sense of power. The
alt..n.natice.s n mner sense 4 power and control that wmes from direct
ing one s own behacpr, accomplishing one's goals, and expanding one's
skills. This includes the sense of an internal locus of control and self
effectance ( Bali Ira. 1986,, and the belief that personal effort will be
rewarded ultimai,iy. Children with this sense of internal power 1...Ive the
confidence to persist despite repeated failure.

Both of these senses of power are dec eloping in middle childhood, but
individuals and dast.rooms differ .n their emphasis (Nicholls, V:, )0).
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Some children and t lassrooms are measurably more inner directed and
task oriented, concerned about expanding children's knowledge, skills,
and understanding as fulls as possible. Others are more externally
directed and ego oriented. focused on children's relative status compared
tc others Ego orientation is associated with beliefs that success in school
depends upon being superior and beating others. Task orientation, in
contrast, "is associated with beliefs that academk success depends on
interest, effort, collaborating with others, and trying to understand
rather than just memorize" (Nicholls, 1990, p. 37).

These findings indicate that perceiced acadehac ability need not, and
should not, be vie ved as the sole determinant of either academic success
or alf-esteem Nc t all children can be superior academically, but all
stuct nts can come to appreciate themselves as learners. Students who
believe they are low in ability relative to their peers can nevertheless be
highly oriented to understanding and working hard in order to learn
(Nicholls, 1990. p. 37).

of course, most gwd elementary teachers discourage ego-oriented
competition and comparative judgments, preferring to rt ,..rd task-
oriented effort and tooperation (Covington. :589 ). But it is difficult to
resist larger cultural and sctial forces that emphasize competitive
achievement The reward structure of school, emphasizing grades and
comparative standing. often has a dominating influence. Even subtle
comparative comments ( Heckhausor. 1984 ), or a small number of com-
petitive ego oriented children can disrupt task-oriented behavior. To
res. , these pressures. Covington (1989) iniists that "teachers must ac-
tively restructure classroom incentives to entourage other more benefi-
cial reasons for 'earning" p. 98 Mode:s for sm. h a restructuring will be
discussed in Chapter

Of course. there is no way to escape the fact that all children have
different abilities Nor are all social comparisons and competitions nec-
essa(ily evil. Child:en need to develop an honest appraisal of their
strengths and weaknesses, and competition tall function positively to
stimulate achievement The point, simply. is that an individual's relative
abilities should not be the primary basis cor self-evaluation or receiving
rewards The dominant ethos of the elementary classroom should be
coope 'nn and attention to tasks, with social compa isons and compe-
tition serving subordinate functions.

Negative affects of ego-oriented power also show up in behaviors such
as bullying scapegoating, and victimization. As they becomemore sensi-
tive to their relative social status, children in the middle years increas-
ingly e.-mploy strategies and defenses to enhance and protect their egos.
Thus. both males and females who feel put down may seek to build
themselves up by putting others down. As Olweus (1978) describes it:
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For a boy with bully ing tendencies, the potential whipping boy is an ideal
target His anxiousness, defenselessness, and uying gibe the buffy a
marked feeling of superiority and supremacy. also a sort of satisfaction of
vague re, itgeful impulses. (p. 142)

Both the perpetratur and c ictim commonly suffer from the same self-
defeating ego orientation. Instead of focusing un the constructive tasks of
building, maintainingmd breaking sucail relations, such children focus
on their own relative power and status. Whereas the victimizers obtain a
temporary sense of power at the expense of others, the victims may also
gain a sense of power by inv iting abuse, intentionally becoming the
scapegoat or butt of humor (Rothbaum & Weisz, 1989).

Acceptance
School-age children are both nicer and meaner than their preschool

counterparts. They are nicer in that they engage in more sharing and
altruism, with fewer quarrels and phy sical attacks. But they are meaner in
that they increasingly deploy insults, derogation, and other threats to
self esteem. Whereas aggression among younger children is relatively
more iastruttletitui. directed toward retrieving objects and the like, the
aggression of older children is more hostile, directed at the person and
their ego (Hartup, 1974).

Kindness and hostility gu hand in hand as children exercise their
grow ing abilities to understand ond affect the feelings of others. Children
who are highly prosocial are often the same children who are tactically
hostile Friends who are kind to one another at one moment often be-
come exceedingly cruel the next. Must children accept such vacillation
s a normal part uf friendship. They expect that th damage done by

cruelty will be quickly and easi.y repaired, which in fact is usually the
case (Damon, 1988).

Although ups and downs are a normal part of childhood friendships,
persistent rejection or extreme cruelty is not. In fact, peer rejection is one
of lhe best predictors of psychusucial problems in later life. In a classic
study, Cowen, Pederson, Babigian. tzar, and Trust (1973) examined
which of many psychological assessments in third grade was the best
predictor of later psy chiatric problems. Negative peer evaluations, based
on classmates' nominations for negative roles in a class play, were
better predictors than clinical impressions, academic achievement
measures, or teacher ratings. Notably, ,wever, self-ratings also had
predictive significance.

Rejected children are generally known to lack social traits and skills
needed to get along with others. They often do nut know how to gain
entry into peer grk.ups. Instead of finding a cooperative role as their peers
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play. , rejected Lhildren are more hkely to bring negative attention tu
themsi es by either too boldly intruding t dis ,reeing ur commenting
about themselves ) or by too meekly hanging around without joining in
(Putallaz & Gottman, 1981).

Besides having diffit ulty gaining entry, rejected children are nut
ery good at being friends. Rather than being attentiv e, helpfu!, approv-

mg. and woperativ e, rejected children are more often self-absorbed,
uni ouperativ e, disruptk e. and inappi ipnately hostile (Hartup, 1984.
Rubin, 1980).

Peer rejection is thus in large measure caused by behav [oral problems,
particularly those associated w ith hy peractiv ity and conduct disorders.
Nonetheless, these behav an- problems are aggrav ated and perpetuated

c hiklren's own dev eloping beliefs and attitudes. Rejected children
may dev e lop negativ e reputations that are hard tu shake uff, despite their
best efforts to change. Rejected children are also likely tu develop nega-
ti attitudes both toward themselves and others t the proverbial chip un
the shoulder ). They may wine to see rejection as a permanent reflection
of their own madequaues rather than as a temporary social problem to
be sok ed. These negatk e attitudes in turn lead rejected children toward
further negativ e social experiences. Hostile, rejected children may juin
with other suc Ii children in dev iant peer group., t Patterson, DeBarsyshe,
& Ramsey,, 1989). \ ictimized children may wmeto accept their negative
identity, , inv iting further v ictimization t Rothbaum & kkeisz, 1989).

Negativ e attitudes perpetuate negativ e behaviors. Avoiding ur break-
ing sui h negahve cy des requires the adults' attention tu changing atti-
tudes and behav iors. Cousidcrable progress has been made by having
a(Iults help d.ildren acquire better social skills, partk ularly through th
use of *nodeling and role play techniques tAsher & Renshaw, 1981). But
attention must also be paid to changing negative reputations, identities,
and social dynamics. In some Lases, this may require directly confron,ng
children with the problem. One first grade teacher we know asked her
students tu agree to ignore thc attention seeking noises uf a disruptive
hild. Imagine the sense of power and good will these children experi-

enced when they successfully managed this social problem.
Of course, chikh i not only reject others with pour social skills, they

also tend to reject children on more triv mai grounds. Stereuty pes and rigid
conventions abound in middle childhood. Buys who are labeled sissies
and girls who are deemed ugly., fur example, are susceptible tu attack.
Strikingly,, Harter t 1990) finds that children's feelings about their physi-
cal appearance is a centrai component in global self esteem in the later
elementary years.

Although persistent soLial rejection undoubtedly poses a serious nsk
tu self esteem, it is important to recognize that in must eases dupularity is
not highly related to self esteem Jlartup, 1984 p. 246). Chndren du not
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hace to be highly popular to feel good about themsek es. any more than
they ha\ e to feel exceptionally good about themselc es to be accepted. In
fact, there is oome ecidence that children with moderate le els of self-
esteem are better accepted than children who express either high or low
self-esteem (Hartup, 1984 ).

AS ill other areas of deceloping competence, we suspect that chndren
do best w hen their attention can be focused on the tasks at hand, namely
making and repairing friendships. and entering and cooperating in peer
groups. Children who are self preoccupied. either with a sense of inferi-
ority u: superiority are unlikely to exhibit the attention, empathy, and
helpfulness so necessary for social relationships.

All children need to find positice social niches in the classroom, with
nu child being repeatedly rejected, but it is not necessary to encourage all
children to be popular. outgoing and friendly. It is important, for exam-
ple. not to confuse ShN flesh with low self esteem. Some children are
naturally slow to warm up socially and this has little to do with their
general ieeling: of competence. Respet t should be gic en to a wide range
of indicidual differences in patterns of fl lendship and sociability.

Virtue, moral worth
his t as se hool age children are coining to ealuate themsel es a ord-
g to new standards of competence. power, and acceptant e, so they

are ealuating themselces according to new standards of irtue. Kohl-
berg c 1976 ) described this period as one of cum, entional morality. Chil-
dren ty pkally ecaluate themselc es in terms of publkally shared norms
of behavior.

Being goodor nice in middle childhood means two things. First, to be
good in the classroom means to be well behaved, bard working. and
respet tful of authority . Budor nwun children are disobedient, disruptive,
and lazy. Teachers naturally insist on these cakes in their efforts to
manage children and Sol ialize them into the student role cCovington,
1989). Second, to be a ruLc friend or classmate means to be cooperative,
helpful. and attentive.

As we saw in the prec ions section, children who upset the teachers are
often the same children who are rejected by peers. Children who are
hostile and la, ,elf lontrol often fail to meet teacher standards of good
behac ior as we II as peer standards of friendship. Although these patterns
begin in preschool. they are aggracated middle childhood as children
experienc e more demanding cons entions of appropriate behavior. Repu-
tations Ind identities good, nice or bad, mean may become crystal-
lized as children increasingly clew themselves and others in terms of
enduring psychological traits.
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The dominant moral standard of middle childhood is be fam the criti-
cal refrain being -It's not fair' (Damon, 1988). Children at this age are
constantly demanding and debating fairness. Although this marks an
important advance in children's :Akita and moral understanding, chil-
dren's initial notions of fairness are initially quite naivti. Fairness is often
equated with sameness or equality (Damon. 19881. Children can be
sticklers for insisting that things be literally equal and the same, a
standard that helps explain tl,e sometimes rigid conformity and conven-
tionality of middle childhood.

Fairness is an important fac tor in children.- .'eveloping understanding
and appreciation of v alues under!y ing author .ind friendship. Whereas
preschool children view authorii:, as simply a matter of power. school-
age children lean to better appreciate and question the legitimacy of
authority In this light. hila, en t. (nue to see obedience less as a matter of
force and will, and more as a matter of respect.

Such respect includes a new sense of fairness in terms of the principle
of reciprocity Children rec ognize that they should be helpful and obe-
dient toward adults who are helpful and nurturant toward them (Damon,
1988 ) As a consequence. children may be incensed by a child who
treats a nice teacher ..:nft-arly. just as they condone disobedience against
a teacher who is mean ( If she's not nk e to me. I don't have to be nice
to her)

Peer relations are also increasingly guided by fairness according to the
principle of reciprocity If I 31elp you, you will help me. if I'm nice to
you, you'll be nice to me This new standard both encourages greater co-
operation and may explain the derision of c hildren who fail to meet
the standard.

Combined with aew standards, there is a new sense of resporwtmlity in
middle childhood Children are increasingly expected to be responsible
for their own behavior. whether this be finishing their work or cooperai
ing with peers Along with responsibilit !. comes a sense of guilt. For tl-,e
most part, guilt is a healthy emotion (Damon. 1988. Fraiberg. 1959). As
pamon (1988) carefully points out, based op t) study by Miller and Swan-
son of school children's expressions of guilt. 'the flagship form [of guilt)
was an adaptive orientation towards self criticism in service of the self s
pthnal relations with others" ( p. 24 ).
\ n important goal of middle childhood is to foster wnstructive

self criticism and guilt. while avoiding debilitating anxiety and self-
condemnation In fact. youag hildren initially have difficulty accepting
criticism (Stipek & Mac Iver, 1989). They rarely offer self-criticism, and
often defend against critk ism from others. One likely reason is that
lacking a different'ated unierstanding of their traits and abilities, they
tend to interpret criticism glob.,iy and personally. the absence of a star
on a oaper may elicit a barrage of negative inferent b. The teacher hates
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me. I hate the teat her. l in stupid, the teat her's stupid It takes time and
support and t larifit ation l r t hildren to differentiate tht implk ations of
criticism and take it constructively.

Guilt appears to be a more I. onstrut tiv V emotion than shame. Guilt
arises when t hildren see their until t eptable behavior as a failure of effort
and responsibility. Guilt prompts efforts toward improvement and resti

;)liame arises when tlnldren see Whit keptdble behavior as a result
ol some personal madequat y that may defeat further efforts toward
change (Covington. 198)).

The meshing of the developmental needs and capacties of young
st hoof-age t Wren with the expet tations of the major institution in their

the school. offers a daunting t, hallenge to those who wish to nour
ish a healthy senst of self esteem in t hildren. The researth evidence
points to the t omphLated pit ture of the interplay between children's
developing beliefs and behaviors in the lontext of their thanging social
experienc es. c hapter fi will InIN''ier ways in w hith we Lan apply what we
are learning about at eptant e. power. lotwtet moral virtue in
order to influent e healthy development in thest aspet ts of self esteem.
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Introduction I

How do adults promote self-esteem?

CHILDREN'S FEELINGS ABOUT LOVE AND POWER, virtue and eagerness to
please, competence and confidence, do not emerge in a vacuum, nor

do they suddenly appear at a specific age. Rather, children gradually

develop and learn through experience, through language, through
thoughtful adults, and through each other who they are and what they

can become.
Recent books and articles on developmentally appropriate practice all

recognize that the adult is crucial (Bailey & Barton, 1982; Bredekamp,
1987; Godwin & Schrag, 1988, Muzick & Householder, 1986). But gone
from them is the picture of the didactic teacher that many of us knew In

its place is an image of the anult who cares about young children as
mediator, facilitator, collaborator, and engager.

The practices recommended here are the foundations for positive de-
velopment of very young children in the family, in family day care, in
hospitals, in child care programs, in elementary schools-, and in all other

settings whereyoung children spend their days (and occasionally nights

as well).
The review of the literature in Part I has imprtant implications for

guiding practices in early childilood education. What excellent teachers
have known through clinical practice and theory now has solid research
support. Some of this research has been derived from studies of good
parenting, but our primary purpose is to address this section to care-
givers, early childhood educatois, and teacher educators The following
basic principles are abstracted from the evidence presented in Part I

Adult feedback must be
authentic

So many of us naively believe, as did one of our student/practitioners,
that '-`tou can never give a child enough praise or positive reinforcement
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If children hear these kinds of things repeatedly while growing up, it will
help them have more confidence and self-esteem as adults."

Such an approach to parenting and teaching ignores the evidence,
including that which we reviewed in Chapters I through 3. It even ignores
personal experience which, if reviewed objectively and in depth, tells us
otherwise Indeed, heavy doses of well-intended but often empty praise,
taken as a cure-all for low self-esteem, can be counterproductive (see
Cannella, 1986 for a review of the research). Children med coaches
adults who realize the full implications of their efforts on the child's
developing sense of self, and act accordingly rather than cheerleaders.

Praise. well-intentioned as it might be in the name of boosting self-
esteem, can e.a ily be overdone at any age. All too often, we unwittingly
teach children to rely on the judgments of others rather than on their own
evaluations based on experience. We say, "Good job!" or "That's right!"
or award a sticker. Over and over.

We can better facilitate children's developing sense of themselves as
valuable people through encouragement with more reasoned comments
and efforts (Hity& Driscoll, 1988). Consider how what you say about
children's true accomplishments really affects their feelings of being
loved, trusting and trusted, empowered, virtuous, and competent and
encourages them to tackle more challenges. "You got the ring to fit on the
spindle all by yourselr "Your puzzle took real persistence to finish."

Parent love is different from caregiver love, and so it should be. But all
of us must be invested enough in the children we care about so we can
provide the "affect attunement" Stern (1985) describes for infants and
toddlers, but which continues to be necessary as children grow older.
The importance of recognizing and labeling children's feelings and per-
ceptions authentically was highlighted in Part I.

Fraiberg (1959; pointed out the very real harm intelligent, well-inten-
tioned parents can inflict by trying to avert a child's experiencing anxi-
ety She described Doug, a 6-year-old who appeared to be an outgoing,
happy-go-lucky child during the day but who suffered terrifying night-
mares and wet the bed every night. He denied ever fearing anything and
had a finely tuned ability to deny unpleasant topics (trips to the dentist or
to the hospital ) by referring to the delightful treats in store around these
events Fraiberg learned from his parents about their mode of dealing
with Doug's anxiety from infancy. "Even when he was a baby they found
themselves very upset by any of the usual manifestations of distress or
pain Their impulse at such times was to step in quickly and offer a
distraction or an amusement or something that would provide immediate
solace 'Don't cry, dear. Look, baby,see the pretty bird!' (pp. 276 - 277).

Fiaiberg pointed out that Doug lacked anticipatory anxiety, so that
unmodulated anxiety haunted him at night. All children need to learn to
develop this anticipatory anxiety in order to design coping strategies to
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deal with even the everyday stresses of living. Tronick (1989) supports

this with his concepts of interactive errors and repairs as described in

Chapter 1.

Adults and children need
goodness of fit

At the heart of our coaching skills is finding a goodness of fit between

adults and children. A teacher's ability towork well with a particular age

group may well be related to an ability to personally identify with the
children s developmental needs and strivings (Rosen. 1972) Thus, par-

ents or caregivers may enjoy working with dependent infants, but feel put

off by children who can do it by themselv es. Others may enjoy the spunky

toddler years. and have no tolerance for the 24-hour dependency left
behind in infancy. Some adults relish the inquiring minds of the "Why"
preschoolers, and feel relieved thdt the sometimes difficult twos have

been replaced by eagerness to please. Yet others of us are thrilled with
elementary-age children. who are independently reaching for increas-

ingly abstract ideas.
Parents make a lifetime commitment to their children, so flexibility in

meeting each day's variations in development is a must. Teachers and

other caregivers have the option of devoting their professional lives to
their most satisfying level(s) of development.

Scaffolding supports
autonomy

The metaphor of scaffolding" (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 197(i) is useful

in understanding this process. This concept, derived from Vygotsky
(1978) emphasizes that adults ideally gauge the amount of .;upport and
challenge necessary for optimal growth. Adults take the initiative in
supplying supports when children are younger and gradually decrease

these sorts of support to allow children to become more autonomous In

turn, the new autonomy brings with it new expectations and challenges,
needing new forms of scaffolding.

Psychoanalytic writers (e.g., Mack, 1985) have expressed a similar

Idea in the notion of optimal ego frustration." The goal is to ensure that

children are optimally challenged, so that they experience both the li-

mits of their abilities, as well as the success of overcoming these limits
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Individuals are different
Each child is differeat. Although we viewed children's development in

the traditional ages and stages approach, indiv idual temperaments differ
(Chess & Thomas, 1987). Some children are person-oriented, while
others are object oriented (Abrams & Neubauer, 1976, Jennings, 1975).
Some are patterners or dramatists (Shotwell.kolf, & Gardner, 1979: Wolf
& Gardner, 1978).

Further, children differ according to their families'cultures. In a recent
article reviewing the family ecologies of ethnk minority children, the
authors ( Harrison Wilson, Pine, Chan, & Buriel, 1990, p. 357) discuss
adaptive strategies of minority families (African American. Native Am-
ericanNaskan Native, Asian Pacific American, and Hispanic) that are
responses to ecological challenges, family extendedness Ca problem-
solving and stress coping system" [p. 3511), role flexibility (sharing of
parenting ard breadwinning), biculturalism kthat fosters more cognitive
flexibility), and ancestral worldview ("collectivism or loyalty to the
group in some form" [p. 354]).

Self-esteem is multifaceted
By now it should be clear that self-esteem is not a unitary, global

construct 4cceptance, power and control. competence, and moral virtue
are aspects of self evaluation and are a part of character development.

Many parents and teachers seem frightened of setting limits for chil-
dren, as if they will frustrate them and create a bundle of neuroses.
Permissiveness can be as noxious as authoritarianism. We have been
oversold on letting children act out aggressive impulses in a distortion of
Freudian principles (Fraiberg. 1959), channeling those Impulses begins
in infancy There are data to show that hostileaggression does not just go
away and in fact escalates and causes children to be avoidedand disliked
(Coie & Dodge. 1988) Moral education has been neglected, and should
have a place in an early childhood curriculum.

Children are resilient
As Fraiberg ( 1959) so wisely said:

If we read our evidence correctly, it appears that parents [and caregivers]
need not be paragons, they may be inexperienced, they may be permitted
to err in t he fashion of the species, to cmploy sometimes a wrong method or
an unendorsed technique. and still have an excellent chance of rearing a
healthy child if the bonds between parent and childare strong and provide
the incentives for growth and development in the child. For the decisive
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factors in mental health are the capacity for dealing with conflict, the
ability to tolerate frustration, to adapt, and to find solutions that bring
harmony between inner needs and outer reality. These qualities of the ego
are themselves the product of the child's bonds to his parents, the product
of the humanizing process. (pp. 301 -302)

So how can we implement these principles? The following chapters
will describe how teachers and other caregivers can support, guide,
encourage, and challenge children to become engaged in valued pur-
suits, thereby experiencing themselves in valued ways.
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Cliwter 4
Infancy and toddlerhood: Caring for
children who are developing and

consolidating a sense of self

AS WE HAVE SEEN, INFANTS ARE LEARNING TO TRUST OTHERS AND THEM-

SELVES, to feel lovable,loving, and competent, and to begin to realize

their growing control over themselves and the world around them These
developments are the result of partnerships between the developing
child and caring adults. At birth, the expectancies, personalities, and
skills that parents bring to childrearing interact with the individual char-
acteristics of the newborn. Su begins a lifelong process of adaptation

A key issue is how the infant is valued. Caregivers who value the
newborn individual, regardless of its characteristics, seek to provide the

support and scaffolding that best fits the infant's needs. Through such
support, the infant not only comes to feel loved and secure, competent
and powerful, but also develops genuine skills in self-regulation This
chapter makes recommzindations to foster such positive beginnings

Earl y infancy
Hospitals can be inhospitab4e places for new lives to make their ap-

pearance, and if the infant must be in the neonatal intensive care unit, the
environment of necessity must be even more inhospitable (Freud,
I989a). For parents whose children need special medical attention, there
may be a flurry of activity in learning more about the child's condition,
prognosis, and caregiving requirements, and little time for getting to
know their baby. From the first exchange of gazes in the delivery room,
until the parents carefully place their child into an infant safety seat for
the ride home, parents are setting in place patterns of interaction with
their newborn. Eagerness to learn more about babies, and about this
baby in particular, is usually at its height during this transitional period
for adults and children (Klaus & Kennett, 1976).
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Each baby has a unique temperament. "What an easy baby." "If only
my baby could sleep for more than 3 hours at a time." Although some
differences may be intensified, modified, or even reversed in part by
caregiver rPsponses, other differences appear to remain fairly stable.
Shyness, even in very young babies, is one uf those lingering personality
traits (Kagan, Reznick, & Gibbons, 1989). Shy babies are highly reactive
to their cmvironment and tend to become disorganized by too much
stimulation Adults may need to buffer the noise, light, and people in shy
babies' surroundings.

We have seen that newborns are already attuned to people within their
environment, and especially are attracted to the human face (Spitz,
1965) Finding the just-right dosage (To Ipin, 1971) of evoking and re-
sponding to the baby's cues is a primary task for parents and caregivers
of young babies Most babies will look away when they've had enough.
Others may begin to wail, or fall asleep. When babies are eager for more,
they gaze back, and may th ash their arms and legs in excitement (Bra-
zelton & Als, 1979: Stern, 1974).

Help the baby establish regularity
Predictability physical and emotional makes it possible for new-

borns to begin to regulate their own behaviors (Brazelton &Als, 1979). It
also provides the foundation for trust and gives the baby the message
that "You are worth caring for and loving."

Not so long ago, parents and medical care p...-oviders believed that
babies should eat on a regular 4-hour schedule, and that loud, prolonged
crying was "good for the lungs." Not so. We have seen that responding
soon and sensitively to a crying newborn lessens the crying later in the
first year The baby has learned to count on help to come. Many babies
get hungry much sooner than every 4 hours. Flexibility is important as we
adjust our expectations to baby's cues aboLt what is right and best for her
or him.

But babies also need to find landmarks during caregiving that help to
establish regularity Everyday routines become predictable. During the
routines, describe what you are doing, and tell baby what's coming up
next 'Mere, the last snap is together. Now, up you come. Let's go fold
the laundry " Autht tically positive feedback both personal and in the
environment helps infants and toddlers feel loved, effective, and eager
to master both their internal and external worlds.

Offer security and comfort
Warmth and gentleness in touch and tone of voiceseem like such

common sense, but a reminder about this is important, especially for
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parents whose lives may be filled with an extra amount of stress (and lack
of sleep) during the next few weeks. Both baby and caregiver benefit from
quiet, relaxing feeding times, whether from breast or bottle. Play with
.aby by echoing sounds. Mirror baby's facial expressions. Comment on

baby's state: You whisper, "My, aren't you a sleepy baby," or, as the
sucking slows, comment, "It looks like you've had enough to drink for
now.' It's a time of special closeness, and should never be replaced by
propping baby and bottle in a corner so you can get on with other tasks

Other ways adults can appropriately establish the groundwork for
promoting baby's self-esteem and beyond:

Tune into baby's signals and respond appropriately. Look into the
baby's eyes with ant, ctivn and interest, letting baby be the guide for
how much and how often. Respond to cries by m'eting baby's needs

Establish trust and lovability. Cuddle baby tenderly during feeding,
when reciting poetry or telling stories, when rocking in your favorite
chair. Talk with baby about what is happening. Play together, espe-
cially during routines such as diapering and bathing.

4 to 9 months
This is often the period in which babies may enter group care. Care-

givers need tu know that babies at this age already exhibit early signs of
real differentiation and a sense of themselves. f hey learn to sit by them-
selves. use their hands and mouths to explore everything, react to
themselves in a mirror, and perhaps crawl. These milestones emerge
when children feel loved and secure enough to reach out to the rest of
the world.

Play games
Age-old games such as "Peek-A-Boo," "This Little Piggy," and

"Where's Baby's Nose?' are ideal fur babies who are beginning to distin-
guish thomselves from others. All he!, '-)aby establish "This is you" and
'This is : .mething else." Wurd games can be played during a bath, or

when changing a diaper. Make the most of the hours spent in carrying out
routines by creating playful games with words, music, and touch

More intensely physical play, such as swinging or tossing the baby in
the air, or helping baby tu spring and jump, prepare leg muscles for
walking (White, 1985). Must babies delight in theexcitement, but watch
for signals that say, "I've had enough" and then stop immediately and
acknowledge baby's feelings. "You look like this isn't fun anymore Let's
do something quieter for a bit."
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Authentically positive feedback helps infants and toddlffs feel loved,
effective, and eager to master their world.
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Lomments such as these are known as alter-ego talk (Schachter, 1979)
Most parents and caregivers du it naturally. Stern (1985) ha.; analyzed
how these conversations help to highlight the child's core sense of self:

Agency: "How high you can bouncer
History: 'Am want another little cuddle after I burp you, like we did at

your last feeding?"
Coherence. "You spotted me! This is mommy in the picture

Afiectivity. "Watching that other baby really excites your'

Embedded in all this plo is uur attitude about the baby as an individ-

ual and about the enwonment. Adults who take pleasure in playing with
babies cummumcate that babies are important. Young infants are !ikely

to mirror our feelings (Trunick, Cohn, & Shea. 1984). There's no way to
tell a baby you're having d hard day that has nothing to do with them As
they grow older, they begin tu interpret these feelings subjectively Even
as adults, we tend to blame ourselves when u ose close to us ate moody
or grumpy.

Explore things
Interest in toys also beguas to flower through interchanges between

adults and babies. The 4 hild's ability to grasp objects mincides with this
development, and thus Brazeltun and Als (1979) concluded that object

play. which emerges at about 4 months, is the first true test of attachment
Uuldren need bright. dean, safe toys tu practice their grasp, to dis-

cover the pleasures in being the cause," the forerunner of a sense of

efficacy (White. 1963). and tu sllare with beloved others. But, they also
need to be protedeu from the overstimulation of too many toys, espe-
cially it these toys are used to divert the babies from the more imponant
relationships with people. Some guidelines for toys and play are:

Offer toys that are Just within. and uutside, reach of babies who can
now sit and are beginning to crawl. This strategy is an example of
scaffolding, a challenge tu the child's potential for new growth. On the
floor or in a lap, babies love to smell, feel, and taste the bright. clean
objects you offer. Talk about each toy with delight, rather than dump-

ing a pile and leaving babies to their uwn devices. Describe the color.
the texture, and the use for toy.i.
Display an attitude about the environment that nourishes children's
curiosity and sense of wonder about themselves and objects. Consider,
lor instance. a baby sitting un a blanket in the shade outdoors. A small
hand reaches fur the ant t raw ling by. What different messages can be
conveyed about self and science. "Yuk, that's dirty," and you brush
away the ant, ur Hey, look at that busy ant. It's carrying food back to its
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family Let's watch where it goes." Think about what you are saying,
and how it affects baby's feelings about exploration.
Select toys that can be grasped in small hands, yet not beso small that
they present a choking hazard. When choosing toys. think about what
the BABY can DO with the toy.
Offer baby safe toys that encourage the child's active sensorimotor
exploration toys that make noise when they are Ldtted at or shaken,
teething toys, measuring spoons, a small unbreakable mil ror, books
made to be chewed. and sock puppets. Notice that most of these can be
handmade or are just everyday household items. Expense is no clue to
play value.

Present a varlet.; in texture to touch and taste that enables babies
to learn in the ways they use best. Hard and smooth wood, shiny metal,
rough and patterned fabric, and squeezy bright plastics all have their
place.

Display toys so babies tan make a choice, thus enabling their compe-
tence Low, open shelves are far better than a toy box or laundry basket
into which everNthing is tossed. Spread books open on the floor. Note:
Some oi the best toys at this age are household items: pots and pans,
old magazines. plasfic containers, and clothes pins.
Toys should not be provided at the expense of human interactions.

however Too many toys can make choices difficult, and may detract from
the important work of getting to know other babies or adults. Offer just
one or two items until you get the message that soirething else would be
more fun Through playful interactions w tth people and toys, babies
build on the love and trust they have experienced to increasingly make
things happen.

9 to 15 months
How heady it is for children at this me, who. thanks to their mobilit,

can control separations and reunions, thus demonstrating two salient
developmental aspects of this period of separation individuation.

Fine tune relationships
Play and caregiving routines remain the fotus of daily life for infants

and adults, whether at home or in child care programs.
Children now have the capacity to understand adult responses to their

behaviors and to modify their reactions, as we saw with the children who
would not crawl over the 7isual cliff (Sorce et al., 1985). Standing at the
edge of the foam climbing cushions. arms outstretched, says "You can't
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Adults who take pleasure in playing malt babies communicate that ba-
bies are important.
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do this by yourself, so I will cMch you when you fall." Sitting nearby,
watching, and informally commenting on the child's bravery in the
precarious climb communicates trust that the child can do it alone.
Many caregivers seem to have an exaggerated fear of danger and can
convey this to babies to the detriment of their venturing Into the world
with confidence.

Through informed observation and empathy, caregivers also must
constantly be alert to read the baby's intentions and feelings. We vahdate
the baby's responses when we imitate, mirror, or label accurately the
child's experiences (Stern, 1985). "The bunny pictures in that book are
so funny! You're giggling and giggling."

Such strategies, coupied with a developmenta4 appropriate environ-
ment, solidify children's internal pictures of themselves and thus pro-
mote optimal growth of self-understanding and self-valuing.

Create a manageable environment
The tender, loving care that has characterized life so far will most likely

be evidenced as children take increasing control over their environment
and demonstrate empathy for others. They can plan actions, know what
to expect in many situations, and rely on rituals. Children by age one are
increasMgly in charge of what happens to them. Adults can facilitate the
process toward independence in a variety ofways.

Attachment has occurred and separation ? eactions often surface dur-
ing this period Caregivers might enlist chiHren's assistaace in comfort-
ing a child who is having a difficult tin, saying good-Lye for the day.
"Let's all go to the window and wave to Josemar's daddy. See you this
afternoon. DacP" Posting family phutographs at children's eye level,
making recordings of family members singing a favorite song, and allow-
ing children to bring their blankets with them all can help children better
manage their strong feelings of attachment and their distress during
separation (Ayers, 1989).

Games and pretend play are other ways that young walkers demon-
strate their dawning self-awareness. A modified versionof 'Simon Says"
gives children an opportunity to show their understanding of self and
others "Simon Says touch your toes." "Simon Says hold a friend's hand."

simple props for pretend play trucks, pots and pans, shoes, dolls
enable children to play out their emergiag understanding of the roles of
others in relation to themselves. Other toys that invite action, such as
containers to nest, magazines to tear, wooden blocks to stack, objects to
float, and balls to roll, are a good match fur children who are learning the
power that arises from what they do.

The importarxe of monitoring the amount ufstimulation children can
handle was dramatically demunstrated by Collard (1979), An initial com-
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patison of institutionalized and home-reared children indicated that

those in the institution showed "significantly less exploration and fewer

schemas to the toys" ip. 58). In response, the institution's supervisor
added a profusion of toys and placed the infants in groups of 10 or more

for most of the day, with these results:
Instead ol looking happier than the infants I Me studied there earlier they
appeared to be stressed by overstimulation.Their exploration hau a irntic
quality to it: their attention span with toys was very short; they seldom
smiled and often fussed or cried. Some of the babies withdrew completely
by crawling under a crib and going to sleep on the flow% (p. 59)

This knowledge raises tht. issue of how many toys and how many
children are enough. It is unreasonable to expect children to share spon-

taneously until they are well into the preschool years. Too many children

in a group can be overwhelming. Even when small groups of very young
children play together, it is wise to have more than one of the most

favorite toys. Otherwise, snatching and hoarding are inevitable, and
grabbing, hitting, and even biting may be promoted. Worse yet, those

who are uninformed may be tempted to label the more aggressive chil-
dren as "bad" and those who are docile as "good." Such epithets can

easily become self-fulfilling prophecies.
We can see, then, that small groups of infants, guided by a kind and

generous caregiver who Lan accord childret. the power of initiating and

engaging in delightful play, makes for a predictable and challenging
environment. Such an atmosphere of support and sensitivity sets the

stage for impending toddlerhood.

15 to 24 months
The cognitive, motor, and affective leaps in development that take

place during this year lead to ever greater self awareness, but also some

stormy times. As children rush toward independence, they can also cog-

nitively realize the impact of separation. They may dig in their heels,
establishing their autonomy through occasional powerassertions, better

known as -NO!" Depending upon the adult's own struggles with auton-

omy and control, toddlers can anger, disappoint, or delight caregivers

( Mahler, Pine, & Bergman, 1975) as they alternately cling and then
refuse. Children may also be shaken by their inability to separate as

easily as before.
The caregiver's view of the child is the crux of this strut,Nle between

autonomy versus shame and doubt, as so vividly described y Erikson
( mu). Adult reactions tu this normal developmental process -an range

from "Don't be a crybaby. You're a big boy now" and "How dare you
contradict me" to "You really wish you could go to work with Mom
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Would you like to call her after snack?" and "You can choose Would you

like a pear or an orange?"
As we have seen, labels repeatedly assigned to a child such as stub-

born, sassy, or naughty tend to live with the child as self-fulfilling pro-
phecies. Words can and do hurt. Normaliy spunk:, toddlers, when con-
fronted with scornful treatment such as these labels, generally take one

of three paths. They can become oppositional, retreat to passive-
aggressive dawdling, or languish as shy, withdrawn, and defeated

On the other hand, an understandingand knowledgeable caregiver can

help children feel comfortable with, and in control of, their growing
autonomy. Language is the powerful vehicle through which we can pro-
mote children's positive feelings about themsehfes.

Supportindependence
Toddlers who feel they have some control over their lives are less

likely to feel the need to resist adults. Therefore, activities and the ern i-

ionment should be structured to enable toddlers to be as self-direcrid
and independent as possible. That means small groups, hands-on proj-

ects, and child-centered activities.
Strategies to engage and challenge children include the provision of

toys, activities, an appropriate environment, and separations that are
eased by routines.

Toys. Select toys that present problems for children to solve- puzzles,

blocks, pounding t,enches, kitchen utensils, sorting boxes. :arge beads to

strmg, clay, telephones, shopping carts, books with short stories

Activities. Toddlers are exceedingly curious. Short walks around the
neighborhood can reveal many wonders, from construction in progress

to the sound ef a motorcycle passing by. They love to be part of the action

and enjoy briet finger plays and action songs. "The Wheels on the Bus" is

always a big hit, but try to vary the children's repertoire beyond "Open
Them/Shut Them,- the Alma Mater of innumerable preschool& Water

play is so absorbing. Choose activities that toddlers shape as they DO

Environment. Store toys on low, open shelves where children can
locate and reiurn their ch, ices. Toddier clothes should promote inde-
pendence, especially as they become more interested in learning to use

the toilet. Zippers. elastic, large snaps, and Velcro are far easier to master

than buttons and buckles. Mirrors have m..ily functions, and are not just a

token ge,it we toward enhancing seif-esteem (Greenberg, 1988)
Give children two good choices whenever possible, so they feel in

control and at the same time learn from the consequences of their own
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actions Pow_ r struggles are averted when children choose. "Do you
want your teddy on your cot, or on the chair by your cot, while you nap?"
"Would you like a shower or a bath?" as opposed to statements that
children ignore such as "Are you ready for your nap/bath now?" or "It's
nap/bath time Get in here." Throughout the early childhood years, as
children grow more adept at decisioi making, offer a broader range of
choices to increasingly scaffold children's skills in this area.

Separations. Caregivers and parents must work together to establish
routines that make separations less traumatic for all involved. Some
parents spend a minute or two on arrival in child care, for example,
helping the child get settled. "Your lunch goes here in your cubby.
There's a note inside for Darrell to read to you before you eat. Now, where
would you like to start this morning?" Others leave a beloved object for
the child, such as a Ecarf, as a reminder of their love. Here's an example of
a family day care mother helping a 2-year-old settle in.

Just as Gina joins the cooking crew, Carol arrives. She comes only two
mornings a week, and she is not really settled in on this day when her
mother hurries off Chana holds her and rocks her but she sobs and sobs. "1
want Mommy " Soon her face is puffy and ted and dripping. Chana. wiping
nose and eyes. rocks her and softly chants a kind of soothing mantra:
"Mommies go away and mominies coine baik, mummies go away and
mommies come back." ('iyers, 1989, pp. 44 -45)

Family pictures, recordings of parents telling a favorite story, and one's
security blanket continue to help children restore their equilibrium
while acknowledging how difficult growilg up and away can be.

Talk with, not at, toddlers
In toddlerhood, the child tests her or his power, sometimes contrary to

the wishes of powerful, beloved, andjor feared adults. Parents and teach-
ers alike must prepare themselves to support children through this feisty
period The match between caregiver and child is especially important. A
toddler program is no place for teachers who feel threatened by power
struggles and children's asseKions of independence!

Fortunately. there are developmentally apjli opriate ways to talk with
toddlers that are "designed to foster the motivatioo for active learning in
children, to enhance their self-confidence, their sense of power, and
their feelings of mastery over the environment- (Schachter, 1979,
p 163 ) These also happen to be the attributes of self-evaluation. Re-
search on Schachter's Talking with Young Children (TYCH) curriculum
has led to development of the following strategies (Schachter & Strage,
1982, p 90) that underscore other developmental teaching techniques as
well (Blank. Rose, & Berlin, 1978):
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AttraLt and muntain the Lhild's attention. Address a question to the
child, use a higher pitched voice, or talk in a whisper. "Who can carry
this bucket?"
Simplify speeLh. Most of us do this naturally as we take care to model
sounds. meanings, grammar, and conversational patterns. On the
other hand, baby talk is nev er appropriate. "Your sandwich is falling
apart. Let's put the meat back inside."
Repeat and rephrase our own speech. Again, "This process is so
'natural that speakers are only barely aware of using it" (Ferguson,
1977, p. 223). "It's time to put the markers away. Please put the lids on
the markers before they go in the box."
Repeat and rephrase the Lhild's speech. Extend what the child says.
"Ball." "Whew, look at your ball rolling. It's going so fast!"
Map words onto the Lhild's experiences. Speak in the present, and
describe the Lhild.s desires or activities. "The sand is falling through
the holes in the sieve. See how softly it falls into your dish."
Speak for the child, as when adults assume the child's role in
the conversation. "Your face tells me you'd rather not taste
these crackers."
Speak responsively with the Lhild. Follow the child's lead in conversa-
tion. 'Fishing: "Did you go fishing with Grandma last night? Tell me
what happened."

Even rules for behav ior Lan be stated in positive terms, so children
know what TO DO, rather than only what to avoid. We walk indoors. Spills
get wiped up with our sponge. We use our words to solve problems. An
occasional "No- is neLessary for safety's sake, of course, and will not
cramp a toddler's style, if used judiciously

Working with and parenting toddlers requires a great deal of patience
and forethought. But w hen adults take into consideration the four critical
dimensions of self-evaluation and the developmental process in general,
we can make the best of even the most trying times.

2 to 3 years
During the iourse of this year, Lhildren's language flowers, and with it

the ability to engage in :Axial relationohips and dramatic play more fully
than before. Children consolidate their gains, more clearly establish
where they fit into the scheme of things, and solidify their sense of self.
Adults remain at the forefront in faLilitating growth during this period
when power struggles gradually lessen and children strive to be fair
and honest.
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Be authentic
Between the second and third birthdays, children can begin to view

themselves more broadly Rather than labeling and demeaning children,
we need to find adjectives that communicate respect, even when setting
limits or mediating disputes.

Consider all the messages in statements such as "What a bad boy you
were to grab the book," or "You're too selfish. Why can't you share?"
Instead, responses such as "You were angry when you grabbed the book.
What words could you use to tell Selia you would like the book back?" or
"How gencrous of y ou to share your crackers with Molly" help children
maintain their dignity while providing them with skills to resolve diffi-
culties between each other without adult interference.

Now the problems tha. young children f, :e in soual relationships are
considerable How to get others' attention and cooperation, how to cope
with disagreements, how to understand another's intentions, how to pro-
vide comfort for another when in distress how to manage their social
world A child's sense of self-efficacy is likely tu come, then, in large part
from solving these problems, bum having control over such social matters.
In being effective in these matters, a cure uf children's feelings about them-
selves is established. (Dunn. 1988a, p. 177)

Parents and teachers alike can model friendly interactions between
each other, and wan childi Ln As observers, we can watch as two chil-
dren resolve a disagreement themselves, or facilitate a discussion when
emotions exceed the toddler vocabulary and self-control. We can encour-
age discussion "Joey, Mike says he thought you were finished with the
car. How can you tell him what you were doing?"

Generous Kind Strong. Cooperative. Persistent. Brave. These words,
and other similarly descriptive positive adjectives, are the staples of
good childrearing practice, but should be applied judiciously, to avoid
corrparisons to other children (e.g., "Look how cooperative Marcus isr
implies the rest of the children aren't).

Even adults relish being desc:ibed with friendly adjectives. A well-to-
do business owner visited a child care center as part of a grant-award
program ks the gnittp iilked, the director mentioned the businessman's
empathy He delightfully burst out. "She called me empathetic!" Appar-
ently he discovered an aspect of himself of which he had previously nct
been consciously aware.

So it is with children. Of course, we must take care to accurately reflect
their actions and accompanying feelings. If we consistently attribute
positive or negative motivations to them, regardless of their true motiva-
tions, they will likely misit.terpret, mislabel, or lose touch with their true
feelings, "You're doing a good job" has become a hackneyeo phrase
because it is doled out for even th most ordinary behaviors (I-ctz &
Driscoll, 1988).
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Fair and honest appraisals of children's actiuns, feelings, andopinions
Lan go far tu help children ecaluate themselc es and to modify behaviors
that are inappropriate. 'It is really hard to wait to be picked up at night."
Sometimes new babies make us feel jealous. We wish Mum could spend

more time with us, too." Frustration accompanies growth Children ma
ture when interactions with adults are candid and heartfelt.

Encouragement, rather than praise, is far more effective. Consider the
different messages in this comparison of praise and encouragement

Praise Ginny's the best deanup person in the block area." (Hitz & Dri
scoll, 1988, p. 12).
Encouragement "N ou piLked up many more blocks than you have ever
picked up before," or "When you help us piLk up the blocks we all get
finished much sooner" (p. 12).

Encourage growth through play
Two-year-olds, who are still working to resolve separation issues and

understand object LunstanLy, at intrigued with toys and games that
involve appearances and disappearances. Huge cardboard boxes,
Kitten-in-the-Kegs, Magic Slates, and puppet stages all contribute to chil
dren s sense of efficacy and control (Harter, 1983), a crucial aspect of
sell-evaluation (Dunn, 1988a). Small doses of being in control over sepa
rations and reappearances help children manage the strong feelings
aroused by daily separations from beloved adults (Freud, 1965).

Imitative play is also becoming mure preN,alent during this period, so
equipment should indude toys that elicit representation, such as dolls,
dress-up clothes, sturdy adu!t work tuuls, and housekeeping items. For
generations, symbolic play has centered around daily events.

It is, of worse, the familiarity of eating proLedures to all af them that mat'es
it possible for tht aLtors in these sLenes to understarid each other, and that
makes dinner play ot.Lur must frequently as the first form of group dra
imams among 2-year-olds. Bedding play runs it a dose seLond, for all know
that lying down means "going to bed" or "sleeping." (Woodcock 1941,
p. 227)

Teadiers and parents uin mudel and facilitate playfulness, and then
switch rules to become an appreciative audience. Recall this same 2
year-old may get confubed by pretend play initiated by an adult. Props
provide idea:>, and thus should be Naried tu stimulate thinking about new
themes. medn_al I heckups, grocery store (complete ith computer scan
ner, of Lourse), and transportAtion are popular because of the shared
context.

If children are haciiig difficulty organizing play, tuned in adults can
Wier suggestions or ask questions tu help children get a sense of direc
hurl, 'Let's see, if you're taking the bus to the beach, you'll need towels,
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swimsuits, and money for bus fare." Join in a bit, if necessary, to sustain
the action. "I'll be the ice cream truck driver who visits the beach." Bow
out as the children pick up on the cues for more involved play.

In just a few short years, infants and toddlers have consonu.ted their
sense of sdf They have begun to wrestle with issues that will confront
them all their lives, trust, love, power, separation, self-evaluation, con-
flict resolution, imagination, learning, and a host of others. The fabric of
hum,- rth is woven (or unraveled) each day, as children move toward
the new challenges of the preschool years.
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_Ompter 5
Preschool: Guiding children who
are testing and evaluating the self

INFANTS AND TODDLERS Nk Hu HA E. EXPERIENCED SECURE ATTACHMENTS and

good scaffolding usually approach the new challenges of preschool
years with a fair sense of confidence, initiative, and resilience. On the
other hand, children whu have experienced less supportive environ-
ments may need extrd support to compensate both for their own negative
internal working models and the lack of personal and social skills. In
between these extremes, many children exhibit islands of confidence
combined with areas of vulnerability. In any case., children's developing
sense of self must be supported in ilie new arena of the preschool years
This section offers recummendatiuns to teachers and parents on how to
sensitively meet the indiidual needs of children during this period

Adults coach young children
Gut-level ideas about huw parents and teachers imdrove self esteem

are simply nut enough. like hae su much information about why certain
practices are more effectie than others that we cannot ignore the evi-
dence. As children move into the preschool years, the effects of our
interactions with them are already unfolding. We must intensify our ef
forts to act in ways that engage them and prumute their competence

Understand and accept yourself
Before we can guide children tu know themsel es, we must first under

stand and accept ourselves We have seen that the most effective teach
ers are thuse who are weE matched with the age of the children.

The necessity fur introspection and self examination has been high
lighted by Derman-Sparks and her colleagues (1989). Our attitudes about
racism, sexism, and abilities are deeply ingrained from our own experi-
ences, and can ecn-ily be passed un tuchildren to the detriment of their
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self perceptions Ahhough Derman Sparks addresses teachers, parents
goals for independent, competent children are similar:

To enable every chhd to construct a knowledgeable, confident self-iden-
tity to develop a comfortable. empathic and just interaction with diversity.
and to devekT critical thinking and the skills for standing up for oneself
and others in the face of injustice. (p. IX)

Note how these goals parallel Coopersmith's antecedents of self-
esteem (attention, limits, and resped) Baumrind's findings about
authoritative parenting Adults so unwitti4y can perpetuate stereo-
types and model destructive attitudes:

We may permit boys to denigrate girls. "You're nut strong! You don't
even have muscles." said one 3-year old boy to a female peer.
We may overlook or even allow racial denigration. "You're dirtyr
We may patronize a child with disabilities. "Remember, we always let
Tony go first because he's slower."

Such incidents either reinforce what children already wrongly believe, or
teach biases directly to children. By accepting such behavior (ours or the
children's ) we demonstrate lack of respect for the child to whom the
biases are directed.

Children need the firm limits of adults to stop the stereotyping. Chil-
dren need positive models of adults who show real acceptance and re-
spect Before we can do either, we must be aware of our own biases
about age. race, sex, ability, and any other 'man characteristicsand
seek to grow in our respect for others.

Discipline wisely
Parents and teachers alike seem to dwell on children's behavior. Disci-

pline books are best sellers. Teachers flock to workshops on classroom
management Yet the fine tuning necessary to provide the support and
challenges applied in scaffolding means much more emphasis on self
undeNtanding and a depth of understanding of children dS individuals
with varying degrees of competence.

We h we seen how children's behavior is closely linked to their per-
ceptions of themselves, even as inf. Jts and toddlers. And we have seen
how parenting styles affect children's self-esteem. Clarke-Stewart and
Friedman ( !,987 ) conclude:

The best discipline for parents who wish to foster their luldren s
,gnitive. and mwal development seems to be to Lreate an atmosphere of

warm approval, praise. and acceptance:and then to explain why thechild
-,bould act in particular Wos and to intervene aLovely when the child acts
otherwise this kind of discipline appeals to children's pride, compe-
tence, and concern for others, (p. 3(33;
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How are these principles. which are equally applicabk to teachers of
preschool children, applied in every day si' uations? We offer these two
broad guidelines (see Honig. 1985

I. Balance acceptance, firm limits, and respect for children. All of
these at buns lead to increased self control and empe.thy for others.
winch in tut D directly affet t children's assessments of themselves.

Children's individuality personality, family, culture, physical
presence must be appreciated in both conscious and unconscious
ways. Using a thild's primary language to communicate. fur instance.
reaffirms one of the cores of the child's identity.

Rules for children's behavior should continue to be stated in positive
terms, and explained in way s that make them meaningful. A good rule
might be Sand is for digging." The reasons for the rule. Sand hurts uur
eyes. Sand is hard to get out of our hair. If sand gets in the grass, we won't
have any inure sand in which t. play. Preschoolers are usually eager to
help set up and follow classrou.n rules when they understand the pur
pose is to ensure that their day goes smoothly.

Hurting others should never be allowed, either by adults or (Abel
hddren. Nothing is so destructive of children's trust or attachment as an

out-of-control Dei.soll who lashes out at others with deeds or words.
Angry feelings can be accepted. but t. hamieled into pounding clay or
using words to express feelings.

Setting ruism is relatively easy. Enforcing them is l'ot. But again we
must rely on mut we know about 'he effects uf our actions and attitudes
on t hildren's hehaviar. We know that children who are subjected to
harsh dist iphne (yelling, too many or unreasonable rules, excessive
andior physical Punishment j art likely to become hostile and aggres
sive. Bribes ( ice crcain t ones or smiley face stickers, fur examrle) can
backfire in the long run. Such overdone praise destroys children's intrin
sit motivation, children lose interest in doing any just fur the plea
sure of doing it. Being intolvastellt ul enforcement or making empty
threats,aily encourages child ren to continue to break rules. At, ay $ hope
ful that they won't get caught or punishei this time.

II our goals are tu help children respect self and others, they need to be
helped to see how their behavior affects iiieniselv es and others. Simple
explanations or thought provoking questions. offered when children are
An enough to be receptive. are effective tools. A child who is losing

friends because Nile is so bossy might be urged to see the effects of her
behavior on oti children. When you tell Lizette what to do. does she
d-cide to play with you for very lung?" A child who is rapidly diminishing
the art supply box might be encouraged to think through the implications
of his behavior. Ii you use up all the ribbons fur pasting, what will
happen when your friends come to paste?"
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The superhero play so dear tu children's hearts and so troublesome to
teachers has a place in the curriculum as Pak., ,,1984) has c,early docu
mented. Such play gives an opportunity to test power, control, compe
tence, and even moral No irtue. Pointing out the multi faceted roles of such
characters ke.g., "Yes, Batman does fly around with a cape, but he also
lives in a Batcave. Why don't you build one here in the block corner")
helps keep the play going but in a constructive mode.

Even toddlers, with a little help frum an adult, can begin to resolve
disagreements among themseK es by using words instead of fists Pre
schuolers should be well on their way tu working out fa;, solutions among
themselves, rather than relying on adults to referee thus robbing chil
dren of the opportunity tu fetA in control about what happens to them anJ
to feel competent to deal with social situations.

When a child comes running to tattle, "Teacher . . ." the best re-
sponse is to guide the child back to the other party, and expect the
children to discuss what happened and to come up w ith some ideas about
how to solve the problem. THEY agree on the situation, THEY figure out
what to do about it, and THEY choose what happens next. Mastery and
autonomy are developed here!

2. Supply authentic feedback. Children are eager to please parents
and teachers, so they often call out "Look at me!" or "See what I did."
Tailor your response to the situation and the child by using adjectives
that de:. ribe some positive aspect of the child's effort or its elements,
rather tnan the product csee Schirrmacher, 1986). "Look how you made
your brush strokes go back and forth." -You walked so gracefully across
the balance beam.- Catch all children doing well not just the stars or
those who consta .ly seek reassurance.

Further, don't be afraid to gilt.: I,onest criticism. Parents and teachers
seem frightened by the idea of giving children negative feedback as if
such comments will cause neuroses. Adults ned to let children know
that they do not condone raw aggression, lying, stealing, ur cruelty. As
Frai berg says,

Olcourse, it would also be wrung to threaten a child, as parents did in other
times, with police action, detention homes or hell fire and cause a small
culprit to feel he was a dangerous criminal. We can teach moral attitudes
without resorting to such cruel methods. (p. 266)

By modeling behaviors we want cL:Idren to imitate (e.g., not hurting
children, and nut lying ourselves) and by our reactions when children do
such things, we are preparing caring, responsible human beings to live in
a civilized world.

children pick up on adult judgments and moral Nialues. They are also
keenly aware w hen adults favor the stereotypic "good girl" and who
adults view as 'bad.- A friend, .vho was one of a pair of female fraternal
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twins, still recalls the pain and embarrassment she felt when people
would approach .hem and comment to their mother, "This is the pretty
one, so this one must be the smart one." Children also are quick to detect
adult phoniness and meaningless pcaise (Damon, 1988). Not every
child's drawing can be "Wonderful!" every time!

Negative affect can interfere with cognition and disrupt social
relations (Collins & Gunnar, 1990). But negative self-experiences are not
all ruinous, if children are helped to learn from their experiences and
apply their learning to future events. "You're disappointed that the pur-
ple paint c red up your yellow flower. Dark colors usually hide lighter
ones " Negative self feelings can constructively motivate personal im-
provement, just as overly positive self-feelings Lan result in compla-
cency.

When we think about the implicadons of our statements and actions,
and proceed accordingly, we are far more likely tu encourage develop-
ment of all dimensions of childrer'a self-esteem. Part of this responsibil-
ity lies in enabling children to develop social skills.

Foster children's friendships
Friends are increasingly the eyes through which children judge them-

selves In fact, young children's friends often shape behavior more than
parents or teachers.

Paley (1988) writes about 3-year-olds hu repeated:y ask "Are you my
frienr" She describes Christopher, whot, )ehaviot is at times distaste-
ful to her, and how Mollie developed a frieudship with him that accepted
his off the wall ccnversations. Eventually, the friendship helps Chris-
topher modify his behavior Adults at times must allow children to work
through their own challenges, even so early in their lives.

At 4, the lure of the group is even stronger. Children become quite
exclusive in their attempts to define themselves as a group member
( Curry & Arnaud. 1984). In the thinking of a 4-year-old, you can only
belong to a group if there's someone els.. who can't.

A gifted teacher describes her ideas about helping children deal with
each other:

They're intensely interested in groups. in their families. fnends, strangers,
other kids Nrid at a very young age kids begin to sociallie, to be Interested
in themselves in relation to others, in group play. Of course, they re still
self centered. but tLy develop rapidly into an awareness of their own
limits as well as their own rights. Three-year-olds have a pretty strong
sense of what's fair and what's unfair, and that sense isn't always self-
serving. (Ayers. 1989. p. )
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Children are as eager to please each other as they are adults, some
times even more so, as Paley (1988) again illustrates so well.

Trembling in anger. Christopher holds up a fistful of paper "I gut more than
you. I can get any piece of paper because you're not the boss!" The boys
glance furtively in my di rectiun, wondering if the situation has deteriorated
enough fur me to interfere. The timing of my entrance is tricky, but tears
usually work well with me. Today, however, Christopher keeps them from
brimming over.

-What are you tallun about? Mollie's never going to plo with you. She's
my friend. Mollie, Mollie. . . ."

"Are you playing with him or us?" Barney demands.
"Say us, say us," Frederick pleads.
Mollie purses her lips primly. I'm still friends with the whole of every

one. Nigh- ttime, nighttime, everyone goes tu bed. The rainbow is outside
the window."

Miraculously, the tension dissolves. Rainbow Brite has accomplished
what a teacher seldom Lan, the resolution uf a Lonflict without disturbing
the rhythm of the play. The Lhildren knuw when the emergency is over
before I dth (pp. 17-18)

This example in nu way implies that adults should abdicate their roles
and allow children to learn social skills (IS in Lord of the Flies 1t is essen-
tial for parents and teachers alike to take these three steps.

I. Nourish the tendrils of friendship. Welcome new children, per
haps by asking another child to assist you as the newcomer's partner for
the day. Encourage partiits to support children's friendships with visits
to each other's homes. Rea,1 a book about a shared interest with just
two or three children on your lap. Notice acthities that appeal to shy,'
withdrawn,dishked children and create situations to involve them with
more popular children in a mutually satisfying activity (see Honig, 1987).
Pairs or small group tasks that inspire cooperation are excellent friend
ship facilitators.

2. Help children learn social skills. Modeling, by adults and other
children, may be all that is needed fur children to become more socially
adept. At times, it may, be necessary to prol, ide children with examples of
words they might use to indicate their interest in joining a group at play
or to resolve a conflict (Hazen & Black, 1989, Honig, 1987). A teacher,
hand in hand with a shy child, might ask the ticket taker whether help was
needed to carry luggage to the plane.

We also know that children tend to lie up to our expectations for them.
as so aptly Illustrated by Bill, a wry large 4 year old bull in the china
shop buy. His blundering into ongoing play caused him to be rejected
over and over. "Get out oi here," and "You can't play." were the daily
responses to his overtures. His teachers noted that this rejectioil began
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upon his arrival, after other children had already begun to play. They
made a special effort to greet him warmly, "Here comes Bill! Now we can
really start our day" The other children picked up on this enthusiasm.
Bill relaxed enough that his behay ior became less obnoxious. Eventually,
Bill was a desired playmate.

3. Impart fairness and empathy. Our own relationships with teac-
ers, parents, and children set the tone for children's relationships. A
concerted. consistent, and continuous effort is needed to break down
stereotypes, as demonstrated by efforts to encourage cross-sexcoopera-
tive play (Serbin. Tronick, & Sternglanz, 1977), whose efforts were only
effective for the duration of the research. Children returned to their
previous levels of play at the end of the project.

If a concentrated effort to change attitudes and practices oi ly lasts as
long as the treatment is in effect, think of the impotence of what Derman-
Sparks et al (1989) call the "tourist curriculum" that is intended (usually
once a year) to deal with racial biases simply by teaching about cultures
through holiday celebrations and cultural artifacts such as food, tradi-
tional clothing, and household implements.

Tourist curriculum is both patronizing, emphasizing the exotic" differ-
ences between cultures, and tri ializing, dealing nut with the real-life daily
problems and experiences of Jifferent people, but with surface aspects of
their celebrations and modes of entei tainment. Children visit non-W hite
cultures and then -go home" to the daily classroom, which reflects only the
dominant culture. (p. 7)

We move, then, to recommendations for establishing an environment,
at home or in programs, that is more in ke(,ping withour knowledge about
the development of self-worth in child. en.

Adults establish the
environment

The richness of the preschool and kindergartenages hat, recently been
underplayed as more schools hay e resorted to academically-oriented
programs (se( Greenberg [19901 for the historical background of this
phenomenon, Elkind (1987) points out the dangers of miseducating
5 year olds When we push the first grade curriculum into the kindergar-
ten, we are imposing symbolic and derived learning experiences on chil-
dren who, for the most art, are not ready for such experiences" (pp.
110 111 ) And frequently the former kindergarten curriculum has been
pushed down into the preschool, so that even 3-year-olds are often found
being drilled to learn the alphabet and count to 20.
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An intriguing review of preschools in China, Japan, and the United
States points uut the varying foci of these programs (Tobin, Wu, & David
son, 1989). The authors note that, while we in the United States ostensi-
bly espouse a child-centered curriculum, many of our preschools 7,tress
academics, rmi h as do the preschools in China. A fascinating discovery
in this study is that Japanese preschools do not stress academics, but
instead put a strong emphasis on the dispositions for learning (Katz &
Chard, 1989). persentance, skills in thinking, studying, and getting
along with others, fostering a positive attitude toward school This may
give us one piece of the puzzle about why Japanese youth attain high
achievement in their later school years.

If %%e are to contribute to children's emerging sense of self, however,
the preschool curriculum, and the entire classroom setting, must be
developmentally appropriate, including the how as well as the what of
learning.

Design a balanced curriculum
Knowledge of child development, such as that presented here forms

the basis for taik rinb a curriculum dcaigned to meet children's needs,
interests, and capabilities. This type of curiculum is espoused through
the National Academy of Early Childhood r'rograms (see Bredekamp,
1987, Derman-Sparks et al., 1989. ) Guidelines for appropriate activities
will in briefly reviewed here as they relate to children's development of
self-esteem and beyond.

Activities that parents plan at home for their children are in essence.
the home curriculum. The same developmental principles apply there, in
church school programs, play groups, or wherever children gather.

1. Make the curricithan child-centered. This is easier said than
dune. 1 ne reality of mdny ciossrooms for preschool chAdren, especially
those under the direction of pe )ple with little professional preparation in
early childhood education, is that a great deal of time is spent in child
management (Bruner, 1980). Images of instructions, commands, and pi c
hibitions, typical of the tiaditional teacher, and worksheets tackled hy
quietly sitting children, typical of the traditiunal classroom, are difficult
to replace with more child-centered techniques.

I. et, it we are to deliver our promise to the development of children's
self-esteem, cha-L de for most group programs. The curricu-
lum is everything that happens during the day, incking nap time, snack,
outdoor play, as well as free play and group times.

A ciuld-centered curriculum is the responsive conversations shared
between adult and child, the atmosphere of delight in learning that is
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established, the thrill uf discovering a beautiful book together, the sing-

ing of silly songs, the growing mastery of body and mind It isn't agoniz
ingly long circle times led by a teacher, or coloring books that deaden
creativity, ur unrealiqic expectations about learning to read or count, or
memorizing colors and shapes, or inappropriate performances such as

graduation ceremonies.
The hallmarks of this type of curriculum, which includes the concept

cn scaffolding (support with challenge), are responsive conversa-
tion, asking open-ended questions, and facilitation of the child's initia
tives. Goals for children's learning coy, er social, emotional, physical, and
cognitive skills that are reasonable, given eachchild's age and abilities
Schedules are varied, taking intu account that young children need to be

acove and involved. Children's eagerness to please enables teachers to

tap into children's own interests and expand their experiences in mean

ingful ways.
Choices of activities fur problem solving, increasing skills, and

inquiry are abundant and varied. Children are respected as unique
individual learners who learn best threugh self direction and who are
growing in self-regulation. But adults also take responsibility for aosuring
the underlying structure and direction that makes it all possible

2. Plan ior children's success. Activities, schedules, materials, and
equipment must be selected to ensure that children will be both chal
lenged and suuessful in their school experiences. Activities are hands

on, based on children's curiosity about themselves, each other, and the
intriguing world. Children explore real things individually and in small
groups, working alone and together. Their friendships are facilitated as
they play together, comfort each other when the going gets rough, and
assist each other when a puzzle is just too puzzling.

Children are also learning tu control th,mnselves. Nothing feels better
than being able to use svt,,t.ls to express er.iutions, rather than disinte-
grating into rage or Self-Lontrul io aided when expectations are
based un children's development. Waiting is minimized. The schedule is
fluid. Group times are short. Sharing is vu:untary. Adults gently guide
children through the ups and dowi uf growinw to. Children learn to love
themselves and each other and feel good about what they can do in

developmentally appropriate programs.
Activities are selected to match variations of skills that exist in every

group, so that all children Lan be competent at their own lecl. A good
rule of thumb is this. If tlw adult has tu du must of the project, then it's not
developmentally appropriate. Another is this. If all projects look alike, then
they are not debelopmentally apprup, late. Adults set the stage for learning.
they don't do It for the Lhildren by ..utting, drawing, making models, or
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otherwise making the project their own m.):e than the children's. Chil-
dren's creations should be as unique as t1;:tir personalities.

3. Enthusiastically involve yourself. The adults' attitudes spill over
onto the children As we saw with a b.A:-in-the-china-shop child, even a
cheerful greeting can create remark, t thanges in all the children in a
group This same sense of warm de .gt,t and fascination with learning
shoold permeate the atmosphere.

More than that is required, thougl,. to ensure that childt n experience
a well-rounded curriculum A balan.: of adult-directed and self-directed
activities (Bruner, 1980. Wood. MO- hon, & Cranstoun, 1980) lends the
right amount of direction to learniag

While it is true that an overly programmatic approach of an adult does
depress children's interest and involvement, it is unlikely that no help at all
is the right prescription either Sharing the activity with an adult is often agood stimulus to enjoyment. , . Added to this is the fact that without an
adult's overall framework the child simply will not succeed in many of the
tasks he sets himself If he is to leave a task feeling competent and success-
ful then, he will often need the support of someone more knowledgeable
than himself. (Wood et al., 1980, p. 114)

Knowing how to achieve this balame requires knowledge about chil-
dren such as that reviewed here. Readers are referred to resources such
as Katz and Chard (1989). DeVries and Kohlberg (1990), and Bredekamp
(1987) for guidance Inquiring minds flourish in an atmosphere and set-
ting that supports self-esteem. Let us now see how the setting is struc-
tured to offer this support.

Plan an intriguing play area
The selection of materials, their arrangement, and the time allocated

for their use all contribute to an envirunment that leads to a sense of
competence and mastery But it will only work if the adults are convinced
of the value of children's making choices. Extremesemphasizing aca-
demics or taking a helter-skelter appioach fail to support children's
autonomy, initiative, and self-direction. Let's take a peek at an environ-
ment that does support these goals for children.

In this devt opmentally appropriate classroom, the teachers have
erected a rich, inviting env'ronment. Each interest area is labeled and
has a related display The housekeeping area is labeled as such, and
includes a bulletin board "When I Grow Up !Want To Be" with a diversity
of pictures of many professions. The nearby block area contains a variety
of props to encourage different types of construction play, including
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miniature people and various vehk les. Hard hats, briefcases. and every-
day items representing many cultures are available, too.

In the table games area, commercial puzzles and manipulative toys are
supplemented w!th home made games. The arts and crafts area is amply
supplied with markers, scissors, paste. fabrk and yarn scraps, large
sheets of paper, clay, and other do-it-yourself materials. All items are
spread out on shelves. so children can select and then return the item of
their choice Tables are close by, or children can spread ,,at on the floor.
Children's artwo-k is hung at their level around the room.

The science corner includes magnifying glasses, shells, aa empty
wasp's nest. a balance, a book on inset ts. some houseplants, and a family
of hamsters Nearby are real musical instruments (tambourines, drums)
and accessories for movement activities such dS scarves, so children can
make as well as listen to beautiful sounds.

Children's literature is abundant in the cozy reading area, filled with
soft pillows and covered w ith carpet so children cdn snuggle up with their
favorite book A writing area adjoins it, where children can construct
their own books or prepare cards for d friend. Through the windows, we
can see the outdoor play area. an amalgam of sun and shade,grass and
sand, traditional swings and oiles of tires, riding vehicles, and sand toys.

The teachers mingle with the children cis they engage purposefully :n
tlw activity of their choice. The room is peaceful, with the low hum of
conversation punctuated by laughter. Then t's cleanup time, followed by
a brief gathering of the group to read a book about ice and pass around I( e
cubes Children put on their coats, fill various containers with watc r to
freez':, and head fo- the crisp outdoor air.

The principles illustrated in this c lassroom Ihlve d history beginning
with Froebel ( ) and Montessori (1973 ), whose child-sized, sett-
correcting materials ensure that children's autonomy and initiative are
addressed A large body of literature has been developed by experts in
preschool environments such as Olds (1979), Prescott and colleagues
(1967, 1976, 1987) and Moore (1980, 1985, 1986, 1987) and Moore and
colleagues (1979) Harms and Gifford (1980) have developed instru-
ments to evaluate early childhood environments.

These principles of environmental planning emerge again and again in
the literature:

1. Design space to fadlitate traffic flow and at the same time to protect
children's need for quiet and undisturbed work. Access to several play

reas stimulates interaction. Group together noisierareas (carpentry,
h lusekeeping ), quieter spaces (books, table toys), and messy activi-
ties painting, pasting) Bathrooms should be readily accessible.
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2. Provide child-size furniture and fixtures so children can be as inde
pendent as possible. Children learn just where to find (and replace)
what they need when materials are displayed on low. open shelves A

big chair is good, too, for sharing a favorite book or cuddling up

when childrL need a quiet hug.

3. choose an ample variety of developmentally appropriate materials so
children have real choices. Carpentry, art, water and sand. blocks,
props fur pretend play. climbers, games, animals, plants. books,
rocks, and fabric scraps offer countless possibilities for learning.
()tilde children's selection to help ensure chalk! 4es are coupled with
success. Provide lots of options to spark interest in each area and to
celebrate the diversity of our world. Rotate items as they ore -aastered

or become old-hat.
4. Select nu'erials with a variety of purposes in mind. Choose hands on

mampulatives that children can use in a variety of ways (I locks.
dough clay ). Self-guided materials (puzzles, form boards) enable
children to immediately measure their levels of accomplishment

5. Keep groups small to encourage ()operative play and self-control,
and to minimize noise. Even field trips are more interesting when
shared by a few Lhildren in a group, so that all can see, hear, and

touch.
Thus. the human and physiL al env ironment each plays a crucial role in

enhancing facets of children's self-esteem.
The form that interactions between pres(hooler and adults take what

type of activity they dre involved in. the time available for chat, play. and

teaching is mtwitely bound up with the physkal strut. lure of the qchool.
and the ht between me svhut. land the sk hours philosophy and its architec
tural form. (Woods et al. I 980. p. )

In sum, we see that self selec tion of activ ities that have been prepared
and thoughtfully set up can enhance a L hild's sense of autonomy and

mliative. Developmentally appropriate, adult directed activities
provided the adult's goal is that of facilitation and not control for its own

sake can undergird mastery and a sense of competence. All of these
factors enable presthoolers to feel cirtuous and confident about them
selves as they reach for the next step in their development.
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Chapter 6
The kindergarten and primary

years: Teaching children who are
setting new standards for the self

THE PRimulis cHAPTE,Rs HAvE. DE-ScRIBED STRATEGIES FOR AND PiTFALLS TO

helping very young t hildren achieve a healthy sense of self. With the

new developmental tasks and challenges facing the school age child.
children wil1 continue tu benefit frum behaviors that reflect high self
esteem as delineated by Haltiwanger in Table 4 (see pp. 62).

l'et. school counselors anc, child mental health specialists know that

the number of children referred to them for treatment rises dramatically

in the early school years, usually after the first report period. and ;t1
general the difficulties Are related tu school. This is not to say that the
school creates these problems, but the symptoms of low self esteem that

may have been evident earlier (e.g., excessive fearfulness, difficulties
with other children) now collide with school expectations.

As in earlier growth stages, there are developmental tasks being com
pleted. tasks being consolidated, and new tasks to face. Entrance into

kindergarten marks the beginning uf a major life cycle transition that
children lace in their own ways, given their unique background, talents,
aad personality. This Is a key transition, but it is important to remember
that most children have had some kind of group learning experience

prior to kindergarten ranging frum a year of nursery school to 4 or 5
yens in child care. These children, if exposed to developmentally appro
priate practices as recommended in earlier chapters. are worldly wise
veterans of an educational syst m that has encouraged their compe
tence, acceptance, power and control, and moral virtue

There has been a strung, well-meaning tendency to assume that some
children are not ready fv- 'he new demands of school. As a result, chil
dren have been held back or placed in special developmental programs
designed to enable them to mature. However, as described in Chapter 3.

these strategies have nut proven effective (Shepard & Smith, 1986) We

ran no longer justify holding children responsible for becoming ready
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0,1r schools must adjust to be ready to address the diverse needs of
chile en Being ready for these young c hildren includes being prepared
to deal with the variety of their individual talents and temper-
aments. their preschool experiences, and their family backgrounds
and cultures.

The philosophy espoused here, as in earlier chapters, places a strong
emphasis on rvognizing individual differences in development and on
helpin:, children grow as v.:.(able human beings. Against pressures that
tend to focus attention on academic performance, it is important to em-
phasize the broader goals of education:

in advocating a developmentally appropriate orientation for pro,
grams. we believe the emphasis on youngsters as "students" as only
"cognitive systems" should be converted to an emphasis on "children"
as developing human beings. with as much attention given to ti, develop-
ment of humane values (caring, consideration, concern. ahd thoughtful-
ness ) as to the development of dispositions for learning (motivation, per-
sistence and thoroughnessi of cognitive processes. ( Kagan & Zigler. 1987.
p 22 )

There has been little empirical research on aspects of schools that
contribute to optimal self development in general (Goebes & shore.
1974 in part because such effects are more difficult to measure. Yet
there is considerable literature that bears specifically on children's
developing understanding and feelings of competence, power, social
acceptance and morality Recommendations will be made for support-iig developments in each of these important dimensions of
self-evaluation

Competence
Middle childhood is an important p iod for developing a sense of

industry or competence Children need to experience themselves as
growl9g. learning, and developing in valued ways. At the same time,
children inevitably come to recognize that all children have differing
abilities If seq esteem is based on beliefs about comparative ability.
some children are bound to feel inferior, others will feel overly self-satis-
fied In either case, further efforts toward achievement are compromised.
We know that children who are gifted can be plagued with self-doubt, just
as children with disabilities can feel good about their competence. The
developmental task for all children is to evolve an honest sense of their
own competencies that contributes to. xher than detracts from, their
subsequent development.
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Focus on the process Of becoming
competent

Lhapter 3 desc ribe'i how hiIdren begin the school years believing
that competent e Is an int remental process and that effort is related to
ability. They can do better if they just try harder. Soon, however, they
develop a set ond view of competence. seeing it as a fixed entity. Effort is

viewed as the opposite of ability. The inure effortless the accomplish
ment, the higher one's abihty. Although there is validity to this second
notion of (ibility (human abilities span a wide range ), this is a debilitating
Mena when applied to self worth. The value jf people should be mea

wired in terms of hou they use their talents. not in terms of what their
talents are.

In their excellent 'wok. Comlung Young Addetes. Martens, Christina.
Harvey, and Shark (1981 j summarize basic principles aimed at re
warding the Ilk remetital prmess of achieving rather than the outcome

Reward the performance, no' the outcome.
Reward aolletes more for their effort than the actual success.
Rewaid the little things alung the way toward reac.ging the larger goal
Reward not ualy the learning and performant c of sport skills, but also the
learning and performame of emtroonal anc; ;i.cial skills. (p. 421

What do we mean by reitord How children ate rewarded can make
all the difference in whether children focus on the external trappings
oi success or develop mole genuine ommitments to personal and
social improvement.

As we have seen. empty praise and extrinsk, ego oriented rewards.
such as stickers or ribbons, threaten to undermine genuine efforts
toward developing ompelem. e. Children may come to see these rewards
as bribes, or as c ollections to show off ti. others, or as something they
expect regardless of how hard they try.

When ego-oriented rewards drive children, they lose interest in learn
ing for its Own sake. They lend to house the easiest projects, the shortest
books on whir.h IL. report. They concentrate on /alai they can get out of
their work ice cream. $10. a book full of stickers. As teenagers and
adults, they may continue to look for what they can get.

Instead, c luldreii can be praised. encouraged, and recognized for their
genuunt efforts, hard won personal accomplishments, and valued social
commitments. Suk.h rewards support children's appreciation of the in
truism rewards that t. ome from :mproving their own performance, from
figuring out the solution to a challenging problem, from learning some
thing new, and from working together to acedmplish a goal.

Task-oriented classrooms, as we have seen. help children focus on
their own efforts. rather than compa:l.tg their work to others. These
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drildren experience joy in learning. They understand the value of cooper-
ation They are willing to take risks and to try new ideas. Teens and adults
maintain these attitTides. too. in their work and at home, as well as in
their education.

Avoid stereotypes and labels
Adults should never prejudge children's self-characteristics. We know

that teachers place undue emphasis on children's age in judgements of
readiness and frequently misidentify children as having learning disabil-
ities ( Shepard & Smith. 1986). Sex stereotypes are also known to bias
beliefs about children's competencies. Parents have been found to hold
higher expectations of the math abilities of their sons than daughters.
quite apart from their actual abilities. These differer. es predict that girls
will have more disparaging attitudes toward math, and thus experience
lower achievement in math in the high school years (Phillips &Zimmer-
man. 1990. p. 52).

Teachers' biases may have a particularly damaging effect on minority
children Entwisle and Alexar.der (1988) studied factors affecting
achievement test scores and marks of African American and White first
graders Although the CAT test scores of both groups of children were
similar, their parents' expectations were equally high. and they both
studied the same curriculum, there were significant differences in the
marks the children received in reading the first quarter of the year:
African American children scored lower than the White children.
"Furthermore, these first reading marks played a larger role in deter-
mining the later marks of Black than did the first reading marks of the
White" (p. 468).

The authors concluded that teachers. more than parents, were the
important others to the African American students, that absences and
grade retention had more serious consequences for the African American
students, and that "teachers judge the conduct of Black students who are
relatively high achievers to be less satisfactory than that of Blacks who
are not achieving as well" (p. 469).

Children who have real or supposed disabilities and behavior dis-
orders are often assigned labels such as APD (attention deficit disorder).
mentally retarded, dyslexic. auditory learner. or hyperactive. As we saw
in Chapter 1 such labels seem to focus adult attention on children's
limitations, rather than on their strengths. Some children are even
mislabeled As educators we must turn our attenuon toward building
children's strengths and finding ways to help them overcome obstacles.
Passive learning environments, lavish but general praise. and token re-
wards, so common in special education, merely reinforce children's
sense of helplessness.
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Biases occur not only ith respect to intellectual ability, but other
charactenstics as well. Consider the dangers of attributing artistic talent
or creativity to children. Many adults remain incapable of drawing any-
thing more than stick figures because they prematurely concluded that
they weren't artistic or creative. Like intelligence. creativity is too often
treated as a fixed trait. rather than as incremental processes. More than
something you have.- creativity should be iewed as something that
can be developed.

Instruct children in the hows of
success

Teachers of younger children commonly reward effort more than abil-

ity. But this strategy Is nut sufficient. What abuut the child who doesn't
try? The natural conclusion is that this child is lazy, but such a label is
neither accurate nor helpful. Children do not try because they are not
invested in the task andtur they du nut know how to successfully mobi-
lize their efforts for success.

Teddy seemed unable tu apply himself. He was often daydreaming and
expended little effort on his workbook assignments. His teacher and
parents repeatedly told him. "You're not trying.- "You need to work
harder. These harangues. however, brought only temporary improve-
ment. Soon Teddy was back to his old ways. Curiously, little effort was
expended to teach Teddy how to apply himself, to help Teddy discover
the intrinsic pleasures of lear ning. or to introduce more interesting learn-
ing activities. Teddy Was leaf ning that his lack of effort and involvement
was a fixed trait, rather than a skill to be learned, and that school was
dreadful. Teachers can use several strategies to foster the development
of skills that lead to success.

Structure forsuccess. No c hild should experience repeated failure in
the classroom. Repeated failure Is a sign that the educational program is
inappropriate, nut that the child is incompetent or lazy. This point is
nicely made by Barbara Sizemore. a colleague at the University of Pitts-
burgh. She has studied the characteristics of schools where lower-SES

African American hildren achieve high levels of academic success.
Among other qualities, such schools are characterized by high goals, the
clear expectancy that students will achieve these goals,and the supports
needed for such edfievement. As Sizemore (Crittendon, 1990) recently
put it. such schools monitored their [students'] achievement and set up
pacing programs tu help them catch up if they were behind. They [the
students] weren't told You are behind because you':e no good or your
daddy is not good. They were told. 'You are behind because your in

struction was nut well planned. s. unpaged). Changes were then made in
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curriculum and teaching strategies to provide a better match with the
students (see Sizemore, 1987 for details).

Teach strategic thinking. Education is kiidamentally a matter of
teaching students how to engage in strategic, planful actions aimed at
valuable educational goals. Our goal is to develop self-directed, self-mo-
tivated, self-managed, self-regulated learners. To tNs end, programs de-
veloped specifically to train strategic thinking have been shown to en-
hance problem-solving skills as well as the desire to learn Such training
helps students discover that ability is not a fixed trait, but rather can be

created or enhank by means of learning how to better "use your head"
(Covington, 199(J). Similar successes have been demonstrated in teach

ing children social problem-solving skills (Strein, 1988).
How do children learn to solve problems? By tackling real situations in

which they can become invested, not by answering word problems in
math or finding simple answers in their reading books T Ists and wc rk-
sheets lead children to believe that there is only one cori-ect answer,
when in fact for most problems there are many valuable solutions Chil-
dren need plenty of chances to generate possible answers, to experiment
with those they think make the most sense, and to realize the conse-
quences of their decisions.

Y oung children begin to learn problem solving skills as they work out
differences with each other and experiment with ways to solve a block
building or collage dilemma. Older children use these same thinking
skills to confront evci wore complicated tasks. For example, a group of
second graders might be working on a map of their school area What
should be included on the map? How big can the map be^ What materials

will be used? What committees are needed? Adults can help children
frame important questions and encourage children to work together to
come up with workable solutions.

similarly, children Lan learn to sok e social problems by coming up
with possible alternatives (Shure & Spkack, 1978. 1 Jenny, who is moving

from a far-away state, will be coming to the third grade next week What
can the children do to help her feel welcome? At school? In the neighbor

hood? In the city?
Call attention to everyday situations that need solutions How can we

organize a field trip to the planetarium? What can we do about library
books not being returned on time? Why are so many children being
injured on the playground? When t) h::dren aregiven opportunities to find
solutions, they learn to think for themselves. They are indeed competent

With this type of learMng, math, science, reading, writing, art, and
social studies ail overlap ,nd children re( ugnize how useM they can be
Children become meaningfully involved in tL ir learning.
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Build commitment and task involvement. The best way to build a
sense of industry is to successfully engage children in valuable pursuits.
Children feel valued when they re engaged in a significant enterprise.
Too often school is anything but engaging. As an 8-year-old put it to her
5-year-old brother who was apprehensive about beginning grade school,
"But of course you're not supposed to like grade school. It's supposed tobe worse than preschool."

Significant enterprises are easily found in any classroom. Use the ideas
of scaffolding and project webs (Katz & Chard, 1989) to get started. How
can our desks be arranged so that we are most productive? How can
responsibilities for our plants, animals, sports equipment, lunch tickets,
attendance, and other classroom tasks be shared? What can we do about
litter in the hallways?

Curriculum goals in all areas can be met as children select interesting
projects and carry them through.

What c:o plants need to grow? How can we find out? How can we keep
track of what happened? Hqw can we apply what we know to the plantsitt our room? At home?

Let's do a play for the younger children in the schuol: What kind of play
would they like? What actt r!. are needed? How can we choose who
plays the roles') How do we make costumes and sets? What arrange-
ments need to be made for programs, seating arrangements, and re-
freshments?

We'll plan a heritage dineer for our parents. How can we find out where
our ancestors came from? What foods did they like to eat? Where can
we get the recipes and the ingredients? How will we raise the money to
pay for the groceries? Who will print the invitations and menus? What
do we need to prepare the feast? How will we clean up?
Pick up on the children's interests. Build on topics introduced in the

established curriculum Take charge of everyday problems. Make learn-
ing come alive for children!

Overcome the work-play dichotomy. Teachers, parents, and chil-
dren alike too often view school activities in terms of work or play. Work
is supposed to be the real business of school it is required and serious

whereas play is spontaneous and fun (and the great advantage of
preschool) Although teachers acknowledge the importance of play, it is
typicaPy relegated to a secondary role, as an activity after the "real work"is done ( King. 1978'

Hence, the real business of school is portrayed as something unpkas-ant and to be avoided whenever possible, while play is viewed as a
pleasant, self-chosen. but largely unproductive activity. The problem
with this dichotomy is that it tends to preclude thinking that work can be
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a preferred, self-fulfilling activity, or that play can be boring and unpleas-
ant (Sutton-Smith & Kelly-Byrne, 1984 ).

The sense of industry in middle childhood is best supported by activi-

ties that combine elements of work and play. The notion of Flow is one
example. Flow is a state of intense task involvement that can be found in
work and play. Flow occurs in self-chosen activities where there is an
intense concentration of attention, a loss of self -conseicasness, and a
sense of being in t ontrol. Flow experiences have been described in such

diverse activitit as chess playing, surgery, and assembly line work
(Csikszentirihalyi. 1979).

Projects such as those suggested in earlier sections of this chapter,
hobbie:,, and sports simi!arly combine elements of both work and play
Adults -oromote children's deelopment when they expect children to be
deeply engaged in productive pursuits, rather than worrying about
whether their activities are work or play.

Support intrinsic motivation
Children are invulved and committed when activities are intrinsically

rewarding. In schvol, our goal is to help children experience the intrinsic
rewards of curiosity anti wonderment, of helping others and solving
social problems, and of self-improvement.

Of course, children may need considerable support, specific praise,
and encouragement to eventually realize the intrinsic rewards of their
efforts. Learning any new ski!' whether it be reading, swimming, or
soccer, often begins w ith a pi,. Iod of frustration and uncertainty, so
Irequent reassurance during this time is helpful. Some children also need

more encourapment than others.
Researchers have found that teachers of high-SES children tend to

offer little praise and mild criticism, whereas teachers of low-SES chil-
dren and those with learning disabilities use more praise (Licht &
Kistner, 198b ). The reasons fur these differences are not clear. In part
they may show that teachers are being responsive to the legitimate reeds
ot children. But as we have %een, childrei can become too dependent on
external praise, and can benefit from appropriate c; incism Our goal is to

develop children who appreciate the Intrinsic pleasures from solving
prob. ins and expandin their abilities.

Most teachers recopize the importance of intrinsic motivation, but
they often fail to recognize how their oehavior may undermine it One
teacher we know is revered by children because she constantly lavishes
thr..tn with rewards, presents, and praise. She has a reputation of being a

warm and wonderful teacher. But, what is the educational message in this
environment? The message is that education is a trivial pursuit, aimed at

pleasing the teacher and getting trinkets.
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Excessive praise and positive reinforcement put children at risk for
lower self-esteem As Hitz and Driscoll (1988) carefully point out, encour-
agemen( which is task-oriented, is better thanpraise that is ego-oriented
Praise can be useful when it focuses on acknowledging children's efforts
("You sure are working hard"), but can backfire wI;en it focuses compar-ative ability or achievement.

Send messages high in information, As Martens et al. (1981) care-
fully point out, good coaches provide specific informatior, relevant to
improving skills, as opposed to global judgements of praise or condem-
nation For example, they discuss a study of the verbal communications
of a famous coach of a college basketball team. Two psychologists foundthat 75% of his messages gave specific instructions, 12% consisted of
requests to hustle, 7% were praise, and6% were scolds. In another study,they note that Little League coaches who provided more instructions
were evaluated more positively by players than coaches who gave gen-
eral encouragement This was particularly true for players who were low
in self-esteem Above all, these players wanted to kndw specifically how
to improve their skills.

Help set appm.priate personal
standards

As children enter the school years, they begin to evaluate themselves
according to new standards of achievement. They need considerable
help in determining what appropriate standards are for themselves.
Sometimes children set standards too high for themselves, and are then
distraught by the slightest failure, other times standards set are too low,
so children are satisfied with mediocre performance.

The intolerance many children have for their mistakes must not be
overlooked when introducing children to new skills. Tonya a first grader,
began to develop stomach aches every Thursday. Her mother finally
realized they oc-urred on gym days. With much probing, it turned out
that Tonya, a perfectionist and a top student in math and reading, had
heard the student teacher announce that they were going to learn to
dribble the basketball in gym. Knowing there was no way she could do
this higher level physical feat, Tonya agonized about her potential failureso much that her stomach did rebel. Fortunately, her mother was obser-
vant and could help Tonya begin to understand that perfection is not
always necessary. and that with practke, she could be an adequate, if not
an outstanding, dribbler.

James ( 1890) argued that self-esteem is the ratio of success over pre-
tention An important task of middle childhood is to Let the appropriate
pretentions or standards of achievement.Standards that are too high will
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result in frustration and feelings of defeat. Standards that are tuu low will
result in self satisfaction with little mothation for improvement.

Help develop differentiated
self-concepts

As children undertake new challenges in the early school years, when
they still have undifferentiated iews of their competence, they are prone
to extremes in self evaluation. Some children defend the view that they
are all smart (or lovable, or powerful, or good) whereas others defend the
view that they are all dumb (hated, weak, or bad). From her clinical
practice. Harter (1977) describes the following examples:

A bright sensitive 7 year old boy who had been diagnosed as dyslexic.
was convinced that there was not a smart bone in his body. He felt that he
was "all dumb."
Another patient. a bright 6 year old boy. was referred because of a tre-
mendous problem of acting out aggressively both at home and at school.
where he demonstrated extremely poor impulse control. He was con-
vinced that he was "all bad" and that there was nothing commendable
about his behavior.

Another related manifestation is the tendenty of some young children to
vacillate from one extreme to the other Even though today they may feel
"all happy." tomorrow some event may tause a dramatit shdt toward the
opposite pole at w. ch they can only express their strong feelings of
anger. (pp. 418-419)

Such children need support in de% eloptng a more differentiated, realis-
tic, and stable sense of self. Harter (1977 ) describes methGjs she used
with a 6-year old girl who viewed herself as all dumb. Throt gh the use of
role playing (with the adult acting as student) and draw) ags, this girl
gradually was able to rekognize that there were smart parts ,)f herself too
(see Figure 2 ),

Although teachers cannot be therapists, they can nonetneless be sen-
sitive to extremes in children's self feelings and take time to point uut the
many asp( s of selves. encouraging children to maintain a more
balanced pe: dective.

Power
Competence and power arc closely intertwined issues in middle child-

hood In the case of power. our goal is tu ensure that children feel they are
capable of exer&ing contr.); over their beha itur, rather than being help-
less victims of forces beyond their control. Childrenwhu see themselves
as victims regard their behavior as dependent upun external furces (ex-
ternal locus of control ) or upon internal, fixed traits (low ability).
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Figure 2. K's subsequent modifications of the smart-dumb drawing.

From A t(ignime.bevelopmental Approah to Children s Expressions of Conflicting
Feelings and a Tet hnique to Fau Mate Smh Expression in Pla, TheraN" by S Hartet,
1977, Journal of Consultor!: and Chnual Psjclwluk. 45. p 127 Copyright ('1977 by
American Psychological Association. Reprinted by permission

Power and Lompetence are enhanLed !.sy methods descrraed in the
previous section. aimed at ensuring that children experience success in
their active efforts tu achieL,e personal L,alued goals. Other sh:tegies are
considered here.

Foster healthy competition
Concern about power raises the issues of Lompetition, social cumpari

suns, and status. As described in Chapter 3, the primary school years are
characterized 1..y strung tendencies toward comparing, competing, and
ranking individuals according to their relative strengths, abilities,
beauty, talents, or w hate% er. Not surprisingly, these tendencies are man
!tested in children's play as they begin to engage in formal competitive
games.

Depending upon how they are directed, children's competitive tend
enues can be either cutistructA,e or destructive. Appropriate competi
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tkm can be an extremely pow (III,' and positive met ;ianism to promote
cooperation and self-developmt..

Competition is neither good nor eil as silt h is merely a means by
which we compare our abilities and efforts )%ith others under agreed-upon
issues Whether competition is health) depends on hou we compete and
the significant ve place on winning (Martens et al.. 1981)

The key %) healthy competition is to ensure that winning and ego-
oriented success are marlr se«Indary to higher values of fairness, coop-
eration. and personal dev elopment. Good t. uat hing, whether in sports or
regular classroom activities. ensures that all children feel empowered
with a larger, cooperative sot ial enterprise ( see Martens. Christina, Har-
vey. & Sharkey. 1981 ).

Competitive activities must be very carefully introduced In we eat ly
school years (see Kamii & DeVries. 1980, Passer, 1988 ). Children are just
beginning to understand that w:nning and losing areal! a part of the game
(in play, like real life Chi'dren need many low -pressure opportunities to
explore this new domain of at tiv ity, where they Lan learn to playfully risk.
and tolerate defeat "It" games are a particularly appropriate and popular
kind of self selected competition in the primary years. Games such as
'*Duck. Duck. Goose" and "Mother. May I?" help children deal with
rivalry of powers in a '..layful. non stressful me oiler. Unlike more com-
plex team games wht:re there are many differe it roles and one ultimate
winner. It games have a simple role strut ture ( h. not Iti with no ultimate
winner,

Appropriate competition also int hides seirt ompention. with efforts
directed toward improving one's ow ii performant e. the performance
tit the class as a whole And at ages 7 and S. many t hildreit enjoy develop-
mentally appropriate initiations into the world (if team sports (Passu,
1(188 ) Contrary to some reports of early stressful «impetition. sports
organizations can and often do employ well-developed ( iaclung prac-
tices that ensure positive experient es ( see Martens et al.. 1981 ).

Capitalize on strengths
Underscoring each child's strengths tan be done in grade school as

children come to recognize the excellent athlete, the soc !ally competent
child who can maintain group «ihesion, and the exciting reader who can
make a story line resonate with emotion.

Chuck, a boy with a mild, specific learning disability, held court as the
neighborhood leader of about eight t hildren ( mostly younger) who
adored him They were intrigued by his novel play ideas and his enor-
mous enthusiasm He st cmed undaunted by his niedioc re academic per-
formance and relished the powerful position he had at school and at
home as tiv play initiator and leader Every 4, hild has many strengths.
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Astute teachers w ifl recogruze them and encourage duldren to build
upon and expand their strengths.

Acceptance
Social relationships in the school age child have been underscored as

one of the hallmarks of this age. Hav ing and bei..g a friend uccupie rnuch
uf the slhool dge child's thinking and pursuits. The nurmal ups and
dow ns uf these relationships luve been noted in Chapter 3, but persistent
rejection poses a senous threat tu children's sense uf self. Children alsu
continue tu 11..ve a strung need fur adult acceptance and approval, su
negative teacher attitudes can seriously affect peer acceptance.

Teachers have a responsibility and the opportunity tu assist children
who are experiencing ty pica! difficulties with peers. The following
guidelines seem appropriate. Fur children with seriuus problems,
teachers are urged to contact the school psychologist ur uther similar
resource professional.

Respect children's social relations
Children's social relations should be taken seriously . The luss uf a

good friend can be a profoundly distressing event to d child. Adults need
to be prepared tu listen to and respect the growing depth uf children's
feelings. Rubin ( 1980 ) provides a guud summary of the ;espectful
approadi needed with regard to supporting children's developing
social skills:

Rdther than pushing sot idl skills intenst ranindteb. ddults should respet t
the redi different es between children that idutivate some to establish
friendly relations with mdny others. some tu toncentrdte on une or tuu
close friendships. dnd surne tu spend a guud deal uf time by :Iiemselves
Any of the pdtterns (Tidy be satisf)ing dnd dppropridte tu a particuldr
Adults must disu retugnize thdt there dre mdny persondl attributes. sum if
them relatively iminuteible. which dre likely, tu affect the way a child is
viewed by his [ur her] peers in a particular setting. including physkal
dppedrdnce.athletic pruwess, intellectudl abihties. dnd family beickgruund.
As a result, different children mo be best equipped with sumewh differ
ent skills of friendship. [-lawny, ddults must be sensitive to events in diil
dren s lives that mdy witierhe prublems with mdking ur keeping friends
Muving tu d new sdiuul or neighburhoud may create special difficulties.
and so may stressful fdmily events such as divurce. fur the must part.
lhildren lean the skills uf friendships nut frum eidults, but frum each uther,
But pdrents dud Welchers Iiu dre sensitive tu indiv id children's distinc
titre needs and ircumstante in facilitate this leaf dig. (pp. 59 60)
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Break vicious cycles
katz and Chard 1.1989 w rite of the ret ur ring qt. les children rt into

that is. ome an individual has a given behavior pattern. reacdons to
hun or her tend to cti . it more of that behavior or characteristic"
(p. 2t, ). Moremer. liildr. ii develop reputations that are often difficult

to overcome.
Breaking such negative l.)A. les requires inter% ention with both individ

mils 'And groups. The target individual needs specifit oaching to change
their behavior. while group dy IIaiiIIs must be modified to support tht
t hanges. Nelsen's ol987guideliiies for lass meetings may be espeiially
useful in working through these issues with children.

Coach social skills
children who are rejet ted ofien suffer from poor so t. ial skil6. ft is not

helpful to simply entourage sutli hildren to be nicer or more friendly.
They need spet Iui guidante on how to Unprove their social behavior.

coaching techniques hav e be, n do eloped that have proved to be
remarkably su M. essful in improving sot ial behat ior (see Asher (Ci. Ren
shaw. 1981 ). These tet hmques variously include the following compo
nents:

1. c lardy the partit ular sot ial oii epts and behav tors that need to be
addressed. SUL /I as the idea that aggre ssion doesn't soh e problems.

2. Dna uss the t tint ept and beim% tors with children and t onsider alter
native methods for problem solving.

3. Practice the skills through role playing with classmates.
4. coat It t hildren in the use of the lout epts and behaviors in real situa

tions.

Foster prosodal behador. Prusutial helm% ior is fo. :ered by giving
high priority to social %Ales and indut mg cldldren to think about the
interpersonal consequences of their behaior. How do you think Toby
feels when you never let hun play?" What is it that mmoys you?" "Is
there a way we can solve this problem so Tolty can play?" This is an area
where teat hers t (in work to model the behaiors they expet t from chil
dren.

Avoid favoritism
Many grade school teachers reward quiet children for their passivity

and shun the Inure rambunt nous children. who Lome to see the teacher
as aa enemy. not an ally. We knob. a second grade teaclier with an
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excellent reputation as a teacher ot reading and WI a fair disciplinarian.
She makes allies of the children who come to her with reputations as
'hell raisers "She selects them as her helpers, takes their hands on trips,

and saves a seat beside her at story time, not as punishment but as
an honor for herself "I really like being with you" is her attitude,
and the children respond with relief, mutual respect, and greatly
improved behavior.

Observe behavior, especially at
recess and lunch

The best and worst social behaviors occur in relatively unsupervised
contexts, where teachers can note ih hich children are bullying, which are
being victimized, and which are maintaining solid friendships. Although
children need opportunities to solve their own sodal problems, teachers
need to monitor and intervenew hen children's solutions become persis':-
ently negative &n ethos of fairness, kindness, and respect should per-
vade school life, inside and outside the classroom.

Moral virtue
We have touched on the virtues uf goudness and badness that children

continue to struggle Nith As mentioned in Chapter 3. fairness is the
dominant moral standard for middle childhood. Teachers must be stan-
dard bearers for fairness There are innumerable opportunities for teach-
ers to demonstrate tt:eir own attitudes concerning fairness during the
school day.

Treat children fairly
Teachers are not immune to biases that inevitably will influence their

responses to children There are some children who are very difficult to
appreciate and accept, but as caring and sensitive adults we must moni-
tor our responses These children meet rejection everywhere, so teach-
ers can devk- strategies as mentioned here to help such children feel
more accepted.

When they lack training and awareness, teachers are often biased in
their attitudes and behaviors toward particular social groups. Teachers
have been found to be remarkably unaware of the reality of racism
( Milner, 1983) or unw illing to deal with it (Schofield, 1981). Both African
American and White teachers have been found to have more negative
perceptions of African American than of White children (Washington,
1982) Teachers also have been found to be less fair and understanding of
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lower-SES children L Hetherington, 1971 ). Age. abilities, and sex are other

areas for knonitoring our own fairness.
Teachers must examine their attitudes and work to modify them

through self-examination. Lonferent. es with supervisors, and work
shops to sensitize themselves to bluld spots and prejudices (Derman
Sparks et al.. 1989 ).

Meat children honestly
The need for t. mstrut tit e critit ism implies that authenticity is essen

nal in these years when children are deteloping a new sense of responsi-

bihty. luldren are more astute than eer at picking up falseness and

dishonesty from teat. hers. Fake and indisLriminate praise becomes
meaningless to hildren, and they often mock the adult who uses it.

Expect individual responsibility
thildren need to know that adults have standards. Their are times that

children should feel guilty about their behavior, but adults need to in
duce ;uilt sparingly. for just sausts. and with a good rationale "How do

you think he feels %lien you tall hnn ratso' How can you help him feel
betterr is more effective than shaming a child.

thddren need to gradually karn hot, to appreciate constructive criti
cism. Healthy people are open to t ritit ism and hange. There is no place
whatsoever for shaming students, but teat hers should hold children
responsible for their actions.

I lwre is no more Om titre fat ilitatur of moral detrelopment than fostering
children s wilhrigness to take responsibility for guod and bad deeds
This sense ul respunsibthiN goes to the heart of moral haracter what
was once called moral fiber Damon. 1988 )

Although Amerik ,kns often hurry t hildrta too fast into sports. dating.
and the like t Elkiiid. 19fi there Is HO su ii hurry ing toward moral and
social responsibility. I n fat t. many Amerk an L:.'ldren seem to suffer from

being given ton httle responsibility Rather than believing that children
must be shielded f rum real obl igt ions for as holt; e,s possible, we need to

do pre( isely the opposite. Entrust tht m with serious functions as soon as

they are ready and able to oejt,rm them ( Damon. 1988).

hildren (+dually thrie oil respoasibility and take great pride in un
dertakmg real jobs at wIu Ii they do well. Ui-der the pressure of reaching
a deadlnie kir this projet t. three young relatildes, who were visiting the
office. were pressed into serv n e to help t op), and t ollate the vast amount
of material. The older t hzld. age W. ran the copy machine and the two
younger t. hildren. ages 8 and «illated. stapled, and numbered the
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pages The work pre empted a planned boat trip, but th, hildren were
exhilarated by the challenge of helping us meet our deadline.

Changing the structure of
classrooms

In large measure, self esteem is suppurted by nothing more or less
than developmentall% opprupnate proLnLes The strategies outlined here
are undergirded by a child centered philosophy with roots in the pro-
gressive school movement earlier in this century. Yet, despite numerous
efforts toward reform, remarkably little has changed in the structure of
most prI try school classrooms. School life is still largely organized
around a 19th century model of work. Like factory workers, children are
trained to sit quietly be well behaved, and work hard doing their piece-
work It is assumec that scam individuals w Il make It in the highly
competitive world of 'vork. whereas uthers will fail, largely due to their
own lack of effort.

Most teachers recognize flaws in this value system, and espouse higher
goals for education Children need to be socialized to appreciate that
let rning, like work, is not passive, but active, not an mdividual enter-
prise, but a cooperative one, and not an one! ous task, but a self- and
socially fulfilling one Covington ( 1989 ) summarizes these higher goals of
education as:

Satisfying one s curiosity and propagating a sense of wonder.
Helping others or more broadly stated. committing oneself to solving
society's problems
Mastery or self improvement be( oming the best that one can be
(p. 102).

Most teachers espouse these c, alues, but major barriers must be over-
come to implement them Overwhelmed with pressures of mandated
testing and problems with classroom management, many teachers end
up rewarding children for little more than the mundane goals of listening
to the teacher, doing their work, and nut getting into trouble. Children are
socialized into the passive role of student instead uf the active role of
learner "I have no time to do interestiag projects," complained a
teacher, responding to a parent's concern that his child was bored. "We
are mandated with certain curricular goals and uur children are tested
monthly to assess their progress And children these days have so many
problems My goal is to help them develop good work habits."

Teachers often express this helplessness. What can I do, given these
demands" Much can be done. Changing the reward structure of a
classroom takes planning and preparation, but it also turns teaching and
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learning into d joy instead of a chore. Not only will children be more
motivated, but they will achiec,e higher standards of performance

How does one change the reward structure of a classroom? There are a
variety 01 methods that Coc,ington (1989) collectively describes as equity
structures. The Mdln idea Is to equaltze rel.vards and motivation for learn
mg such that all students sitl expe. Ience the higher vilues of education,
regardless of differences in actual ability and achlevement That is equal
opportunity education with equity in diversity. What better way could
there be to build upon school k. hildren's natural preoccupation
with fairness?

There are a variety of equity structures that may be combined to meet
different educationc.. goals. Briefly, they include cooperative learnirig
where individuds achiec,e some standard of excellence to mark their own
suct ess by contingency contracts, in which students and teachers collabo
rate to set gthils and rewards fur self-directed learning Or, standards
Ilidy be set by the teacher, ho aims children toward a given kvel of
mastery. Mastery learning assumes that all students w .1 succeed in
achieving a given standard regardless of ability, w hen v en sufficient
time, support, and practice (Covington, 1989).

Tneredre many excellent statements about the principles of good early
clukihood education, most specifically NACYC's Deuelopmentally Appro
prude Practices in Early Childhood Programs St,rung Children frc -1 Birth

Thr(,ugh Age 8 (Bredekamp, 1987). We have chosen to focus on one
spet ihi methodology s dll example of the way classrooms can be reorga
mzed, namely Katz and Chard's (1989) project method

Katz and Chard k 1989 ) describe in depth the rationale and implemei
tation of a method that echoes Bloom's proposal ( 1976) for teaching

mastery learning.
In a number of short-term studies om piled in his book, he shows the
positive effect of mastery learning on the d's interest in subjects. Ac
(ording to Bloom this is because Lhddren's perkeptior... of themselves as
adequate or madequate n sc Iloul affect their , iews of sLhool and ultimately
their sense of self (Busch-Rossnagel & Vance, 1982. p. 458)

Katz and Chard k 1989 ) hay e delineated four categories of learning
goals that can be implemented through the project method.

1. Acquisition of knowledgo. Teachers must understand "how chil
dren s knowledge dekelops and what they can understand as develop
ment proceeds t p. 21). -While parents contribute formally and spon
taneously to t hildren's understand;ng, teachers are the adults in
children s lives who undertake this rt le deliberately dnd intentionally
(see Katz, 1984 )" ( pp. 21 22).

Tea( hers provide the structure for the acquisition of knowledge, tai
loring it to children s dewlopmental levels. Kindergartners who are
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studying about how houses are built might visit a construction siie sev-
eral times, write experience stories about what they saw, read Building a
Houw (Barton, 1981), draw pictures or make models of the various stages
of construction, and use simple carpentry tools such as hammers and
saws.

Third graders would be led by their teacher to consider the topic more
extensively In addition to regular site visits, perhaps they would
research the types of maicrials used, find out about local zoning and
building codes, interview construction workers about their jobs, take
photc-,raphs of the steps involved, and build self-selected, complex
carpentry projects.

2. Acquisition of s:dlls. -Skills are small units of lion that can be
fairly easily observed or inferred from observable behaviors- (Katz &
('hard, 1989, p 25) Children acquire many skills spontaneously, but
adults still must guide learning of bask skills. Katz and Chard broaden
the traditional view of academic skills to include sodal and communica-
tive competencies.

The housing project, just described, enabled the children to put to
good use and expand thei, skills in language, reading, math, science, art,
social studies. and a host of other areas, noile of which were fragmented.

3. Development of dispositions. Disposition, for learning are "rela-
tively enduring habits of mind and action, or tendenues to respond to
categories of experiencts across cl isses of situations (Katz, 1985f (Katz
& Chard, p 30) Here the authors are referring to dispositions such as
"curiosity, resourcefulness. independence, initiative, responsibility, and
other positive dispositions" (p. 30).

Teaching strategies such as the project mctlidd are aimed at building
on these dispositions, for it is clear that we A re educating children to live
in a world whose challenges we Lan only imagine and for which flexible
learning strategies will be essential. Consider how children can be en-
couraged when we use teaching strategies which stimulk e positive d.s-
positions:

"How can we find out?" rather than "This is the way it is."
"Whz will happen if . .?" rather than "See what happens."
"Who remembers when we mixed the newspaper and water and
wrapped it around balloons? How are our projects different than they
were yesterday?"
"Why do we . .?" rather than "Because I said so."
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The enthusiasm and true curiosity uf the teacher helps keep alive the
dispositions fur learning cultivated in good preschools and homes

4. Development of feelings. Kutz and Chard (1989) mince no words
about how teaching strategies affect a child's sense of sclf.

In principle, when a young child's cunfuion, misunderstanding, misc n
ceptions. and other difficulties do not cause the teacher to modify the
instruction, vary the material, or otherwise tu change her approach, the
child may learn to feel helpless, hopeless, inadequate, and generally in
competent. Indeei, in su,h a situation the child is incompetent (p 40)

We cannot change children's abilities, but we can focus on their com
petenues, provide instruction tu advance their competence, and recog
nize the feelings aroused when a child is made to feel incompetent ("An
other mistake! When will yuu learn?"), puwerless (No recess for you! You
must practice yuur numbers"), friendless (Naaughn can't play here any
more. He's too wild for you"), and bad ("That's the third time you hit
Marcus. Shame un yuu. Wait till I tell yuur mother how bad y uu are') How
easy it is to find examples uf destructike but common teaching and
parenting practices.

(kith the kinds uf challenges projects prok ide fur children, disruptive
behavior lessens as interest rises. Enforced passikity results in acting
out behavior. The program is at fault, yet the child is left tu feel bad.

Combine teaching strategies
Here is another example uf huw the project approach takes form
In a developmentally oriented kindergarten the children began to

spuntaneuusly play haunted huuse in the block corner. They designed
the walls uf the huuse with large blocks, through which they wove their
way un a small wheeled platfurm. They decided tu draw scary pictures to
put un the walls uf the haunted huuse and added hand printed signs, for
which sume needed help with the spelling, "Beyvare ot the Ghosts."
"Monsters ove.r here"

Then they decider' tu charge admission end carefully made uut tickets
and pretend muney. One uf the children was ticket seller and Another was
ticket taker, both used their couating skint., as did the chiliren creating
the tickets and muney. Although this began with une group of children,
the whule class soon gut caught up in it. One group tuuk on the ref reth
ment stand and the usual snack time was incorporated into the play,
with chiluren buying their juice and crackers with the pretend money
they made.

This spuntaneous project used the dispositiuns fur learning deemed
necessary by Katz and Chard (1989, p. 31 ) simultaneous acquisition of
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knowledge (amusement parks are a part of most children's experiences),
skills (beginning reading, writing, and math), desirable dispositions (en-
thusiasm, initiative, autonomy, cooperation, and social competence),
and feelings (this project was a lot of fun and a source of gratification for
everyone).

In conclusion, we believe that self-esteem is best supported in middle
childhood by getting children involved in valuable pursuits. Attention
should be focused on how to restructure classrooms in order to more
fully and equitably engage each child in the higher values of education
and work In the process, children will experience themselves in genu-
inely valuable ways, as active learners, socialproblem solvers, and devel-
,- ping human beings Teachers can take the opportunity to help children
sift through a multitude of rich self-experiences, inclu6ing both suc-
cesses and failures, to develop a realistic, yet optimistic, sense of who
they are and what they can become.
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_____aapter
Summary and implications

for policy

HAVIN6 READ THIS BuCK, SOME PRACTITIONERS ARE BOUND TO SAY, "SO

what! W e knew this!. In part this is true. Many excellent early child-
hood educators have known intuitively, and from their readings and

experiences. which practices do or don't enhance self-esteem.
But knowing is different from knowing that we know. To the extent that

our knowledge has been intuitive, our field has Leen vulnerable, we are
accused of espousing suft science. Most of us have, at one time or an
other, sputtered and retreated cwith lowered self-esteem!) under the
barrages of "But where's your date- We hope that some of the research
cited in this book will buttress tLe excellent intuitions which have guided

and should continue to inform our practices with young children
Early childhood educators can feel justifiably proud and confident

about a tradition that has long emphasized the importance of children's
developing sense of self. Yet, it would be a mistake to feel self satisfied
We must admit that we often hace been guilty of exceedingly vague
pronouncements about the importance of self esteem. And practices
have rarely lived up to ideals. Sensitivity to the inner needs of children
has often been sacrifi, ed to the external pressures for achievement and
classroom management. We hope this monograph will inspire self
examination, do we mean by self-esteem, and how wel! do we in fact

implement supportive practices?
We have attempted to avoid the common mistake of isolating self

esteem from the larger context uf children's or our own lives. And

we have insisted that self-eoteem is nut a trivial pursuit that can be built
by pepping children up with empty praise, extra pats, and cheers of
support. Such efforts are temporary at best, and deceptive at worst. Our
child en need coaches, nut cheerleaders. They need part nts and profes
sionals who know the game and (Atli engage and guide children in the
serious and playful business of growing up.
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The goal of this volume has been to take us parents, teachers, admin-
ktrators, policy makers beyond naive conceptions of self-esteem as an
isolated entity, and toward understanding self-esteem as a dynamic,
multidimensional phenomenon that must be viewed in the larger context
of children's social, cognitive, moral, and personality development. Chil-
dren are active participants in their developing sense of self, acting and
interpreting what they do and what happens to them. Love and trust,
power, autonomy, Ihnits, initiative and morality, industry and compe-
tence, as well as sociability, self control, and persistence, all play a com-
pelling, lasting role in how children feel about themselves as people.

Self-esteem is a complex and elusive phenomenon. We have long rec-
ogniied the importance of people's thoughts and feelings about them-
selves, but we are just beginning to understand how these thoughts and
feelings actually develop New methods and measures are providing the
first-hand scientific basis for our intuitions.

New research inspires both confidence and humility. There is no doubt
about the central importance of children's developing thoughts and feel-
ings about themselves And we can be assured that self-esteem is sup-
ported by developmentally appropriate practices. Yet we still know so
little about the elusive and many sided phenomenon of self. There is no
simple way in which children can be inoculated with positive self-
esteem.

In summary, we will sketch our major foundations, and the general
implications from the research, with some broad recommendations to
policy makers based on what we currently know about what leads to
development of a healthy sense of self.

jor foundations
1. Beyond intuitions and global measures of self-esteem, current re-

search provides a more detailed picture of the multi-faceted phenome-
non of self-esteem.

Self -esteem is integrally related to the development of values and
moral character, as well as the development of personality.
Concepts and feelings about the self develop in conjunction with the
social, cognitive, moral, and personality developmert of the child.
Four major aspects of self-evaluations are acceptance, power/con-
trol, competence, and moral virtue.

2. Children develop self understanding tl pogh collaboration with sig-
nificant others, from which they k onstruct a sense of self and a sense
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of the value of that self From birth children are an active part of a
system that includes aad c ultural context of the family cnd

t ie wider world.

The proc esses of attachment and sepai,tion individuation are inte
gral to the development of the self in relat: in with others. parents,
siblings, peers, caregivers, and teachers.
Self-esteem is a life-long developmental process, not a static entity,
which has its roots in the developing and consolidating of the sense
of self in early childhood.
children are active partic ipaIts in the dev elopment of their sense of

self, cognitively and behaviorally. Self-esteem does not simply
mirror values and expectancies of others.
Self-esteem develops in the ontext of changing life tasks and chal
lenges.
Children develop senses of resilience, power, competence, trust,
and optimism from repeated experiences in which they transform
negative states into positive ones.
Persistently positive, as well as persistently negative, self feelings

place children at risk. The danger here lies in the narcissistic self
absorption of children who have not reccived authentic feedback

and dre to fac e the very real challenges of school and
peer expectations.
Peer relationships and adult-child relationships provide different
contexts and different standards of self-evaluation.

Implications
Part of this book emphasizes spec ific practices designed to address

self-esteem issues. Practitioners can be guided by the general principles
which have emerged from informed practice and research.

lieneral standards of prac tice need to be upgraded, consktent with
NALN i. $ guidelines for developmentally appropriate practice, that are

undergirded by the research cited here.
Self-esteem is supported by optimally balancing high nurturance and

support with appropriately high standards, challenges, and restric
bons. The concepts of scaffolding, authoritative parenting, and optimal
frustration all provide models of this balance. Thus, parents and care
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givers may place toys slightly out of reach of babies, but also supply a
lap on which the babies can play with these toys. Grade school teach-
ers individualize reading by providing a variety of literacy experiences
( dictated stories, diaries, stop and read times during the day in which
children can choose books ) ith all children expected to participate at
their own levels.

Self-esteem is supported 1:, generally good standards of practice (such
as those espoused by NAEYC), not by special booster techniques, such
as offers of pizza for reading a certain number of books per month.
Self-esteem is supported by teaching children in skills and problem-
solving techniques needed to achieve personally desired goals. Tech-
niques that enable children Zo become strategic thinkers and social
problem solvers need to be more widely understood and implemented.
Different aspects of self-esteem love and acceptance, power and
control competence and moral virtue must be supported in different
ways For example. the need for adult love andacceptare is absolutely
essential for babies, by school agc unconditional positive regard must
he tempered with fair and honest evaluations of what is acceptable and
why Autonomy assertions in toddlerhood are a part of self-definition;
grade-school children need the freedom to exercise their autonomy in
approaching learning tasks.
Practitioners should be sensitive and responsive in dealing with chil-
dren's thoughts and feelings about themselves. Teachers and other
caregivers need to see that children's learning and behavior is strongly
alio led by these thoughts and feelings. They need to help children
interpret self experiences, collaborating to develop authentic, adap-
tive self-understanding.

Self-esteem is best supported b engaging c hildren in valuable, intrin-
sically challenging enterprises. The project method of teaching. in
which children and teachers work together on a project, is an ideal
vehicle for integrating skills, knowledge. dispositions for learning,
and feelings.

Most primary school classrooms need to be restructured, using
various equity structures, so that all children can experience the
higher values and intrinsic rewards of education. Discovery, helping
others, and self-improvement.

Teachers need better preparation and support to enable them to re-
spond to the diverse individual needs of children entering school.
Rewards should be task-oriented, encouraging effort and self-
improvement Ego oriented praise and extrinsic r kards are not good
ways to build self esteem. Letter grades should n be used with early
grade school children, rather they need differentiated reports shared
at intervals with parents, as is the practice in many fine preschools.
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Classrooms need to be guided by clear values that emphasize the
special identity of each individual in conjunction with her or his ability

to contribute to the larger social good. Such values are best taught in

practice. through genuine experiences, rather than by empty preach-

ing or abstract discussions. Anti-bias materials and activities, as out-

lined by the Anti-Bias Curriculum. are highly recommended (Derman-

Sparks et at, 19891. Rich learning experiences should be °mbedded in

the everyday structure of the center rather than a once-a-year token

recognition, for example, of Martin Luther King. Jr.

Efforts should be made to match teachers' personalities and training

with age characteristics of children. All teachers and other caregivers

should have a strong background in child dfelopment with early
childhood teachers trained in methodologies emphasizing a develop-

mental understanding of skill and knowledge acquisition

The ethos of all classrooms should be marked by an emphasis on

the values of mutual respect, cooperation. empathy, and fairness
Classrooms need to be st.uctured to ensure that teachers have oppor-

tunities to respoli..1 to. discuss, and model tisc.se values Careful moni-

toring must ensure that instnces of cruelty, prejudice, and victiniza-

tiol are addressed and eliminated.
Authenticity and specifiutT in response to children should guide care-

givers and teachers in their work with children. Honest feedback to
specihc behaviors helps children grow and change more than global

comments such as "good job,"
In-service and during-servke (Mix ities or teachers and principals
should be designed to foL us on ways toenhance the various aspects of

self-esteem (affection, power,(ontrot competence, and moral virtue)

rather than attempting to address self-esteem as a global entity to be

elevated by praise and other extrinsic rewards.

No children should be in 4111 environment where they persistently
experience themselves as failing, unaccepted. powerless, or bad

No children should be in an environment where they are persistently
rewarded and praised for trivial activities as if they were in happiness

factories

Implicationp for policy
and research

What general policies should be implemented to support .he develop-

ment oi self-esteem? This question ultimately leads to fundamental con-

siderations of our values and priorities as a society. How can we ensure

that all individuals are given the support, guidance. and opportunities
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essential for the development of a healthy sense of self' This issue was

tile focus of Toward a State of Esteem (California Task Force, 1990 ) This

task force examined the role of self-esteem in the cont..xts of child In

treatment, failure in schools, teenage pregnancy. crime and violence,

chronic welfare dependency. and alwho and drug abuse Althy.igh self
esteem is not the simple or direct cause of these societal fib *his book

indicates the broad steps that must be taken to tu.nsform how we care for

ii lividuals in our society.
In recognizing the magnitude of the problem. it is important not to be

overwhelmed by it. There is a temptation to suggest that we need more of

everything money, programs. trainibo. salaries, and so forth to ad-

dress the problems of self-esteem (which is true). but we prefer to em-
phasize the importance of smaller, local steps toward change As they say

in the environmental movement. "Think globally, act locally " In this
regard, ovington t 19901 argues that change is most likely to occur when

local groups work cooperatively to solve specific social problems.

Benefits are most likely to result when the target group say. school-aged

children in a particular conanumty is immersed in a circle of positive.
interlocking influences in the form of parental health education programs
church-based outreac h groups. and «immunity service organizations
Only by harnessing a number of preventive and promotion strategies in
pursuit of a single goal will we have much reason for ontimism about
solving the many chronic and c ostly social problems that ttreatep the
well-being of our c Wens And. in the last analy sis. perhaps the most unify
mg and worthy goal is the promotion of feelings of individual and collective

esteem tp

In fundamental ways we have long known what constitutes qualk; care
urrently there is an abundance of literature describing successful

methods of practice. It is time to get our acts together. Much can be
accomplished by prat titioners who not only espouse the value of self

esteem. but also take concrete steps to ensure better practice.: to

support it.
self-esteem can be an organizing theme for all kinds of progr

chan1;s7s aimed at improving early c hildhood education One could 'arger
parents. emphasizing pa r.mtal needs for Mipport as well as skills in devel-

oping positive attachments. supporthe scaffolding, and authori'ative
discipline with their c hildren. Teachers .tlso need more support and
skills. Education. superv !mon, w or kAhops, in service programs, and sala

ries all need to be improved toward the goal of increasing professional

competence.
More specifically, we rewmmend that practitionem begin by examin

mg their own programs in schools, churches, hospitals. Head Start.
child care. family-based child care. home based programs. government

tzgencies, teacher education institutions, and elsewhere to see if they

are implementing prat tices that foster healthy self esteem Self esteem
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Children develop senst s of resilience. pou er. competence. trust. and opti-
mism from repeated cyperiences in aim ii the,v transform negativestates
into positive ones.
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IS all excellent tow( to organize thinking and assessments of practice
Many programs already include self esteem as a primary objective It is
worthwhile. we think. to reconsider this objective, being careful to go
beyond platitudes and thergeneralizations to consider specific issues
and practices. We found method to be very useful in fostering our
own thinking. We asked hers to select a child in their classrooms
whom they believed had low self esteem. Group discussion then focused

around the behaviors that ' low self esteem, the seeming causes.
anti the practices that were beilig used or could be used to alleviate it
One such discussion led to the following insights. "Self-esteem is like an
abbreviation for everything that's going on there." "Thinking about self
esteem (IS either high or low misses all the middle." "There are some
children that show just certain things [negative], but when you sit down
and look at t he chi ld (IS a w hole, she does other [positive] things." "Praise
doesn't strengthen his good behavior, it abbreviates it."

We know that there is often a wide gap between ideals and reality
Practitioners commonly acknowledge the importance of being sensitive
and responsive to the indit idual needs of children, and most believe that
they in fat t are. But w hen ghen a chance to examine their actual prac
tices. they may be surprised at how much their interactions are domi
nated by directing and telling children what to do. and how little time is
spent listening. conversing with, and responding to the initiatives of
children (see hing.197S. Wood et al. 1980). We suggest that teachers take
the time to write dim n (or tape) their interactions with children for a
short period of time, and then reflect km the quality of those interactions
Because this poses a potentially serious threat to teachers' self-esteem,
we suggest that this be done prhately or under very supportive condi-
tions, with the idea uf implementing some specific strategies for their
own improvement, such as decreasing management demands, increasing
teacher autonomy. and structuring upportunities for authentic interac

tions with children.
We also retommend that administrators pay particular attention to the

reward structures of their programs. not just the rewards for children.
but to teachers as well. To empower children, teachers need to feel
empowered themselves. They too need the opportunities. support and
coaching necessary to achieve personally valued goals.

With regard to research, we hope this book will inspire a sense of both
conhdence and humility. Confidence that we are finally on the right track.
humility about how little we still know. Although we have tried to provide
a more accurate picture of the ,omplex issues surrounding self esteem,
we realize that we hae often oversimplified the issues and ignored
important variables. Mut h research remains to be done and must be

integrated to guide tprat.nioners. We are only just beginning to develop
methods to assess the self-understanding of young children Our under
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standing is often tentative and crude. Particularly missing is a more
elaborate picture of the different ways that children may develop self-
esteem, as well as different individual styles of copiag. How is selt-esteem
fostered in different ethnic and social groups? What about sex differ-
ences9 Are praise and external rewards more useful for certain groups of
children9 We need to know much more about how the same practices
may yield different results with different individuals.

Clearly, we are espousing goals aimed at the very heart of human
values and aspirations Our hearts have long been in the right place. It is
important now to combine big hearts with hard heads. We need to better
understand what we feel, and to take manageable, coordinated steps
aimed at achieving specific goals.
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about NAEYC

NAEYC is . . .

. a m91 ibership-supported organization of people committed to
fostering the growth and dev elopment of children from birth through age
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SELF-ESTEEM IS NOT A TRIVIAL PURSUr that can be built by
pepping children up with empty praise, extra pats, and

cheers of support. Such efforts are temporary at best, and
deceptive at worst.

The goal of this fourth NAEYC research monograph is to
take usparents, teachers, administrators, and policy
makersbeyond naive conceptions of self-esteem as an
isolated entity, and toward an understanding of self-
esteem as a dynamic, multidimensional phenomenon that
must be viewed in the larger context of children's social,
cognitive, moral, and personality development.

Children are active partici- As in their developing
sense of self, acting and interpreting what they do, and
what happens to them. Love and trust, power, autonomy.
limits, initiative and morality, industry and competence,
as well as sociability, self-control, and persistence all play
a compelling, lasting role in how children feel about them-
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